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–Summary in Dutch–
Recuperatie van restwarmte op lage en middelhoge temperatuur uit industrile
processen kan een antwoord bieden op de het broeikasgasprobleem en de
vraag naar efficintere thermische systemen. Organische-Rankinecycli (ORCs)
zijn een gekende technologie om restwarmte om te zetten in waardevolle
elektrische stroom. Niettegenstaande er al enkele decennia onderzoek naar
ORC-technologie wordt verricht, is verder onderzoek in cyclusconfiguraties,
werkmedia en componenten noodzakelijk om de thermodynamische prestaties en
het gebruik van ORCsystemen in een breder aantal toepassingen te verhogen.
De omzetting van thermische energie naar mechanische energie, en vervolgens
in elektrische energie, gebeurt in een ORC via de expander. Meestal is
deze component van het waaiertype, denk aan een radiale of axiale turbine,
of van het verdringertype (of volumetrische type), zoals zuiger-, scroll- en
schroefexpanders. Vooral voor ORCs van klein of middelgroot elektrisch
vermogen zijn verdringerexpanders aanbevolen omwille van hun gunstige
prijs-prestatie-verhouding.
Minstens twee overwegingen dienen gemaakt te worden bij de selectie van
een verdringerexpander voor ORC-toepassingen. Eerst is er de afstemming van
de interne volumeratio van de expander met de optimale drukverhouding van
het ORC-systeem. Verder zijn er de inwendige verliezen in de expander, meer
specifiek de afweging tussen lek- en wrijvingsverliezen, die afhangen van het
specifieke type van de machine.
Om de invloed van de interne volumeratio op het rendement van het
ORC-systeem te kunnen evalueren, is een thermodynamisch cyclusmodel
ontwikkeld samen met een semi-empirisch expandermodel. Het expandermodel
groepeert mechanische, lek- en warmteverliezen. Omdat ORC-systemen
gewoonlijk geoptimaliseerd worden voor een hogere drukverhouding (om meer
vermogen te kunnen onttrekken), hebben expanders met een grotere interne
volumeratio - zoals die van het schroeftype - de voorkeur omdat hun isentroop
rendement een kleiner verval vertoont in het gebied van onderexpansie. Op basis
van de randvoorwaarden opgelegd door een e warmte- en koudebron, werd de
theoretisch matching van een verdringerexpander met een ORC-systeem bekomen.
Hiervoor werd gebruik gemaakt van de maximalisatie van het rendement van
de cyclus volgens de tweede-hoofdwet, dat wil zeggen ten opzichte van de
gerelateerde Carnotcyclus.
xxxii NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Een ander aspect waarmee moet worden rekening gehouden is de
beschikbaarheid van een bepaald expandertype. Omdat er weinig commercieel
beschikbare expanders zijn, wordt er in het onderzoek naar verdringermachines
dikwijls bestaande maar aangepaste compressortechnologie gebruikt uit de
dampcompressie-industrie. In het ultra-lage tot lage vermogensbereik (1
tot 10 kWe), hebben scrollexpanders de voorkeur omwille van het hoge
bereikbare rendement. In het middenvermogengebied zijn de expanders van
het schroeftype de gangbare technologie. Van de familie van schroefexpanders
worden tegenwoordig de dubbele en enkele schroef industrieel ingezet.
Dubbele-schroefexpanders zijn onderzocht geweest in de literatuur en vertoonden
een isentroop rendement hoger dan 80%. Enkele-schroefmachines, die ook
worden toegepast bij het comprimeren van lucht en in de koeltechniek, worden
gekenmerkt door het in -elkaar-grijpen van e´e´n centrale rotor en twee tandwielen.
Deze configuratie leidt tot een symmetrisch werkingsproces wat voordelen
biedt in vergelijking met de traditionele dubbele-schroeftechnologie. Er is een
verminderde belasting voor de lagers en minder geluid en trillingen. Het maken
van enkele-schroefmachines is een bijzondere uitdaging en vergt geavanceerde en
specifiek ontworpen CNC-machines. Dubbele-schroefmachines krijgen meestal
de voorkeur omwille van hun hogere volumetrische en isentrope rendement. Beide
schroeftypes echter kunnen overweg met deellastomstandigheden dankzij interne
capaciteits- of drukratioregelingen, wat erg gewenst is bij de werking van ORCs.
Het huidige onderzoek naar de bepaling van de prestaties van
enkele-schroefexpanders voor ORC-toepassingen staat nog maar aan het
begin. Het merendeel van de beschikbare literatuur is beperkt tot perslucht
als werkmedium. Een veel kleiner aantal gepubliceerde studies behandelen de
inbouw van een enkele-schroefexpander in een ORC-systeem en zijn dan ook nog
eens beperkt tot de studie van e´e´n enkel werkmedium, bijvoorbeeld R123.
Om de prestaties van een enkele-schroefexpander te kunnen karakteriseren zijn
zowel numerieke methoden als experimentele gegevens nodig om de prestaties
te voorspellen. Ten behoeve van de numerieke simulatie is een alomvattend
mechanistisch model opgesteld, gebaseerd op de geometrische beschrijving
van de enkele-schroefexpander en op een open-controlevolumeformalisme.
Dit model omvatte de effecten van inwendige lekken, warmteoverdracht
en wrijvingsverliezen. Er werd aangetoond dat de kernstructuur van het
simulatiemodel toepasbaar was op het merendeel van de verdringermachines,
zowel expanders als compressoren.
Een geschaald prototype van een industrile ORC met een 11 kWe-generator
werd gebruikt om experimentele data van een enkele-schroefexpander
te verzamelen. Deze enkele-schroefexpander was een geconverteerde
luchtcompressor die met R245fa en SES36 werd getest. De inlaattemperatuur
aan de warmtebron werd vastgelegd op 125 ○C. In totaal werden 102 steady-state
punten opgemeten. De expander bereikte een maximaal veralgemeend isentroop
rendement van 0.65 bij een drukverhouding van 8.83 met SES36 als werkmedium.
De experimentele resultaten werden dan gebruikt voor de validatie van het
expandermodel en voor de calibratie van het semi-empirische model.
SUMMARY IN DUTCH xxxiii
Deze experimentele studie bracht aan het licht hoe de prestaties van een
enkele-schroefexpander worden benvloed door slijtage aan het aangrijpprofiel,
meer specifiek door de groter wordende lekopeningen, en door de maximum
druk waaronder de behuizing kan werken. Toleranties in het ontwerp van
het ingrijpend paar en onvoldoende smering werden aangewezen als mogelijke
oorzaken voor het afslijten van de tandprofielen. Het semi-empirische model
werd gebruikt om de interne verliezen in de expander te ontleden en om de
impact van ontwerpverbeteringen op de prestaties te evalueren. De vermindering
van mechanische verliezen en lekstromen resulteerde in een maximaal isentroop
rendement van 72.5%.
De ervaringen met het operationele ORC-systeem vormden de basis van de
optimalisatie van de werking van de enkele-schroefexpander via de analyse van
de afstemming tussen expander- en systeemprestaties.
In dit werk worden enkele aanbevelingen gegeven voor een nieuw ontwerp
van de behuizing, die kunnen worden meegenomen in verdere ontwikkelingen en
onderzoeksvragen, in het bijzonder voor expansie van twee-fasenstroming.. De
kennis van kinematische vergelijkingen die de het ingrijpend paar beschrijven kan
gebruikt worden om correcte gridgeneratiealgoritmes in bvb CFD te ontwikkelen
die toepasbaar zijn op complexe rotorgeometriee¨n.

English summary
Medium to low grade waste heat recovery from industrial processes is of particular
interest to address both environmental concerns and the need of more efficient
thermal systems. Organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) have been demonstrated to be
a viable solution to convert waste heat into valuable electric power. Although
the research on the ORC technology has been pursued for decades, further
advancements on cycle architectures, working fluids and components are still
required to increase the thermodynamic performance and the adoption of such
systems to a larger variety of applications in order to valorize wasted heat.
In an ORC, the conversion of thermal energy into mechanical energy and,
successively, into electrical energy occurs by means of an expander. Such a device
is usually of a dynamic type, e.g., radial or axial turbine, or a positive displacement
type, e.g., reciprocating, scroll, screw. In particular, positive displacement
expanders have been identified as key components in the medium to low power
range ORCs because of the trade-off between cost and performance.
The selection of a positive displacement expander for ORC applications
involves at least two main fundamental aspects. The first one is related to the
matching between expander design internal volume ratio and the ORC system
optimum pressure ratio, and the second one is expander internal losses, e.g.,
trade-off between leakage and friction, which are tied to the specific type of
machine.
To evaluate the impact of the expander internal volume ratio on the ORC system
efficiency, a thermodynamic cycle model with a semi-empirical expander model
was developed. The expander model included lumped mechanical, leakage and
heat losses. As ORC systems are usually optimized for higher pressure ratios
in order to extract more power, expanders with larger internal volume ratios,
e.g., screw type, are favored because their isentropic efficiency shows a lower
decay in the under-expansion region. For given heat source and sink conditions,
the theoretical matching between a positive displacement expander and the ORC
system was obtained by maximizing the cycle Second Law efficiency defined with
respect to the associated Carnot cycle.
The availability of a certain expander type is another aspect to be taken
into account. Due to the fact that commercially available expanders are very
limited, the research on positive displacement machines is often conducted by
modifying existing compressor technologies used in vapor compression industry.
In the ultra-low and low power range (1 to 10 kWe), scroll expanders are
usually preferred due to high efficiency achievable. In the medium power
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range, screw-type of expanders represent main technology to be employed.
Under the screw family of positive displacement machines, twin-screw and
single-screw are currently employed industrially. Twin-screw expanders have
been investigated in literature and showed isentropic efficiency above 80%.
Single-screw type of machines, which are also employed in air-compression
and refrigeration applications, are characterized by a meshing pair of central
rotor and two starwheels. Such configuration leads to a symmetrical working
process which presents advantages compared to traditional twin-screw technology
because of reduced loads on bearings, noise and vibrations. The manufacturing
of single-screw machines is particularly challenging and requires advanced and
custom-made CNC machines. Twin-screw machines are usually preferred due
to higher volumetric and isentropic performance. However, both screw-type of
machines are able to handle part-load conditions by means of internal capacity or
pressure ratio control mechanisms which is ideal for the ORC operations.
The current research on evaluating the performance of single-screw expanders
for ORC applications is still at the beginning and the majority of the literature
available is limited to compressed-air as working fluid. Fewer studies have been
published on the integration of a single-screw expander into an ORC system and
always limited to a single working fluid, e.g., R123.
In order to characterize the single-screw expander performance, numerical
methods to predict its performance as well as experimental data were necessary.
To address the numerical simulation part, a comprehensive mechanistic model
based on a detailed geometry description of the single-screw expander and an
open-control volume formulation was developed. The model included effects of
internal leakage, heat transfer and friction losses. The core structure of simulation
model was demonstrated to be applicable to the majority of positive displacement
machines, either expanders or compressors. A scaled-down prototype of an
industrial ORC with an 11 kWe generator was used to collect experimental data
on a single-screw expander. In particular, a single-screw expander converted from
an air-compressor unit was tested with R245fa and SES36. The hot source inlet
temperature was fixed at 125 ○C. A total of 102 steady-state points were obtained.
The expander achieved a maximum overall isentropic efficiency of approximately
65% at a pressure ratio of 8.83 with SES36 as working fluid. The experimental
results were used to carry out a preliminary validation of the expander model and
to calibrate a semi-empirical model.
The experimental analysis revealed how the performance of the single-screw
expander were affected by the deterioration of the meshing profile, i.e., larger
leakage gaps, and by the maximum pressure at which the housing was able to
work. Design tolerances of the meshing pair and non-sufficient lubrication were
identified as possible causes of the wearing of the tooth profile. The semi-empirical
model was used to break-down the internal losses of the expander and further
exercised to evaluate the impact of design improvements on the performance. The
reduction of mechanical losses and leakage flows results in a maximum isentropic
efficiency of 72.5%.
Based on the experience gained by running the ORC system, the operation
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of the single-screw expander with the system was optimize by analyzing the
matching between expander and system performance. As a result of this work,
recommendations are made on a new housing design that could be considered for
further developments and research opportunities especially regarding two-phase
flow expansion. Moreover, the knowledge gained during the present work,
especially related to meshing pair geometry model, led to obtain preliminary
transient CFD results which has not been addressed yet in the open-literature due
to the complexity of the meshing process. The knowledge of the meshing pair
kinematics equations could be used to develop proper grid generation algorithms
applicable to complex rotor geometries.
The simulation framework for positive displacement machines employed and
enhanced in this work is a powerful tool for both research and teaching purposes.
In particular, its structure will allow the integration of other important modeling
aspects such as gas pulsations as well as transient operating cycles to be found for
example in linear compressors.

1
Introduction
1.1 Organic Rankine Cycles and Waste Heat
Recovery
The increase in both global energy demand and environmental concerns push the
research towards renewable energies as well as to more efficient ways of utilizing
existing technologies [1]. A great variety of heat source profiles and capacities
exist that are potentially suitable for waste heat recovery (WHR) technologies [2].
Medium to low grade (80-200 ○C) waste heat recovery has gained attention and
importance as conventional high temperature Rankine cycles are economically
unfeasible in such range of temperatures [3]. In particular, the residual or waste
heat from industrial processes is usually not efficiently recovered as it falls into the
medium to low temperature range [4].
During recent years, organic Rankine cycle (ORC) systems have gained
maturity, becoming a widely accepted technology to convert low to medium
grade heat into higher quality type of energy, e.g., electricity [5–7] due to
their adaptability to be designed to match different heat sources and heat sinks
conditions.
The research on ORC systems progresses on several aspects such as
environmentally-friendly working fluids, thermo-economic optimizations, cycle
and components modeling as well as control strategies [8–10]. Especially at
lower power range (below 50 kWe), thermo-economic aspects have to be included
while investigating potential cycle improvements because of the absence of an
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economy of scale of such systems. Lecompte et al. [11] analyzed several advanced
thermodynamic cycle configurations for future developments and concluded that
ORCs with partial evaporation and two-phase expansion have high potential for
low-grade waste heat recovery.
The design of efficient, environmental-friendly, and cost effective ORC systems
is still an open challenge nowadays. Although ORC systems are rather easy to
operate and the components are mostly available from the refrigeration industry,
the overall efficiency is still quite low compared to other traditional energy
conversion technologies.
As aforementioned, one of the key aspects of WHR is the conversion of heat
into higher quality type of energy by means of an expansion device. As a
consequence, the optimization of so called expander plays an important role in
the frame of maximizing the power output and improving the overall efficiency.
Different expander technologies have been proposed and analyzed during recent
years [12]. In general, expanders can be classified into two main categories:
(i) dynamic or velocity-based type, e.g., axial and radial turbine expanders; (ii)
positive displacement or volumetric type, e.g., scroll, screw, rotary, reciprocating
[13]. Limitations of both technologies have been addressed by Quoilin et al. [14].
Positive displacement expanders have been proven to be cost-effective in the
low to medium power range, as outlined by Imran et al. [12] in their comprehensive
review. The performance of a volumetric expander is affected by internal losses
(typically leakage, friction and heat losses) and the operating condition at which
it operates in terms of applied pressure ratio. Because of the fixed internal
volume ratio (usually in the range 2-7), also referred as built-in volume ratio, the
volumetric expander has to be chosen to match with the system optimal pressure
ratio. As a consequence, in most of the cases, the volumetric expanders work in
the under-expansion area, i.e. the specific volume ratio applied is higher than the
built-in one, because the over-expansion losses are significantly more detrimental
and the ORC systems are usually optimized for a higher evaporating pressure
depending on the working fluid selected [8].
1.2 Positive Displacement Expanders for ORC
applications
In the selection process of an expander for a certain ORC application several
desirable parameters can be listed and grouped in different categories:
(i) performance parameters: isentropic efficiency, pressure ratio, power output,
working temperature, inlet vapor quality;
(ii) design parameters: lubrication requirements, clearances, rotational speed,
capacity, noise and vibrations;
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(iii) other general parameters: reliability, costs, safety.
The current research efforts suggest that each volumetric expander type has
a certain range of capacity and therefore more appropriate applications [12].
However, on a commercial point of view, only turbine, screw and scroll expanders
are widely used. This aspect represents a fundamental difference compared to
vapor compression systems.
Scroll-expanders are a well known technology for small-scale ORC applications
[15]. Other positive displacement machines have been proposed and investigated,
such as rotary and reciprocating piston expanders. For instance, Bao et al. [16]
proposed a detailed overview of available expander technologies and selection
criteria for ORC systems. In particular, it appears clear that one-stage radial inflow
turbines are attractive under isentropic efficiency point of view (48-85%), lower
flow rate and higher pressure ratios compared to axial turbines. Screw expanders is
a mature technology in the ORC systems with an isentropic efficiency in the range
of 26-85%, but in many cases gear boxes and lubrication systems are required
and they are mainly employed in the medium to large power range. Such wide
range of efficiency is related to the size and operating conditions of the screw
expanders. In fact, leakages and machining tolerances are important aspects during
the design process. Scroll expanders present a more complicated geometry with
a fixed built-in volume ratio which can cause under and over expansion issues.
This type of machine is suitable for limited expansion ratios compared to turbines,
and lower power range, which makes this technology the main candidate for small
ORC systems (below 10 kW). The isentropic efficiency ranges between 10 and
77%. Reciprocating piston expanders are used in the heat recovery from internal
combustion engine exhaust. The presence of intake and exhaust valves as well as
large amount of moving parts, affect the reliability and the performances of such
displacement machine. The maximum value of the isentropic efficiency reported
in literature was slightly above 60%. Rotary vane expanders have some advantages
such as wide range of tolerance of vapor qualities, simpler structure which limits
manufacturing costs and flat operating efficiency curves. Low rotational speeds
allow to couple the expander to a generator without gearboxes. Wear and sealing
are major issues and a consequent lubrication system is required. In fact, leakages
have been found to be the main contributor in performance loss. The capacity of
the rotary vane expander is limited (below 10 kW) and the isentropic efficiency is
in many cases below 55%.
Under the category screw type, different configurations exist that defined the
type of machine. In particular, twin-screw and single-screw types, shown in Figure
1.1 and in Figure 1.2 respectively, are the most common ones and widely used
in commercial and industrial applications. As it can be seen from Figure 1.2,
the single-screw machine represents an improvement over twin-screw because of
balanced loads on the main screw rotor. In fact, the compression or expansion
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process occurs simultaneously with respect to the main shaft rotation axis which
reduces also the vibrations leading to improved working life for the bearings.
During the selection and design of a positive displacement expander for ORC
applications, two major aspects must be considered and analyzed:
• expander losses (friction losses, heat losses, leakages, other irreversibilities);
• matching between ORC system optimum pressure ratio and fixed expander
built-in volume ratio.
A general overview of the typical expander internal losses is given in Section
1.2.1. Whereas, the matching between ORC system and a positive displacement
expander is discussed in Section 1.2.2.
Figure 1.1: Assembly of a twin-screw compressor or expander machine.
Figure 1.2: Assembly of a single-screw compressor or expander machine.
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Figure 1.3: Definition of the internal losses of an open-drive expander. Adapted from Chen
et al. [17].
Figure 1.4: Break down of the internal physical phenomena occurring inside a positive
displacement expander.
1.2.1 Expander internal losses
The performance of a positive displacement expander is affected by fixed internal
volume ratio, mismatch with the applied pressure ratio, pressure drops during
suction and discharge processes, heat losses, leakages, presence of lubricant oil
and friction losses. Similar considerations can be readily extended to positive
displacement compressors. The general energy flow chart of an open-drive positive
displacement expander is shown in Figure 1.3.
A conceptual schematic of an expander can be considered to describe in a
general way the evolution of the working fluid and lubricant oil through the
machine and, thus, identify the different loss terms. In particular, the widely
documented approach [18–20] of decomposing the expansion process into several
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steps is adopted. By referring to Figure 1.4, the following physical-based steps can
be recognized:
● adiabatic supply pressure drop;● isobaric supply cooling;● fictitious internal leakage;● adiabatic reversible expansion to the internal pressure ratio imposed by the
built-in volume ratio of the expander;● adiabatic expansion at a constant volume;● adiabatic mixing between the flow exiting the expansion chamber and the
internal leakage flow;● isobaric exhaust heat transfer;● adiabatic discharge pressure drop.
The actual expansion process is divided into two steps, i.e. an isentropic
expansion to the internal pressure, pint,exp, corresponding to the built-in volume
ratio and an adiabatic expansion at constant machine volume (V=Vdis), to the
discharge pressure (condensing pressure). Therefore, the internal specific work
is expressed as
wint,exp = ws,exp +wV,exp (1.1)
where, the two contribution terms are given by
ws,exp = hsu2,mix,exp − hint,mix,exp (1.2)
wV,exp = vint,mix,exp (pint,exp − pex3,exp) (1.3)
and it is assumed that the working fluid and lubricant oil are in thermal and
mechanical equilibrium, which implies that they are treated as an homogeneous
mixture (subscript mix) with same temperature and velocity. To be noted is that in
the case of reciprocating expanders, a re-compression step needs to be accounted
for due to the presence of a clearance volume, as shown by Dumont et al. [21].
The mass flow rate through a positive displacement expander is typically related
to pressure drops and heat transfer during the suction process and internal leakages.
The theoretical mass flow rate through the expander is calculated as:
m˙th,exp = V˙swept,exp
vsu,mix,exp
(1.4)
where V˙swept,exp is the volumetric flow rate displaced by the expander. Due to the
aforementioned losses during filling process, it follows that the actual mass flow
rate displaced can be expressed as:
m˙exp = m˙int,exp + m˙leak,exp (1.5)
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where m˙int,exp is the internal mass flow rate that produces work and m˙leak,exp is
the lumped leakage flow rate.
The expander shaft power is obtained by subtracting the mechanical losses
associated with friction and bearing losses to the internal power, i.e. p-V work.
That is:
W˙sh,exp = W˙int,expηmech = m˙int,expwint,exp − W˙loss,mech (1.6)
As the expansion process is not adiabatic, the expander shell temperature increases
leading to potential heat losses to the ambient. An overall energy balance on the
expander is imposed to account for heat losses through the housing:
m˙exp (hsu,mix,exp − hex,mix,exp) = W˙sh,exp + Q˙amb (1.7)
The ambient heat rate losses are calculated as follows:
Q˙amb = UAamb (Tshell − Tamb) (1.8)
where the shell temperature of the expander is given as the average temperature
between inlet and outlet conditions.
The performance of a volumetric expander can be fully characterized by
defining an expander overall isentropic efficiency and a filling factor. The expander
overall isentropic efficiency, ηoa,exp, is affected by the pressure ratio across it
(i.e., volume ratio - pressure ratio mismatch), by internal leakage losses, by
thermodynamic irreversibilities as well as mechanical and friction losses. As
outlined by Lemort et al. [22], the overall isentropic efficiency can be expressed as
the product of four terms:
ηoa,exp = ηleak ηint ηmech ηs,th (1.9)
= m˙int,exp
φleakφP,TφO´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
ϕFF
m˙exp
W˙int,exp
W˙pV,th,exp
W˙sh,exp
W˙int,exp
W˙pV,th,exp
W˙th,s,exp
(1.10)
where ηleak is the reciprocal of the filling factor, ϕFF, and quantifies the leakage
losses, ηint is the internal efficiency or ”diagram factor” and quantifies all the
irreversibilities associated with the actual indicated work rate (i.e. irreversibilities
that deform the indicated diagram) with respect to the theoretical indicated
work rate, W˙pV,th,exp, ηmech is the expander mechanical efficiency and ηs,th
is the theoretical isentropic efficiency that quantifies the impact of under/over-
expansion/compression losses. The filling factor is a strong function of the rotation
speed and a weak function of the pressure ratio [23] and it can be decomposed
into three terms: φleak quantifies the impact of internal leakages and it is always
larger than unity, φP,T accounts for the impact of supply pressure drop and heat
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transfer on the inlet specific volume and it is less than unity if the pressure losses
are predominant and φO is equal to unity for all the machines that do not have
a clearance volume. Furthermore, the volumetric performance of an expander is
influenced by both manufacturing tolerances and working conditions. Its modeling
requires a more mechanistic approach or experimental testing.
The theoretical isentropic power is given as:
W˙th,is,exp = m˙th,exp (hsu,mix − hex,mix,s) (1.11)
The contribution of each term affecting the expander efficiency is shown in
Figure 1.5(a). The maximum expander efficiency occurs when the imposed
specific volume ratio matches the internal volume ratio of the machine and both
suction and discharge pressure drops are neglected. To be noted is that usually
the actual internal (or indicated) work differs from the theoretical one because of
other irreversibilities than over/under expansion losses (for example leakages and
heat losses) [22]. The terms ηint and ηmech are related to the internal leakages
and mechanical losses of a specific machine and are functions of pressure ratio
and rotational speed. Only for illustration purposes, the product ηintηmech has
been assumed constant and equal to 0.6 in order to be representative of a general
expander. Both contributions should be correlated to the actual behavior of the
expander under different operating conditions.
In Figure 1.5(b) it is possible to see the effect of the pressure ratio on the
expander isentropic efficiency. As the internal volume ratio increases, the effect
of the under-expansion is less detrimental. The lower volume ratio expander
efficiency curve resembles the one from a scroll-type of expander [24]. The curves
at higher volume ratios are characteristic of screw-type expanders [23, 25].
1.2.2 Matching between ORC and Expanders
As described in the previous section, the actual expansion process deviates greatly
from the ideal adiabatic and reversible process. One aspect that has not been
analyzed previously is the pressure drops. The pressure ratio imposed externally
to the expander differs from the internal pressure ratio applied to the working
chambers. The difference is related to the fixed internal volume ratio, which has
been discussed previously in terms of over- and under-expansion, and pressure
drops at the inlet and outlet of the machine, filling of the chambers, internal piping.
It follows that in order to optimize the performance of the expander, the system
pressure ratio, the internal pressure ratio and the built-in volume ratio are closely
related.
The matching between ORC systems and expanders has been analyzed [2, 24,
26]. For a given set of operating conditions and expander type, it is possible
to determine the expander volume ratio at which both the cycle efficiency and
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Figure 1.5: (a) Breakdown of the contributions to the expander overall isentropic
efficiency. Plot generated for R245fa and an expander built-in volume ratio of 6. The
mechanical efficiency is assumed to be 0.7; (b) influence of the expander built-in volume
ratio on overall isentropic efficiency (circle markers) and cycle efficiency (triangle
markers) at different pressure ratios with R245fa. Pressure drops at suction and discharge
ports of the expander are not considered as they are machine specific.
the expander efficiency are maximized. For a fixed expander capacity, i.e.,
Nexp =fixed, the isentropic efficiency can be considered to be a function of only
the expansion volume ratio, i.e., ηis,oa ≃ fexp (rv,exp) . In fact, the filling factor
is almost independent from the expander pressure ratio but it is a function of the
expander rotational speed which is related to the capacity. Therefore, it is possible
to maximize the Second Law efficiency for a heat source having a finite heat
capacity [26, 27] as a function of the expansion volume ratio and the expander
isentropic efficiency, i.e., ηII,finite = fORC (rv,exp, ηis,oa). In the case of ORCs,
the Second Law efficiency for a heat source having a finite heat capacity is written
as:
ηII,finite = W˙net
m˙hf ∫ hf,in0 (1 − T0T ) δq
= W˙exp − W˙pp
m˙hf[(hin (Thf,in, phf,in) − h0 (T0, phf,in))−T0 (sin (Thf,in, phf,in) − s0 (T0, phf,in))]
(1.12)
where the denominator represents the thermal exergy of the heat source with
a finite heat capacity. The integral of the Carnot efficiency over the heat
source profile limits has been calculated neglecting the contributions of kinetic
energy and potential energy. Thus, since the thermal oil used as hot source is
incompressible, any contribution associated to the pressure being slightly higher
than the atmospheric one is neglected (the piping system is not pressurized). The
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Figure 1.6: Theoretical match between expander and ORC cycle efficiency for R245fa.
Contour shows lines at constant Second Law efficiency ηII,Carnot. The hot source inlet
temperature is fixed at 125 °C. The experimental data is overlaid for reference. The red
dashed line represents the points that satisfy the Pacejka equation, as reported in [26].
dead state temperature, T0, is chosen to be the coldest temperature within the
ORC system, i.e., the cooling medium entering the condenser, Tcf,in. If the heat
source is fixed, then the denominator of Equation 1.12 is independent of the cycle
configuration or working fluid, which allows to fairly compare the performance of
a certain system with different working fluids. To be noted is that, for a fixed heat
source, maximizing ηII,finite also means maximizing W˙net.
A constraint is introduced regarding the isentropic efficiency of the expander.
Woodland et al. [24], assumed that the expander efficiency must follow the
trend of the obtained experimental data of the chosen expander. However, if
the aim is to investigate the influence of both expansion ratio and maximum
isentropic efficiency achievable with a certain expander type, the optimization can
be constrained by imposing the desired value of the isentropic efficiency, ηis,des.
If a single value is considered, at the optimum point (rv,opt, ηis,opt):
dηII,finite
drv,exp
∣
opt
= ∂fORC (rv,exp, ηis,oa)
∂rv,exp
∣
opt
= dηis,oa
drv,exp
∣
opt
= ∂fexp (rv,exp)
∂rv,exp
∣
opt
= 0
(1.13)
with ηis,opt = ηis,des. If an array of values are posed as constraint, ηis,des, then a
line of optimum points are obtained, representing the current design limit for the
expander technology selected.
By taking as an example the performance of a single-screw expander, an
optimization can be carried out to determine the theoretical expander that should
be designed for the given set of boundary conditions in order to match the
maximum isentropic efficiency with the maximum Second Law efficiency defined
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with respect to the associated Carnot cycle:
ηII,Carnot = ηORC,net
ηCarnot
(1.14)
where ηCarnot = 1 − Tin,cd,cf/Tin,ev,hf with Tin,cd,cf and Tin,ev,hf are the inlet
temperatures in Kelvin of heat sink and heat source, respectively. The upper
limit of the desired single-screw expander isentropic efficiency is set equal to
0.8, which is a reasonable upper bound value for screw type of expanders [12].
The results of the optimization for a heat source inlet temperature of 125 ○C is
shown in Fig. 1.6. Under the specified boundary conditions, the contour shows the
Second Law efficiency, ηII,Carnot, calculated by varying the isentropic efficiency
of the expander from 0.3 to 1 (ideal case) and by increasing the pump frequency
up to 49 Hz. The experimental points (black stars), which are representative of
the current expander performance range at 3000 rpm, are overlaid to highlight
the possible performance improvements when compared with the theoretical black
dashed line corresponding to the points where the maximum cycle efficiency
is obtained at the maximum expander isentropic efficiency. If the operating
conditions could be adjusted toward the black dashed line, an increase in expander
isentropic efficiency would always result in an increase in cycle efficiency. The
installed expander has a built-in volume ratio slightly higher than 5. Typically,
the maximum isentropic efficiency occurs for a specific expansion ratio close
to the built-in volume ratio. The optimization suggests that the hypothetical
expander should have a high specific expansion ratio (above 9). However, the
maximum reported built-in volume ratio for a single-screw compressor is around
7. As a consequence, additional experimental results should be obtained to better
characterize the decrease of the isentropic efficiency at higher specific expansion
ratio, i.e., between 7 to 10. In fact, usually, by increasing the pressure ratio across
the expander, the power output still increases because the under-expansion is less
detrimental than the over-expansion. There is a trade off between the decrease
of expander isentropic efficiency due to under-expansion and the increase of cycle
efficiency due to the increase of power produced by the expander at higher pressure
ratios.
1.3 Motivation and objectives of the study
Organic Rankine cycle systems have the potential to recover waste heat at
higher cycle efficiency as the development and research advance. As pointed
out by Lecompte [28], the component selection, layout and sizing is among
the major research topics on ORCs. The expansion device represents the core
of the ORC system as it allows to generate useful work output. Up to know,
commercially available positive displacement expanders are limited and often
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tailored to particular applications. As for the working fluids, it is not possible
to select one expander type for all the applications and capacities.
In medium to low power range, screw expanders are regarded as the
most suitable technology among positive displacement machines. Single-screw
expanders are gaining attention due to their favorable mechanical configuration
compared to twin-screw type. Although, a number of works in literature can
be found on such expander, the experimental characterization is often limited to
compressed air or a single working fluid.
In order to assess the potential of single-screw expanders as volumetric
expanders for ORC applications, a more in-depth characterization of their
performance is required. Currently, several aspects have not been addressed yet
in the open-literature. The most important ones, but not limited to, are:
• performance behavior of SSE with different working fluids in an ORC
installation;
• relationship between the geometric built-in volume ratio and the applied
system pressure ratio as well as the specific expansion ratio;
• quantify the major single-screw expander internal losses and identify design
improvements;
• impact of lubricant oil on leakage path and friction losses;
• absence of available experimental data of single-screw expanders employed
in ORC systems with different working fluids.
Furthermore, as aforementioned, numerous studies in literature focus on
expander modeling. Yet, the detailed models are usually developed for a specific
machine. The comparison of different positive expander types is an important
aspects when designing an ORC. The availability of tools in the open-literature
is still limited. An effort is made in this work to extend a generalized modeling
approach to both positive displacement expanders and compressors.
The objective of this work is to characterize the performance of a single-screw
expander for ORC applications in waste heat recovery both numerically and
experimentally. The following aspects are addressed:
• development and validation of a generalized positive displacement
simulation framework;
• development and validation of a single-screw mechanistic model
• experimental characterization of a single screw expander with two working
fluids, i.e., SES36 and R245fa.
1.4 Outline
The structure of the thesis follows the objectives above.
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In Chapter 2, a generalized approach to the modeling of positive displacement
compressors and expanders is introduced and applied to show its flexibility.
In Chapter 3, the geometric features of a single-screw machine are described
and proper models are formulated to obtain the geometric curves necessary to
undertake the task of developing a mechanistic model.
The general approach outlined in Chapter 2 and the geometry model obtained
in Chapter 3 are utilized in Chapter 4 to complete the mechanistic model of the
single-screw expander. Particular attention is given to model leakage flows, heat
transfer rate within the working chambers, frictional losses and overall energy
balance.
In Chapter 5, the performance of a single-screw expander with a 120 mm main
rotor is evaluated experimentally. In particular, the expander is installed in an 11
kWe ORC which is a scaled-down version of a real commercial ORC, designed
for waste heat recovery under low heat source temperatures. SES36 and R245fa
are employed as working fluids.
In Chapter 6, the mechanistic model is validated with the experimental data and
the operation of the single-screw expander integrated in ORC system is optimized.
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2
Mechanistic model of positive
displacement machines:PDSim
2.1 Introduction
The deterministic or mechanistic simulation of positive displacement compressors
and expanders, also referred to as chamber models, is of great interest both
academically and industrially. Simulation programs are typically developed in
order to conduct computer-based prototyping. Once the mechanistic model is
properly validated and calibrated, it allows to accurately predict the performance
of the machine at conditions for which the machine has not been tested previously.
In contrast, semi-empirical models are typically valid within the calibrated range
and the limits of extrapolability should be assessed [1]. Moreover, design
improvements can also be analyzed which potentially reduces the experimental
work.
One of the shortcomings of many of the documented simulation codes for
positive displacement machines is that they are highly specific, generally having
been developed for a particular type of machine (scroll, reciprocating, etc.) and are
typically structured in a way that limit their flexibility. Furthermore, most of such
models are not readily available in the open-literature due to highly proprietary
modeling information. As a result, duplicate efforts can be found especially in the
academic research.
By conducting a literature review, the fundamentals of computer simulation
of positive displacement compressors were described by Prof. Soedel and Prof.
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Hamilton from the Ray W. Herrick Laboratories at Purdue University in their short
courses [2, 3]. Such approach was applied systematically to different compressor
types, such as reciprocating, rolling piston, sliding vane as well as screw [4, 5],
and a general methodology was developed. Throughout decades of research, this
methodology allowed to develop tailor-made simulation models with focus on a
particular type of positive displacement machine. A selection of the simulation
codes developed at the Ray W. Herrick Laboratories over the last few decades is
summarized here:
• Scroll compressor and expander [6–11]
• Bowtie compressor [12]
• Linear compressor [13, 14]
• Rotary compressor [15, 16]
• Z-compressor [17]
• Reciprocating compressor [18, 19]
• Screw compressor and expander [20–22]
• Spool compressor [16, 23]
With the knowledge gained by modeling different types of compressors and
expanders, it was possible to identify a general structure in the construction of
their models and to develop a tool that was able to include the common features
shared amongst all positive displacement types:
• Control volumes, which form the heart of the device and the model. These
control volumes (working chambers) have volume profiles governed by
the geometry. The change in volume of the working chambers results in
compression (with power input) or expansion (with power recovery). The
control volumes exchange heat and mass with the elements with which it
communicates, as shown in Figure 2.1.
• Flow models, used to connect tubes, chambers, and other components in the
machines. As the complexity of the machine increases, the permutations of
the chambers that may communicate through flow increases significantly.
• Electrical motor losses and heat transfer. The machine itself is usually driven
with an electrical motor (alternatively drives a generator in the case of an
expander), which may in turn be cooled by suction or discharge gas.
• Mechanical losses, and the commensurate heat transfer, that arise. These
include friction generated by bearings, seals, and other relative motion
between parts.
• The numerical challenges that typically arise in simulating these devices
(numerical stiffness, step size selection, etc.) are common to all types of
positive displacement machines, as is their resolution.
As a result, a generalized positive displacement simulation tool called PDSim
was developed [24] by including reciprocating and scroll machines as examples.
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Up to now, there has never been a generalized simulation code developed
for all types of positive displacement compressors and expanders. The code
is implemented in the programming language Python with the core structure
compiled in Cython and it takes advantage of the highly object orient features
that allow for easy modifications and extensions. Thus, the high-level nature of
Python can be maintained while obtaining computational speeds close to low-level
programming such as C + +.
The scope of this chapter is provide a background on the aforementioned
framework, to extend the compressor library and core components and to
demonstrate its flexibility by investigating some of the challenges involved in
simulating different positive displacement machines. In particular, the following
major improvements have been accomplished:
• extend the core of PDSim in order to handle two-phase
expansion/compression, homogeneous oil-flooded compression/expansion,
two-fluids compression/expansion;
• add vibration mode valve dynamics, detailed leakage flow models and heat
transfer library;
• integrate multi-lumped overall energy balance solution scheme;
• implement an extended library of compressor and expander models, i.e.,
rolling-piston, multi-cylinder reciprocating, Z-compressor.
A Z-compressor will be used as an example of comprehensive compressor
modeling. Furthermore, PDSim will be also used to carry on the modeling of
the single-screw expander which is the object of the present work.
The development of such generalized tool will be beneficial for both teaching
and research purposes on positive displacement compressors and expanders.
2.2 Systematic approach to the modeling of positive
displacement compressors and expanders
As previously outlined, mechanistic models of positive displacement (PD)
machines present a systematic structure that accounts for the different physical
phenomena occurring inside the machine during the entire compression or
expansion process. The general approach is based upon a system of conservation
equations within each of the working chambers of the PD machine that is a
function of the parameters of PD technology considered such as volume of the
chamber, rate of change of volume and thermodynamic state. The assumptions
that are made to derive such system of equations are general enough that are
applicable to different types of compressors or expanders. Besides the geometric
parameters that defines a certain PD machine, physical phenomena such as leakage
flow, heat transfer and mechanical or friction losses along with design details, e.g.,
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the thermodynamic concept of a control volume. Adapted
from [25].
presence of valves, hermetic or open-drive configurations, define the particular
type of machine. The general structure of a compressor or expander model in
PDSim is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The pseudo-code structure is not meant to be
comprehensive but it serves to the purpose of highlighting the possible different
modules that are needed in order to create a simulation code. As the complexity
of a model can vary depending on the purpose of the simulation and the PD type,
some modules may be optional as indicated by the dotted boxes.
Compression and expansion processes in PD machines are transient
thermodynamic transformations. Therefore, to be studied, a system of transient
conservation equations is necessary. Each working chamber is described in a
thermodynamic way by means of open control volumes (CV), as shown in Figure
2.1. In each control volume, it is assumed that the thermodynamic properties
are uniform which implies also quasi-equilibrium conditions. Such approach has
been proven to be accurate enough to predict the performance of PD machines [2].
Non-uniformity of the thermodynamic properties within the chamber volume can
be accounted for by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods.
The conservation of mass for a generic control volume can be written as:
dmCV
dt
=∑
i
m˙i (2.1)
where mCV is the mass of working fluid within the chamber (or CV) and m˙i
represents the mass flow rate of the i-th flow path entering or exiting the control
volume (positive if flows into the CV). The flow interactions are usually referred
to as leakage flows.
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Compressor/Expander class
Geometry inputs
Inlet/Outlet thermodynamic states
Select motor/generator model
Constant efficiency
Torque-slip-efficiency map
Detailed model
Mechanical and friction losses
Add CVs
Add Tubes
FlowPaths
Add Suction/discharge FlowPaths
Add leakage FlowPaths
Add Valves
Add Energy Balance Callbacks
Define solver
Debug plots
Figure 2.2: General structure of a positive displacement machine simulation code with
PDSim.
The conservation of total energy is given by:
dECV
dt
= W˙CV + Q˙CV +∑
i
(m˙e)i (2.2)
where the first two terms on the right hand of Equation 2.2 refer to the boundary
work rate of control volume and heat transfer rate of the control volume,
respectively. The term (m˙e)i is associated with the energy flows across the
boundaries of the CV. The total energy ECV includes the contribution of internal
energy, UCV, kinetic energy, KECV, potential energy, PECV and other source
terms. It is assumed that the kinetic energy of the control volume and gravitational
effects are negligible compared to the effect of change in internal energy. It follows
that Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as:
dUCV
dt
= d(mu)CV
dt
=∑
i
(m˙h)i + W˙CV + Q˙CV (2.3)
where (m˙h)i is the enthalpy flow term for the i-th flow path. In the case of positive
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displacement machines, the boundary work rate term is usually given by
W˙CV = −pCV dV
dt
(2.4)
where pCV is pressure inside the control volume.
The system of equations developed describes a dynamic model of a PD machine
that needs to be integrated over time. Such formulation is general enough that
can be applied to both mechanistic models of PD machines that are crank-motion
driven (e.g., reciprocating, rotary, etc.) as well as dynamic linear compressors,
in which the stroke is determined by electro-mechanical forces. The dynamic
simulation accounts for transients. As the integration over time progresses the
system will reach a steady-periodic solution. Usually, in the case of PD machines
having a crank-motion, the steady-periodic solution is of particular interest (unless
transients such as start-up or shut-down are considered). The steady-periodic
solution corresponds to a complete working cycle of the PD machine that is
typically identified as a function of the rotation angle. For this reason, it is
convenient to express the system of differential equations as function of the crank
angle by recalling that θ = ωt. That is,
dmCV
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
m˙i
d(mu)CV
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙h)i − pCV dVdθ + Q˙CVω
(2.5)
In the case of nonuniform crank rotational speed, proper equations describing the
characteristics of the motor need to be coupled to the system of equations 2.5, as
shown in Figure 2.2.
By analyzing the system of Equations 2.5, it can be observed that to reduce
the unknowns to only two independent variables, i.e., two thermodynamic
properties, additional models for the volume of the chambers, heat transfer rate
and leakage interactions are necessary. Each sub-model can be defined to describe
a particular machine and then the system of differential equations can be integrated
simultaneously for each of the working chambers until one rotation is completed.
While present work will focus only on steady-periodic modeling of PD
machines with the aim of developing the necessary theoretical background to
analyze the single-screw expander, the extension of PDSim to dynamic modeling
of a linear compressor can be found in Ziviani et al. [26] and Zhang et al. [27].
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2.3 Control volume analysis and conservation
equations
Control volume (CV) analysis applied to a PD machine requires the derivation
of mathematical expressions for the conservation of mass and energy based upon
the selection of two independent thermodynamic properties that fully define the
thermodynamic state of the working fluid. This is true as long as pure (or
pseudo-pure) fluids are considered. If lubricant oil or other secondary fluids are
present within the working chamber, the CV analysis needs to be extended to fully
determine the state of the homogeneous (or heterogeneous) mixture. Furthermore,
during expansion or compression processes, there are situations where working
fluid liquid and vapor phases are present at the same time. For example, a pure
(or pseudo-pure) fluids can undergo phase-change during the expansion process,
e.g., flash expansion [28], or slugging problems can occur in compressors [15]. As
the working fluid becomes a liquid-vapor mixture, the governing equations should
account for the change in quality. In this section, the CV analysis is extended to
define proper thermodynamic governing equations that are able to be applied to
the following cases of interest in PD modeling:
• Single-phase super-heated working fluid
• Two-phase working fluid
• Homogeneous mixture of working fluid and secondary fluid
• Two-fluid heterogeneous model.
2.3.1 Single-Phase governing equations
The most common set of control volume governing equations deals with dry
compression or expansion processes, meaning a pure (or pseudo-pure) working
fluid being compressed or expanded in the superheated region. Additionally, such
model is suitable to handle vapor injection in compressors. Two independent
thermodynamic properties need to be selected to derive the conservation equations
of mass and energy. In literature, different thermodynamic property pairs have
been adopted, such as (m,u) [29], (T, p) [16] , (v, T ) [19]. Each thermodynamic
pair leads to different set of property derivatives due to chain rule that has to be
estimated numerically which contributes to numerical challenges. Furthermore,
depending on the equation of state adopted, computational time also varies. As
CoolProp library [30] is implemented in PDSim, Helmholtz equation of state
(HEOS) is adopted for the majority of working fluids which explicit in temperature
and density. For this reason, (T, ρ) is chosen as pair and the governing equations
are explicit in temperature and total mass of the control volume. For each control
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volume, the general conservation of mass equation can be written as:
d(ρV )CV
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
m˙i (2.6)
The general conservation of energy in each chamber of the compressor can be
expressed as:
ω
d
dθ
(ρuV )CV = Q˙ + W˙CV +∑
i
(m˙h)i (2.7)
where the specific internal energy is obtained as u = h−pv, the boundary work rate
of the control volume can be expressed as W˙CV = −ωp(dV /dθ) and Q˙ is the heat
transfer rate interactions between the components of the compressor chambers and
the working fluid. By expanding the left hand side of Equation 2.7 according to
[11], the derivative of temperature with respect to the crank angle can be obtained:
mCV cv
dT
dθ
= −T ( ∂p
∂T
)
v
[dV
dθ
− v dmCV
dθ
] − hdmCV
dθ
+ Q˙
ω
+ 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙h)i (2.8)
where the mass in the control volume is given by mCV = (ρV )CV .
2.3.2 Single-fluid two-phase governing equations
Under the circumstances that the working fluid within the control volume is a wet
vapor or undergoes flashing, temperature and quality are necessary to define the
thermodynamic state. In this case, a quasi-equilibrium condition is assumed and
the thermodynamic properties are calculated as mass fraction-weighted saturated
two-phase mixture. Furthermore, such formulation can be applied to model
slugging phenomena in compressors as well as two-phase injection or liquid
injection of the same working fluid. Secondary fluids such as lubricant oil cannot
be accounted for. The conservation of mass and energy given by Equations 2.5
can still be applied to the CV of the saturate two-phase mixture. However, further
mathematical steps are necessary to explicit the dependency from the quality. In
particular, the specific enthalpy of the working fluid is then given by:
h = xghg + (1 − xg)hl (2.9)
where the saturated properties are only functions of temperature. By differentiating
the specific enthalpy with respect to temperature and quality:
dh
dθ
= ( ∂h
∂T
)
xg
dT
dθ
+ (∂h
∂x
)
T
dxg
dθ
= [xg dhg
dT
+ (1 − xg)dhl
dT
] dT
dθ
+ (hg − hl)dxg
dθ
(2.10)
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Therefore, the derivative of the specific internal energy becomes:
duCV
dθ
= dhCV
dθ
− pCV dvCV
dθ
− vCV dpCV
dθ
=
= [xg dhg
dT
+ (1 − xg)dhl
dT
] dT
dθ
+ (hg − hl)dxg
dθ
− p(θ)
mCV
dV
dθ
+ pV
m2CV
dmCV
dθ
(2.11)
By recalling that the specific volume of the two-phase working fluid is equal to
the volume to mass ratio of the working fluid, or:
xgvg + (1 − xg)vl = V
mCV
= vCV (2.12)
and by differentiating each side with respect to the crank angle θ, the derivative of
the quality with respect to the crank angle, dxg/dθ, can be obtained:
dxg
dθ
= 1
vg − vl { 1mCV dVdθ − Vm2CV dmCVdθ − [xg dvgdT + (1 − xg)dvldT ] dTdθ }
(2.13)
Last, the derivative of the specific internal energy with respect to the crank angle
is determined by substituting Equation 2.13 into Equation 2.11,
duCV
dθ
= [xg dhg
dT
+ (1 − xg)dhl
dT
− v dp
dT
∣
sat
] dT
dθ
+ (hg − hl)dxg
dθ− p(θ)
mCV
dV
dθ
+ pV
m2CV
dmCV
dθ
(2.14)
can be combined with the conservation of energy (Equation 2.5) and solved for
dT /dθ:
dT
dθ
= 1
A
{dQ
dθ
− hg − hl
vg − vl dVdθ + (vhg − hlvg − vl − h) dmCVdθ +∑i (m˙h)i} (2.15)
with
A =mCV [x(dhg
dθ
− hg − hl
vg − vl dvgdθ ) + (1 − x)(dhldθ − hg − hlvg − vl dvldθ ) − v dpdT ∣sat]
(2.16)
2.3.3 Homogeneous mixture governing equations
In PD machines, lubricant oil (or other liquids) is often used to seal leakage
gaps, reduce friction losses as well as achieve a more isothermal process [31].
If the lubricant oil and the refrigerant are in thermal and mechanical equilibrium
throughout the process, a simple ideal mixture model can be used to calculate
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the mixture properties which also allows to treat the mixture as a pseudo-pure
fluid. While mechanical equilibrium is usually valid, the assumption of thermal
equilibrium should be verified. If thermal equilibrium does not apply, mass and
energy balance equations should also be included for the lubricant oil, for example
in oil-injected screw compressor [32]. Such model is described in sub Section
2.3.4. By assuming thermal and mechanical equilibrium of mixture during the
expanson or compression process, for each CV, the conservation of total mass,
energy and lubricant oil mass are imposed. Three state variables are needed to fully
fix the thermodynamic state of the mixture. The approach presented here considers
temperature, total mass and oil mass fraction as the independent variables [11].
Other formulations can be considered. For example, Zaytsev [33] proposed a
homogeneous model formulation using pressure, temperature liquid mass fraction
for a water-ammonia wet compression process in a twin-screw compressor. The
conservation of total mass for the general CV is given by:
dmCV
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
m˙i, (2.17)
The conservation of oil mass is similar to Equation 2.17 but it accounts for the oil
mass fraction of each flow paths of the CV:
dmL
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙xL)i, (2.18)
where the mass of oil in the CV can be expressed as mL = xLmCV . By
differentiating mL with respect to mCV and xL and by diving by dθ, the left
hand side of Equation 2.17 becomes:
dmL
dθ
= xL dmCV
dθ
+mCV dxL
dθ
(2.19)
which yields to the conservation of oil mass fraction in differential form:
dxL
dθ
= 1
mCV
[ 1
ω
∑
i
m˙ixL,i − xL dmCV
dθ
] (2.20)
The specific internal energy of the CV can differentiated with respect to
temperature, specific volume and oil mass fraction utilizing the chain rule:
duCV = ∂uCV
∂T
dT + ∂uCV
∂v
dv + ∂uCV
∂xL
dxL (2.21)
By introducing the proper simplifications, the derivative of specific internal energy
for the CV can be rearranged as:
duCV = cv,mixdT + [T ( ∂p
∂T
)
v
− p]dv + (uL − ug)dxL (2.22)
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By expanding the left hand side term of Equation 2.5 as
mCV
duCV
dθ
+ udmCV
dθ
= Q˙
ω
− pdV
dθ
+ 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙h)i, (2.23)
as well as the derivative of chamber volume with respect to the crank angle as
dV
dθ
=mCV dv
dθ
+ v dmCV
dθ
(2.24)
and by integrating Equation 2.22, the derivative of the temperature with respect to
the crank angle can be obtained:
dT
dθ
= 1
mCV cv,mix
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ − T ( ∂p∂T )v [dVdθ − vmix dmCVdθ ] −mCV (uL − ug)dxLdθ
− hmix dmCV
dθ
+ Q˙
ω
+ 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙h)i⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭, (2.25)
which represents the conservation of energy in differential form [11].
dVG
dθ
dVL
dθ
dVCV
dθ
∑
i m˙CV,i
W˙L, W˙G
Q˙L−G
m˙phase
Figure 2.3: Two-fluid control volume schematic.
2.3.4 Heterogeneous model governing equations
In the general case that liquid and gas phases are at non-equilibrium conditions,
a heterogeneous model formulation is required. Such model admits that the
temperatures of each phase can be different as well as the concentration could
different from those at equilibrium conditions, but the pressure is the same within
the CV. By referring to Figure 2.3, a general CV, which corresponds to the actual
geometry of the working chamber, is divided into two parts: gas phase (G)
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and liquid phase (L). The volume occupied by each phase can be estimated by
introducing the void fraction α [34]:
α = 1
1 + xL
1−xLS vLvG (2.26)
VCV = αVCV + (1 − α)VCV = VG + VL (2.27)
where S is the slip ratio. A slip model between the phases can be introduced
which requires the calculation of the fluid velocities at the interface. If mechanical
equilibrium is enforced, then slip ratio is equal to unity. The gas volume derivative
with respect to the crank angle is obtained as:
dVG
dθ
= dVCV
dθ
− dVL
dθ
(2.28)
where dVCV is known from the control volume geometry. The volume of the
liquid phase needs to be calculated.
Separate governing equations are required for each phase along with
sub-models for heat and mass transfer between the phases, heat transfer between
each phase and the CV boundary walls as well as flow models, as described by
Zaytsev [33]. The conservation of mass for the gas phase is given as:
dmG
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑
i
m˙G,i + dmphase
dθ
] (2.29)
where dmG is the variation of total gas phase mass in the CV, ˙mG,i is the mass flow
rate of gas in and out the CV andmphase is the mass of gas that is evaporating from
the liquid phase (positive) or condensing from the gas phase (negative). Similarly,
the conservation of mass for the liquid phase presents the same form:
dmL
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑
i
m˙L,i − dmphase
dθ
] (2.30)
Since the model is heterogeneous, besides the conservation of mass, also the
conservation of concentration needs to be added for each of species, e.g.,
refrigerant and liquid. The conservation of concentrations can be expressed in
a general form as:
d(mx)ref
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑
i
(m˙x)ref,i + dmref,phase
dθ
] , (2.31)
and
d(mx)liq
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑
i
(m˙x)liq,i + dmliq,phase
dθ
] (2.32)
where the subscripts ref and liq refer to refrigerant and liquid, respectively. The
terms dmref,phase and dmliq,phase represent the mass of refrigerant and liquid
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evaporated or condensed which depend on the equilibrium concentration of the
saturated refrigerant gas at liquid temperature and the equilibrium concentration
of saturated liquid at gas temperature. At this point, the derivative of the liquid
volume dVL can be conveniently expanded to explicit the dependency from liquid
phase temperature TL and concentration xL. In particular,
dVL
dθ
= vL dmL
dθ
+mL dvL
dθ
(2.33)
By assuming that the specific volume of liquid does not depend on pressure and
by introducing proper expressions for dmL and dvL, Equation 2.33 results in:
dVL
dθ
= vL [∑
i
(dmL
dθ
)
i
− dmphase
dθ
] +mL [( ∂vL
∂TL
)
x
dTL
dθ
+ ( ∂vL
∂xL
)
T
dxL
dθ
]
(2.34)
The conservation of energy for the gas phase and liquid phase can be written as:
d(mu)G
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑ Q˙G,b +∑
i
(m˙h)G,i + h”G dmphasedθ +∑ W˙G,b − Q˙G−L]
(2.35)
d(mu)L
dθ
= 1
ω
[∑ Q˙L,b + +∑
i
(m˙h)L,i + h”G dmphasedθ +∑ W˙L,b + Q˙G−L]
(2.36)
where for each of the phases Q˙b is heat transfer rate through the boundary of the
control volume, W˙b is the boundary work rate, Q˙G−L is heat transfer rate between
the two phases and it is considered positive transferred from gas to liquid and h”G
is the specific enthalpy of the saturated gas at liquid temperature and equilibrium
concentration. Equation 2.35 and Equation 2.36, can be reworked to obtain the
expressions for dTG/dθ and dTL/dθ. Furthermore, the boundary work rate of
each phase can be expressed as VG(dp/dθ) and VL(dp/dθ).
Equations 2.28, 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32, 2.34, 2.35, 2.36 are the governing
equations of the heterogeneous model to be solved simultaneously.
The heterogeneous model can be applied to the case in which the liquid phase is
a lubricant oil and the gas phase is the refrigerant. with the following assumptions
:
• the refrigerant (G) can change phase and the saturated vapor and liquid
phases are denoted as g and l, respectively;
• refrigerant and lubricant oil are treated as separate fluids. Oil-refrigerant
interaction occurs through heat transfer. The flashing of oil is neglected.
Mass transfer can be considered if a correlation for the solubility is available;
• refrigerant and oil thermodynamic states are homogeneous throughout the
control volume at any moment;
• the kinetic and potential energy term are neglected. Therefore, the total
energy of the control volume is ECV ≃ (mu)CV .
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The lubricant oil is treated as incompressible and in mechanical equilibrium with
the refrigerant. The volume of oil within the CV is obtained by integrating the
conservation of mass for the oil [35]:
dVL
dθ
= 1
ρLω
∑
i
m˙L,i (2.37)
where m˙L,i is the oil mass flow rate through the i-th flow path in or out the CV.
The refrigerant volume is calculated as a difference between the total geometric
volume of the CV and oil volume as:
VG = VCV − VL (2.38)
An example of two-phase expansion of R245fa and lubricant oil ACD100FY
with a single-screw expander is proposed. The expander inlet conditions were
specified in terms of temperature and quality, 100 °C and 0.6. The lubricant oil
mass fraction was set to 0.05. The results of the two-phase expansion are shown in
Figure 2.4. At each step size taken by the solver, the quality of the working fluid
is updated by considering the actual volume occupied by the working fluid and its
mass:
xg = VGmG − vG,l
vG,g − vG,l (2.39)
If xg < 0 or xg > 1, the working fluid is considered subcooled or superheated,
respectively. Once xg is calculated, its derivative dxg/dθ can be evaluated. The
evolution of pressure and quality with respect to of the crank angle are reported
in the top-left chart of Figure 2.4. During the expansion process, the quality of
R245fa increases from 0.60 to 0.87 which corresponds to a specific volume ratio
of approximately 17. Thus, the majority of the quality change occurs during the
filling process and at the beginning of the closed expansion. As a result, the built-in
volume ratio of the machine needs to be lower than the expansion volume ratio to
avoid over-expansion and other internal losses. In the case of twin-screw machines,
Smith et al. [36] reported that the built-in volume ratio should be around 20-30%
of the overall expansion volume ratio. Under the considered two-phase expansion
conditions, shown in the T-s diagram (top-right chart of Figure 2.4), the built-in
volume ratio of the single-screw expander should be between 3.4 and 5.1. This
result is in line with the geometry of the existing expander showing potential to
explore two-phase expansion and partial-evaporating ORC.
The chamber model has the ability to estimate the temperature evolution of both
working fluid and lubricant oil. Different models of heat transfer term Q˙L−G can
be applied depending on the data availability, oil-injection parameters etc. [37] .
In this case, the oil is pre-mixed with the working fluid prior entering the expander
by means of a static mixer. Ideally, the static mixer creates an homogeneous fluid
structure and therefore it is reasonable to assume an average oil droplet size to
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estimate the heat transfer. The heat transfer coefficient at the oil droplet surface is
given by:
hL−G = kL
Dd,L
[2 + 0.6Re0.6Pr0.33] (2.40)
where kL is the thermal conductivity of the oil, Dd,L is the mean oil droplet
diameter, Re and Pr represent the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers for the
oil, respectively. In particular, the Prandtl number is calculated by knowing
the thermophysical properties of the oil. Whereas the Reynolds number is
approximated by considering the mean oil droplet diameter and the average
peripheral speed of the groove (a similar approach was used by Stosic et al.
[29, 37]). In this case, mixing phenomena occurring inside the groove are not
considered since the aim of the example is to show the capabilities of the two-fluid
model. More detailed studies could be conducted to actually evaluate the correct
definition of the Reynolds number of the oil within a groove of the single-screw
expander. The thermal behaviors of the working fluid and the oil droplet are
shown in Figure 2.4. The thermal inertia of the two fluids is different and the
temperature drop experienced by the working fluid is significantly higher under
the two-phase conditions. However, the expansion process in the single-screw is
quite fast (pressure variations are in the order of 8-9 ms/cycle) and in order to
account for phenomena such heat transfer between oil and working fluid as well as
oil and the chamber walls, more accurate equations should be developed based on
experimental results. The chamber model is general enough to account for primary
and secondary thermal effects.
2.4 Tube models
A tube is a component of the simulation that allows for pressure drop and heat
transfer. It is modeled as being quasi-steady, and either the outlet or the inlet state
is fixed. The following assumptions are employed:
• steady-state and steady flow;
• fixed wall temperature, fixed wall heat transfer flux, or user-defined heat
transfer model;
• viscous effects present.
The calculation of the pressure drop through the tube depends on the phase of
the working fluid. At first single-phase flow is considered. The flow through the
tubes is generally turbulent, and thus the friction factor can be given by the form
from Churchill [38],
f = 8 [(8/Re)12 + (A +B)−1.5] 112 (2.41)
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Figure 2.4: Example of two-phase expansion of R245fa with lubricant oil ACD100FY with
the following boundary conditions: Tsu = 100 °C, xg,su=0.6, pex = 150 kPa, xL = 0.05.
The mean oil droplet size is 50 µm.
A = (2.457 ln [(7/Re)0.9 + 0.27 (/D)]−1)16 (2.42)
B = (37530/Re)16 . (2.43)
The heat transfer coefficient can be given by the equation of Gnielinski [39],
α = k
D
(f/8)(Re − 1000)Pr
1 + 12.7√f/8(Pr2/3 − 1) . (2.44)
The properties are evaluated at the known state. The Reynolds number is given by
Re = GD/µ, where G is the mass flux given by G = m˙tube/Atube and Atube is
the cross-sectional flow area of the tube given by Atube = piD2/4. If the inlet state
of the tube is given and the wall temperature is known, the outlet temperature can
be calculated from
Tout = Twall − (Twall − Tin) exp(− piDLα
m˙tubecp
) (2.45)
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and the change in pressure by
∆p = −fG2L
2ρD
, (2.46)
which yields the outlet pressure of pout = pin +∆p.
If instead the outlet state is known, the inlet temperature can be calculated from
Equation 2.45. The inlet pressure is calculated from pin = pout −∆p.
In the case of two-phase conditions through the tube, the frictional pressure
drop gradient is calculated by using Lockhart-Martinelli [34] correlation which is
a function of the quality. In particular, the frictional pressure drop based on the
actual flow for each phase is given by
− (dp
dz
)
l
= 2flG2(1 − x)2vl
D
(2.47)
− (dp
dz
)
g
= 2fgG2x2vg
D
(2.48)
where fl and fg are the friction coefficients for each phase. Once the
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, X , is calculated along with the gas phase and
liquid phase multipliers, φl and φg , the pressure drop gradient is calculated as:
− (dp
dz
)
f,2φ
= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
− (dp
dz
)
g
φg − (dpdz )g φg > − (dpdz )l φl− (dp
dz
)
l
φl − (dpdz )g φg < − (dpdz )l φl (2.49)
Thus, the average frictional pressure drop over a range of qualities [x1, x2],
∆f,2φ = 1
x2 − x1 ∫ x2x1 −(dpdz )l,2φ dx (2.50)
is obtained by integrating Equation 2.49 with Simpson’s rule.
Figure 2.5: Differential element of a general leakage path (Adapted from Bell et el. [40]).
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2.5 Flow path models
By referring to the general structure of positive displacement machine in Figure
2.2, after defining the control volumes and tubes, flow paths are required to connect
different nodes within each element. These flow nodes could be control volumes,
or they could be the inlet or an outlet for a tube section. In a flow path, the upstream
state is fully specified and, in general, the downstream pressure is known. The flow
path model is then used to predict the mass flow rate through the flow path. For
certain path having a gap δgap and hydraulic diameter Dh,path, as shown in Figure
2.6, the functional form of a general mass flow model is given as,
m˙path = f (Tup, pup, pdown,Cflow,Apath (δgap,Dh,path)) (2.51)
where Cflow is a flow coefficient. Two flow path modeling aspects are of particular
interest: leakage flows and valve models which will be described in Section 2.5.1
and Section 2.5.2.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of a flow path.
2.5.1 Flow models
There is a wide range of flow models that can be employed for a flow path. Flow
models are used to describe suction and discharge processes as well as leakage
flows. The flow model selected for a particular flow path depends on the geometry,
flow type, and other parameters such if the flow can be treated compressible flow
or not. Modeling leakage flows is usually of particular challenge because the
gaps are not constant and the flow is compressible, frictional and flow path has
variable area and length. The flow paths are usually relatively long compared to
the cross-sectional area. Moreover, lubricant oil can also be present in gaps. It
is of general practice to adopt simple models such the isentropic nozzle model
to calculate mass flow rates through paths. However, such simple models lead
to discrepancies when compared to more detailed leakage flow models. For the
isentropic compressible nozzle model, the fluid through a path is treated as an
ideal gas with compressibility taken into account without friction. Upstream
temperature and pressure, downstream pressure and throat area are usually known
and the model is used to predict the mass flow rate. The mass flow rate from the
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isentropic nozzle model is given by
m˙nozzle = Athr,nozzle√pupρ(Tup, pup)√ 2k
k − 1 (p2/kr − p(k+1)/kr ) (2.52)
where k = cp/cv is evaluated at the upstream conditions, and the pressure ratio, pr
is obtained as function of the critical pressure ratio that yields sonic conditions at
the nozzle throat:
pr = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩pr,crit if pdown/pup ≤ pr,critpdown/pup if pdown/pup > pr,crit (2.53)
with
pr,crit = (1 + k − 1
2
)k/(1−k) (2.54)
To improve the leakage flow predictions, a detailed 1-D flow with friction
analysis can be employed to obtain mass flow rate estimations across each path.
By considering the differential element dx along a general leakage path as shown
in Figure 2.5, the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy, can be
coupled together. Under the assumptions of no heat transfer and mass transfer
across the boundary of the differential element, no oil, compressible flow with real
gas properties, a general expression for the system of differential equations along
the leakage path can be expressed as [17, 40]:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1/V 0 1/ρ
0 1 ρV 0 0
0 0 V 1 0−( ∂h
∂T
)
ρ
0 0 1 −(∂h
∂ρ
)
T−( ∂ρ
∂T
)
ρ
1 0 0 −(∂p
∂ρ
)
T
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dT /dx
dp/dx
dV /dx
dh/dx
dρ/dx
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− 1
A
dA
dx−ρV 2
2
4fF
Dh
0
0
0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(2.55)
where fF is the Fanning friction factor for flow between infinite plates [40] and V
is the mean fluid velocity.
For a general leakage path having a flow area expressed as
A = 2piδgapx (2.56)
with x varying between two radii r1 and r2, it is possible to compare the
isentropic nozzle flow model with the detailed 1-D flow model with friction. The
calculation is performed by selecting two working fluids, in this case Nitrogen
and R245fa, and by fixing upstream pressure and temperature values and gap
size. A downstream pressure is varied by carrying out a sweep of the pressure
ratio. The results are shown in Figure 2.7. To be noted is that, in both cases, the
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isentropic flow model over predicts significantly the mass flow rate through the
leakage path. Thus, the use of correction flow coefficients become important to
fine tune a mechanistic model of a compressor or expander. However, in most
cases, the isentropic flow model is not the most suitable to model leakage flows.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between mass flow predictions through a 10 µm gap: (a)
Nitrogen;(b) R245fa.
As several leakage paths can be identified in a positive displacement machine,
solving the system of Equations 2.55 within a comprehensive model would result
in possible numerical issues with convergence as well as significantly higher
computational time. These numerical issues are solved by determining the
correction factor between the mass flow rate of leakage using the detailed flow with
friction model and the mass flow rate predicted using an isentropic flow model. For
a given configuration, the ratio of the isentropic nozzle mass flow rate prediction
to that of the detailed model is defined by
M = m˙nozzle
m˙fr
= f (Re,L∗, δ∗) (2.57)
where the dimensionless characteristic length and dimensionless gap width are
given by L∗ = L/L0 and δ∗ = δ/δ0 with L0 and δ0 being the reference length
and gap width values. For a given path, the detailed model can be used to
generate a large amount of mass flow predictions for different gap sizes, boundary
conditions and working fluids upon which a correlation can be fitted. An example
of generated points is shown in Figure 2.8.
In PDSim, both the isentropic flow model and flow model with friction are
implemented. In Table 2.1,a list of single phase flow models that have been used
in the past in literature is proposed.
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Figure 2.8: Generated points for Nitrogen, CO2, R134a, R410A, R245fa.
2.5.2 Valve Models
In some machine types, valves are required to ensure that the flow goes in the
desired direction (e.g., piston compressors and expanders). In others (e.g., high
pressure-ratio scroll compressors), valves are employed to reduce the re-expansion
losses due to under-compression.
There are a number of different types of valves that exist in positive
displacement machines, the most common type are dynamic reed valves because
they are straightforward to fabricate. Kinematic valves (poppet valves) driven
by the kinematics of the machine are also possible; kinematic valves are more
straightforward to analyze as their opening and closing profiles are deterministic
and are not governed by dynamics.
(a)
valve stop
valve plate
y
ystop
kvalve
(b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic of a reed valve (adapted from [27]); (b) Schematic of a plate
valve.
Both poppet or plate valves and reed valves can be be described as a
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Type Reference Compressible Friction Notes
Isentropic nozzle [40] Yes No
Most common model,
overpredicts flow rate,
simple to implement
Incompressible
pipe flow [41] No Yes
Fanno flow [42] Yes Yes
Couette flow [16] Yes Yes
Nozzle/Fanno
combination [43] Yes Yes
Two-phase
compressible flow [34] Yes Yes
Superposition
method [44] No Yes
Hybrid leakage [40] Yes Yes
Very computationally
efficient, intended
only for leakage
Table 2.1: List of some flow models used in literature
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Figure 2.10: Free-body-diagrams for the valve plate of a dynamic reed valve in
pressure-dominant and mass-flux dominant modes.
one-degree-freedom system as seen in Figure 2.9(a) and Figure 2.9(b) [12, 13].
However, such method may not be accurate enough in the case of reed valve
since the valve deformation may not be the same in each part of the valve. A
forced-vibration method can be adopted to describe the dynamics of reed valves
[45, 46]. Both approaches are integrated within PDSim and further described in
this section.
Reed valves are most often analyzed as one-degree-of-freedom, lumped
element, vibrational systems. The reed valve is modeled as an equivalent lumped
mass on a rigid plate for which the general equation of motion given by
mvalvey¨ + cy˙ + kvalvey = F(t) (2.58)
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where mvalve is the equivalent mass of the reed valve, c is a damping factor, kvalve
is the equivalent spring stiffness, and F(t) is the force on the valve exerted by
the flow. The equivalent mass of the valve is related to the valve stiffness and its
natural frequency ωn:
mvalve = kvalve
ω2n
(2.59)
The formulation of the natural frequency can be chosen according to the valve type
and the natural modes of vibrations of the valve plate [45–47].
Two modes of operation are considered, i.e., mass-flux dominant or pressure
dominant, and the free-body-diagrams for the valve plate in each mode are shown
in Figure 2.10. The summation of the forces in the y direction gives the forcing
term F(t) in Equation 2.58. The transition between the mass-flux-dominant and
pressure dominant domains can be determined from the transitional displacement
ytr = 1
4
D2port
Dvalve
(2.60)
where Dvalve is the valve width or valve diameter in the case of a circular reed
valve. If y > ytr, the valve is operating in the pressure dominant mode, otherwise
in the mass-flux dominant mode.
The second-order differential equation in y that governs the valve motion can
be decoupled into two differential equations, one for y and another for y˙, where y˙
is the time-derivative of y [12, 48]. The derivatives of y and y˙ are needed for the
cycle integrator as described below. Therefore, it is only necessary to obtain y¨ in
each domain as the derivative of y is simply y˙.
In the mass flux dominant domain, the time derivative of y˙ is given by
y¨ = 12CDρv2Avalve + ρ(v − x˙)2Aport − kvalvey
mvalve
(2.61)
and in the pressure dominant domain, the time derivative of y˙ is given by
y¨ = 12CDρv2Avalve + (phigh − plow)Avalve − kvalvey
mvalve
(2.62)
The flow velocity v is calculated with the equation for isentropic flow of a
compressible ideal gas through a nozzle with throat diameter equal to valve port
diameter (velocity is calculated as though the valve plate was not present). The
valve is usually constrained by two rigid bodies, the valve seat and the valve stop.
If the integration leads to y < 0 or y > ystop, the displacement of the valve is set to
0 or ystop, respectively.
The reed valve can be treated as a cantilever beam and its dynamics is
characterized by the vibration of the valve plate. By considering the schematic
of Figure 2.11, the valve plate is modeled as a beam with a varying width for
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of reed valve described as cantilever beam.
which shear and rotational motion are neglected [46]. Since a plate can be referred
to as a shell of zero curvature, shell equations of motion can be applied to the reed
valve. In particular, the third equation of motion relates the transverse forces to
the deflection. Since twisting of the valve is neglected, i.e., ∂/∂y = 0, the equation
of motion for a transversely vibrating beam reduces to [46]:
EI
∂4w
∂x4
+ ρAw¨ = q′ (2.63)
where E is the Young’s modulus, I is the moment of inertia of the beam
cross-section, ρ is the density of the beam material, A is the beam cross-sectional
area and q
′
is the load per unit length. In order to obtain the transverse
displacement w(x, t) which depends on both position and time, proper boundary
conditions need to be applied on each edge of the valve. As analytic solutions are
difficult to obtain, it is convenient to write the solution in terms of all the natural
modes. Thus, the solution of Equation 2.63 can be expressed as the combination
of infinite modal series:
w(x, t) = ∞∑
m=1 qm(t)φm(x) (2.64)
where φm(x) is the valve shape function or natural vibration mode which can be
determined from free vibration analysis on a beam and qm(t) is the generalized
coordinate or mode participation factor which can be obtained by integrating the
valve dynamics governing equation or from an analytic solution. The m-th natural
vibration mode is given by
φm(x) = cosh(λmx
L
) − cos(λmx
L
) −αm [sinh(λmx
L
) − sin(λmx
L
)] (2.65)
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where L is the length of the reed valve and αm is calculated as
αm = coshλm + cosλm
sinhλm + sinλm (2.66)
From free vibration analysis, the natural frequency equation
cosλmcoshλm + 1 = 0 (2.67)
has roots λm=1 = 1.875, λm=2 = 4.694, λm=3 = 7.855, etc. By substituting
Equation 2.64 inside Equation 2.63 and by applying the condition of orthogonality
effect of natural modes, the summations are eliminated by integrating the resulting
equation along x, the equation of motion of the generalized coordinate q(t) is
obtained:
q¨m + 2ζωmq˙m + ω2mqm = Fm (2.68)
with
ωm = λ2m
L2
√
EI
ρA
(2.69)
ζ = λm
2rhohωm
(2.70)
Fm = Fvalve
ρA ∫x φ2m(x)dx (2.71)
where h is the thickness of the valve, and Fvalve is the flow force acting on the
valve. Equation 2.68 is integrated over time along with the system of equations
2.5 to obtain the transverse displacement of the valve. The valve flow area is
determined by
Avalve = pidvalvewvalve (2.72)
As for the one-degree-freedom method, the the vibration valve analysis has two
flow dominant regions, pressure dominant region and mass flux dominant region
which are identified by the transitional valve plate lift [12]. The mass flow rate
through the valve port is calculate by assuming isentropic compressible flow and
by applying a proper flow coefficient.
2.6 Overall energy balance
Inside a positive displacement machine, both compression and expansion
processes involve a working fluid at relatively high temperature that interacts
with the walls of the working chambers as well as with different elements of the
shell. In addition, friction losses, motor losses and other forms of mechanical or
electrical energy are converted into thermal energy. However, since the structure
of the PD machine can be complicated, the temperature distribution inside the
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shell is subjected to spatial and temporal variations. Studying the overall heat
exchange network inside a compressor or expander is of particular interest in order
to accurately predict the performance of the machine. Moreover, some of heat
transfer phenomena such as heating up of the suction gas in a compressor can be
critical with respect to the decrease in volumetric efficiency.
Figure 2.12: Schematic of a general PD compressor and its thermal interactions.
In order to proceed on developing an overall energy balance model, a general
compressor schematic and its thermal interactions is considered as an example
and it shown in Figure 2.12. In particular, the case of an hermetic compressor
is proposed as it includes also the thermal effects associated with the electric
motor. In order to simplify the overall heat transfer analysis, the spatial variations
of temperatures within the different compressor elements are neglected which
implies assuming that thermal gradients inside each solid or oil are relatively small
compared to the average temperatures. It follows that temperatures associated with
each compressor elements are uniform at any instant during the transient process.
Such approach is usually referred to as the lumped capacitance method [49]. By
using the lumped capacitance method, a lumped temperature is assigned to each
of the compressor components. By referring to Figure 2.12, the following lumped
temperatures can be identified:
• Tcomp: bulk temperature of compressor (working chamber external walls
and shaft);
• Toil: bulk temperature of the oil in the sump;
• Tshell: bulk temperature of the compressor shell;
• Tgas−shell: bulk temperature of the gas within the compressor shell;
• Tmotor: bulk temperature of the motor. It could be split into stator and rotor,
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if a detailed motor model is available.
• Tpipe,suc: bulk temperature of the suction pipe;
• Tpipe,dis: bulk temperature of the discharge pipe.
Three different heat transfer modes can occur inside a compressor: (i)
convection due to gas and oil circulation as well ambient air around the shell ;
(ii) conduction between components that are connected and (iii) radiation from
internal components to the shell and from the shell to the surroundings. The
conservation of energy at any instant of time for each lumped thermal mass can
be written as [49]:
d (ClumpTlump)
dt
=∑
i
(Q˙lump,in,i − Q˙lump,out,i) + Q˙lump,gen (2.73)
where Clump is the lumped thermal capacitance, Q˙lump,gen is the heat rate added
to the lump for example by friction losses, and summation term accounts for
the thermal interactions between the different lumped elements by means of a
heat flow diagram of thermal resistances, as shown in Figure 2.13. The thermal
capacitance is usually calculated as Clump = cp,lumpmlump. Moreover, the lumped
masses are usually constant with the exception of the gas and the variation of the
specific heat of each material can be neglected. The general heat transfer rate term
is expressed as:
Q˙lump = Tlump,a − Tlump,b
Rab
(2.74)
where Tlump,a − Tlump,b is the temperature difference between two lumped
elements and Rab is the heat transfer thermal resistance. The thermal resistance
can be either obtained from experimental data (see examples of scroll [50] and
rotary rolling piston [51] compressors) or from empirically correlated average
Nusselt numbers for different heat transfer types [52].
It is important to notice that Equation 2.73 describes each compressor lumped
temperature as a transient process. However, in most cases, only the steady-state
lumped temperatures are of interest. For this reason, it is common practice to drop
the time dependent term of Equation 2.73 which reduced to:
∑
i
(Q˙lump,in,i − Q˙lump,out,i) + Q˙lump,gen = 0 (2.75)
From the thermal network of resistances, a system of equations can be obtained
where the lumped temperatures are the unknowns. Numerical methods to solve the
overall energy balance within the overall simulation code are described in Section
2.7.
The overall energy balance can be further simplified by grouping all the
elements of the compressor (or expander) into one lumped mass on which an
energy balance is enforced. An example of single lumped temperature is shown in
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the thermal resistance network of the overall energy balance of
a general compressor.
Lumped
Mass Chambers
Inlet
Outlet
Mech.
losses
Ambient Motor
Figure 2.14: Schematic of a single lumped mass compressor energy balance.
Figure 2.14. In this case, thermal interactions between gas and the lumped mass
reduce to a single energy balance:
Q˙amb + Q˙inlet − Q˙chamber + W˙mech−loss + Q˙outlet = 0 (2.76)
where the friction losses are associated with the mechanical analysis of the
compressor motion as well as the corresponding forces and moments induced by
the compression process can be estimated by means of different models depending
on the specific needs and the level of details required. A simplified classification of
friction loss models is presented in Figure 2.15. Examples of detailed mechanical
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analyses of positive displacement machines can be found in Ziviani et al. [26].
Single and multi-lumped approaches have been widely used in literature [11,16,
23]. The applicability of the single lumped temperature depends on the positive
displacement type and the accuracy expected in predicting the temperatures of the
different elements. Both methods are implemented within PDSim. Examples of
overall energy balance models are further discussed in Section 2.8.2 and Section
4.8.
Figure 2.15: Classification of model for estimating the mechanical losses.
2.7 Generalized solution scheme
The simulation of a positive displacement compressor or expander presents several
numerical challenges which often are related to the type of geometry considered.
However, in general, a mechanistic model is characterized by a number of nested
solvers in which the innermost solver passes the outputs to the next outermost
solver until the overall compressor energy balance is enforced. In PDSim, the
solution scheme is based upon four layers of solvers, as shown in Figure 2.16,
which can be identified as:
• preconditioner;
• cycle solver;
• continuity solver;
• overall energy balance solver.
After initializing the simulation model with the necessary data including a guess
of the mass flow rate assuming a volumetric efficiency of 100%, the preconditioner
is divided into two levels. In the first level, a guess value of the discharge
temperature is obtained by assuming a value of the adiabatic efficiency coherent
with the machine under analysis. In the second level, one working cycle is run
without continuity solver to improve the first set of guess values which allows to
initialize the actual full model with values that are closer to the actual solution. A
single cycle run is also used for debugging purposes as the reduced computational
time facilitate obtaining the results.
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Once the preconditioning step is completed and given the guess values for
the lumped temperatures, the overall energy balance solver is executed. At each
iteration of the overall energy balance solver, the continuity solver is run. The
continuity solver ensures that under steady-periodic conditions, the state variables
for each control volume will be equal at the beginning and end of the cycle. Within
the continuity solver, the working cycle is run a number of times by integrating the
set of governing equations until the initial state values are within a tolerance with
the end cycle state values.
Due to the hierarchical and nested nature of the solution scheme, the actual
numerical methods implemented to ensure the model convergence are discussed
in Section 2.7.1 and Section 2.7.2.
Figure 2.16: Schematic of the multi-layer solver required in a positive displacement
machine.
2.7.1 Cycle integrator and stiffness
The cycle solver integrates the differential governing equations over one revolution
knowing the initial conditions from the initialization step. In particular, the
following steps are taken during the cycle solver, as shown in Figure 2.16:
• mass flow between all the chambers is determined;
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• heat transfer between the working chamber and the working fluid is
calculated;
• valve dynamics is executed and then integrated along with governing
equations;
• a cycle integrator solver is used to predict the property values at the next
step.
The integration is carried out simultaneously for each control volume. The
behavior of a PD machine is described by a system of differential equations (see
Equations 2.5) which are tightly coupled. The set of differential equations as a
result of having multiple control volumes can be formulated in functional form as:
f⃗ = f (t, x⃗) = dx⃗
dt
(2.77)
where t is the variable of integration either time or crank angle and x⃗ is the array
of variables that needs to be integrated. The array of variables includes both state
variables of each control volume, e.g., temperature and density, as well as over
variables such as velocity and acceleration of valves.
There a number of numerical integrators that can be used to carry out the
integration of the system of non-linear and coupled differential equations [53].
The selection of an integrator suitable for the simulation of PD machines is related
to the ability of the solver of handling numerical oscillations and stiffness with
reasonable computational effort. It is known that certain compressor geometries
such as scroll lead to differential problem that is stiff and for which large number
of steps are required in order to avoid numerical oscillations. Although numerical
integrators such as Euler and Heun are also available in PDSim, an adaptive
method is recommended to solve the system of ODE equations especially when
the stiffness is not constant during one cycle. The adaptive step size allows the
control of the integration in order to achieve a predetermined accuracy of the
solution with minimum computational effort. Te implementation of an adaptive
stepsize control requires information about the progress of the integration and
an estimation of its truncation error. An adaptive Runge-Kutta (RK) method
has been implemented within PDSim. In particular, the embedded Runge-Kutta
formulation discovered by Fehlberg is used which leads to a fifth-order method
with six function evaluations where another combination of the six functions gives
a fourth-order method (embedded fourth-order formula), i.e. RK4/5 [53]. The
coefficients found by Cash and Carp [54] are used in the formulation of the method
as they are more efficient than Fehlberg’s original values. This yields the following
algorithm for a general step size h:
f⃗1 = f(told, x⃗old) (2.78)
x⃗1 = x⃗old + h(1
5
f⃗1) (2.79)
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f⃗2 = f (told + 1
5
h, x⃗1) (2.80)
x⃗2 = x⃗old + h( 3
40
f⃗1 + 9
40
f⃗2) (2.81)
f⃗3 = f (told + 3
10
h, x⃗2) (2.82)
x⃗3 = x⃗old + h( 3
10
f⃗1 − 9
10
f⃗2 + 6
5
f⃗3) (2.83)
f⃗4 = f (told + 3
5
h, x⃗3) (2.84)
x⃗4 = x⃗old + h(−11
54
f⃗1 + 5
2
f⃗2 − 70
27
f⃗3 + 35
27
f⃗4) (2.85)
f⃗5 = f(told + h, x⃗4) (2.86)
x⃗5 = x⃗old + h( 1631
55296
f⃗1 + 175
512
f⃗2 + 575
13824
f⃗3 + 44275
110592
f⃗4 + 253
4096
f⃗5) (2.87)
f⃗6 = f (told + 7
8
h, x⃗5) (2.88)
The new values for the state variables x⃗new are given by
x⃗new = x⃗old + h( 37
378
f⃗1 + 250
621
f⃗3 + 125
594
f⃗4 + 512
1771
f⃗6) (2.89)
and an estimate of the error is given by
⃗
h
= − 277
64512
f⃗1 + 6925
370944
f⃗3 − 6925
202752
f⃗4 − 277
14336
f⃗5 + 277
7084
f⃗6 (2.90)
If the maximum absolute error given by max = max(∣⃗∣) is less than the
allowed error per step of allowed, the step is accepted, and the step size used was
unnecessarily small, so the step size for the next step is increased using
hnext = 0.9h(allowed
max
)0.2 (2.91)
If the error is too large (max > allowed), the step must be tried again, but this time
with a smaller step. The new step size is obtained from
hnext = 0.9h(allowed
max
)0.3 (2.92)
The parameter 0.9 is a safety factor (usually ≃1) that forces the method to be
conservative in its step resizing. The resulting adaptive Runge-Kutta 4/5 method
tailors the step-size to the instantaneous requirements in order to maintain the
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required error per step with minimum computational effort. A numerical example
is proposed to illustrate how the adaptive solver handles stiff problems. Consider
the following ODE:
df
dt
= f2 − f3, (2.93)
which has to be integrated with the initial condition f(0) = δ over the time
integral from t = 0 to t = 2/δ where δ = 0.01. The aforementioned integrators
are compared. The results are shown in Figure 2.17. The parameter δ is
responsible for the stiffness of the problem. After the transition between 0 to
1, very small steps are required to obtain the correct solution. For smaller values
of δ, the situation is worse resulting in overflow. From numerical considerations,
it is known that stiffness is a transient phenomenon and in the case of positive
displacement machines stiffness is associated with large difference in volumes and
flows, variations of thermodynamic properties within relatively small volumes.
It is argued that a set of independent thermodynamic properties to define the
system of non-linear differential equations could improve the problem. According
to Higham and Trefethen [55], a criterion based upon pseudospectra could help
quantifying the stiffness and condition the solver accordingly.
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 [
-]
Euler: 100
Heun: 100
RK45
Figure 2.17: Example of numerical integration of a stiff ODE with Newton, Heun and
RK45.
The use of an adaptive solver allows handling other numerical challenges
such as discontinuities in the chamber volume curves. An example of such
discontinuities can be found in spool compressors, as shown in Figure 2.18. At pi,
both suction and discharge curves have a discontinuity. A numerical procedure has
been implemented to recognize the discontinuity in the control volume definitions
and to help the adaptive solver to step through by taking a small step in the order
of ∆θ = 10−10 before and after the discontinuity and reassign the control volumes
as needed. Similar numerical procedure can be applied in the case of chamber
merging or splitting in scroll compressors [11].
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Figure 2.18: Chamber volume definitions of a spool compressor. To be noted is the
discontinuity of suction and compression chambers at pi [23, 35].
2.7.2 Overall energy balance solver
Once the continuity solver converged by ensuring that the state variables for each
control volume and valve variables, if any, are equal at the beginning and at the end
of the cycle, a steady-state overall energy balance has to be enforced. In particular,
by referring to Figure 2.16, four events need to happen during the execution of the
outermost solver:
• calculation of the discharge state;
• calculation of forces and moments to estimate friction losses;
• update the motor rotational speed in hermetic machines;
• calculate the lumped temperatures of the different elements.
Since the integration of the cycle has been completed, the average boundary
work rate can be calculated as
W˙ pV = ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
p(θ)dV
dθ
dθ (2.94)
The actual shaft power is obtained by adding or subtracting the mechanical losses
from the boundary work rate depending whether it is an expander or a compressor:
W˙sh = W˙ pV ± W˙mech,loss (2.95)
where the mechanical losses are obtained by executing the forces and moments
analysis. In the case of hermetic compressors, the updated shaft work rate needs
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Figure 2.19: Generalized solution scheme for positive displacement model.
to be matched by the electric motor. Thus, the rotational speed of the motor has to
be determined iteratively. In PDSim, both motor maps and a detailed single-phase
motor model are available. In the case of the detailed single-phase motor model,
the approach described by Dutra et al. [56] is implemented which makes use of a
Brent’s method to bracket the motor slip.
In the simulation, the exhaust pressure is specified, but the discharge
temperature (or equivalently, the enthalpy), is unknown, and must be determined
iteratively. The discharge temperature (or equivalently the enthalpy) and the
lumped temperatures are the independent variables. The discharge state of the
fluid leaving the set of chambers is obtained by solving the exhaust flow path
backwards by imposing an energy balance. The residual is the difference in the
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enthalpy between the back-calculated enthalpy and the outlet enthalpy of the set
of chambers from the simulation. This discharge enthalpy from the chambers is
calculated by carrying out the integrals in the equation
hd,chambers = ∫d m˙ihi∫
d
m˙i
(2.96)
over the entire cycle. The new discharge temperature is then updated.
The outlet state from the compressor or expander shell is determined by solving
the overall energy balance, see Figure 2.19. In the general case of multi-lumped
elements, the number of energy balance equations matches the unknowns. Among
multi-dimensional system of equation solvers, a modified Broyden’s method [57]
is used to minimize the residuals of the system of energy balance equations. A
line-search algorithm has been added to ensure the correct direction taken by the
solver. When a single lumped temperature is considered, a relaxed secant method
is employed to minimize the energy balance residual.
Once both the discharge and lumped temperatures have converged, the
comprehensive simulation model is completed.
2.8 Example of comprehensive compressor
modeling
The generalized simulation framework developed has been applied to model both
compressors of industrial interest and novel compressor types. Examples of
simulation results for reciprocating, scroll, rolling piston and Z- compressors are
shown in Figure 2.20. The modeling challenges of each compressor type have
been addressed in details in Ziviani el al. [26].
In order to show the capabilities of the simulation tool developed, a novel
miniature Z-compressor is considered to highlight how different modeling aspects
are handled. In particular the following challenging aspects are to be considered
for this particular compressor type:
• down-sizing of compressors implies greater influence of leakages and
friction losses;
• multiple-control volumes and discontinuities in the volume curves;
• two discharge reed valves;
• multiple leakage paths with both constant and variable gap sizes;
• multiple source of friction losses;
• steady-state overall energy balance with multiple lumped elements.
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Figure 2.20: Examples of indicated diagrams for different refrigeration compressor types:
(a) two-cylinder reciprocating compressor; (b) scroll compressor; (c) rotary rolling-piston
compressor; (d) rotary Z-compressor.
2.8.1 Description of a Z-compressor
An air-compressor prototype that is within the family of rotary compressors is
considered as an example to apply the generalized approach aforementioned. A
cut-away view of the compressor is shown in Figure 2.21. To be noted is that the
design concept resembles a two-stage rolling compressor and presents two sets of
compression and suction chambers with a half revolution shift between the upper
and lower level. The volume of the chambers is the space between inner and outer
cylinder walls and the height of the chambers changes periodically as function of
the crank angle. The element that separates upper and lower chambers is named
blade. Additionally, the chambers on the same side of the blade are separated by
means of a point of zero height with the housing and by a sliding vane. Due to
the shape of blade and inner cylinder from a front view (see right side of Figure
2.21), the compressor is denoted as Z-compressor. The Z-compressor design
considered in this work is an open-drive one. On each side of the compressor
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there are two ports allowing for suction and discharge processes. Reed valves are
installed on the discharge ports. The main design difference with respect to the
original Z-compressor analyzed by Jovane [17] is the blade integrated with the
outer cylinder which avoids direct leakage paths from upper to lower chambers
and vice-versa as shown in Figure 2.21.
The working process is similar to a twin rolling piston rotary compressor in
which two compression processes occur in one rotation. Four working chambers
can be identified: upper suction and compression chambers and lower suction
and compression chambers as seen in the cutaway view shown in Figure 2.21.
Differently from a rolling piston rotary compressor, the Z-blade allows for volume
variations. Two sliding vanes separate suction and compression chambers located
on the same side of the Z-blade. The volume of each chamber is the space between
inner and outer cylinders and the height of the chambers is dictated by the height
of the portion of the Z-blade in contact with the vane.
The evolution of the working chamber volumes and their derivatives are shown
in Figure 2.22 and they can be integrated into the compression process governing
equations.
Figure 2.21: Cutaway view (left) and transparent 3D view (right) of the Z-compressor.
2.8.2 Compressor Model
The Z-compressor is divided into five control volumes (CVs) of which four are
associated with upper and lower suction and compression chambers and their
volumes change according to the rotation angle (see Figure 2.22). A fifth static
control volume is introduced to account for the space between the rotating cylinder
and the external housing as well as the space where the vanes are installed.
A system of conservation equations is applied simoultaneously to each control
volume to obtain the change in thermodynamic states. The properties within
a control volume are assumed to be uniform, i.e. gradients within compressor
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Figure 2.22: Chamber volume curves and their derivatives as function of the crank angle.
chambers are neglected. As CoolProp [30] is used to retrieve the thermophysical
properties of air, two independent thermodynamic properties need to be selected
to derive the conservation equations of mass and energy. Temperature and density
have been chosen. The mass flow rate through the discharge valves are estimated
by applying a one-degree-of-freedom dynamic model to the reed valves [14]
having two operating modes, i.e., pressure dominant when the net force on the
valve is dominated by the pressure difference across the valve, and mass flux
dominant when the gas velocity is the dominant force.
As shown in Figure 2.22, the lower chambers are phased by half rotation.
As a consequence, there are two discontinuities in the volume curves when the
rotation is at pi. During the integration of the differential governing equations, such
discontinuities would not allow the convergence of the code. This numerical issue
has been handled by coupling an adaptive step-size solver with a step-callback
function that helps the solver to step through the discontinuity by taking a
sufficiently small step before and after the discontinuity. This numerical technique
can be applied to other compressor types for example spool compressors [23],
where a similar situation occurs. An example of step size variation with the crank
angle can be seen in Figure 2.23.
The compressor model is closed by enforcing a steady-state overall energy
balance with the shell of the compressor. Two approaches are implemented for
the Z-compressor. A single-lumped temperature overall energy balance, as shown
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Figure 2.23: Evolution of the integration step size for Z-compressor simulation (Tin= 25○C, pin= 100 kPa, Tout= 115 kPa).
in Figure 2.24, is given by:
Q˙amb +∑
i
W˙i,fr +∑
i
Q˙i =  (2.97)
where  is the residual to be minimized, Q˙amb is the heat transfer between the shell
and the ambient,∑i W˙i,fr is the sum of the mechanical and friction losses and the
general Q˙i term represents the heat transfer interaction between the gas and the
shell during suction and compression processes.
Figure 2.24: Single-lumped temperature overall energy balance applied to a Z-compressor.
A more comprehensive overall energy balance is proposed in Figure 2.25. Four
lumped element have been identified and a thermal resistance network can be built
as in Figure 2.26.
By applying the energy conservation law to the compressor components, the
following system of energy balance equations can be obtained:
Q˙mass,gas − Q˙CV,wall − W˙ fr,flat − W˙ fr,tip−seal − W˙ fr,pt−blade = 0 (2.98)
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Figure 2.25: Multi-lumped temperature overall energy balance applied to a Z-compressor.
Q˙shell,amb − Q˙gas−shell,shell − Q˙vane,shell − W˙ fr,JB − W˙ fr,TB = 0 (2.99)
Q˙vane,shell − Q˙CV,vane − W˙ fr,vane−cyl = 0 (2.100)
Q˙gas−shell,shell − Q˙vane,shell = 0 (2.101)
2.8.2.1 Leakage Flow Model
The Z-compressor presents several leakage paths. For the current design, the main
paths are identified in Figure 5. Furthermore, a more detailed description of each
leakage path can be found in Table 2.2. By analyzing the leakage paths, it can
be found that most of them present lengths that are relatively long compared to
the cross-sectional area. In addition, the leakage path flow area is not always
constant. Assuming isentropic flow of perfect gas will overestimate the leakage
flows. To improve the leakage flow predictions, a detailed 1D-flow with friction
analysis has been employed to obtain the mass flow rate estimations across each
path. Coupling the three conservation equations, mass, momentum and energy, a
general expression for the system of differential equations along the leakage path
can be expressed as in Section 2.5.1. Solving the system of equations shown in
(2.55) within the compressor model is computationally very expensive and also
makes the convergence of the model more difficult to reach. Therefore, to predict
the leakage flows in positive displacement machines, an isentropic flow model
is generally adopted as it is simpler. However, it is known that such model can
significantly overpredict the flow rate [40]. Therefore, the detailed 1D-flow model
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Figure 2.26: Schematic of the thermal resistance network of the overall energy balance of
a general compressor.
is used to determine a correction factor between the mass flow rate of leakage
using the detailed flow with friction model and the mass flow rate predicted using a
simpler isentropic flow model. For a given configuration, the ratio of the isentropic
nozzle mass flow rate prediction to that of the detailed model is defined by
M = m˙nozzle
m˙fr
= a0 (L/L0)a1
a2 (δ/δ0) + a3 [ξ (a4Rea5 + a6) + (1 − ξ) (a7Rea8 + a10)] + a10
(2.102)
where the dimensionless characteristic length and dimensionless gap width are
given by L∗ = L/L0 and δ∗ = δ/δ0 with L0 and δ0 being the reference length
and gap width values. For brevity, only the case in which the detailed model is
applied to the variable leakage path L4 is shown. In particular, Figure 2.29(a)
shows the generated points of the mass flow rate correction factor M for different
boundary conditions (pressure ratio across the path) and gap widths as function
of the Reynolds number. The calibration results of Equation 2.102 is reported in
Figure 2.29(b). The correction factors are then used to compute the mass flow
rate in and out each control volume during the integration of of Equation 2.6 and
Equation 2.8.
2.8.2.2 Friction Losses
The average total shaft power is given by the sum of the compression power, W˙ pV,
and the total friction power losses, W˙ fr,tot, due to contacts among the different
parts,
W˙ sh = W˙ pV + W˙ fr,tot (2.103)
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Path Description Area
L1
Leakage through the clearance
of the vane and the bearing slot
from the shell to the compression chamber
Constant
L2
Leakage through the clearance
of the vane and the bearing slot
from the shell to the suction chamber
Constant
L3 Leakage through the flat area of the blade Constant
L4a,b Leakages through the clearance of the vane and cylinder Variable
L5 Leakage through the clearance of the vane and the blade Variable
Lup
Leakages from the upper compression chamber
to the lower suction chamber
and from the upper compression chamber
to the lower compression chamber
Constant
Ldown
Leakages from the lower compression chamber
to the upper suction chamber
and from the lower compression chamber
to the upper compression chamber
Constant
Table 2.2: Leakage path description.
Detailed force and moments analyses have been included into the model to
estimate the friction losses. In particular, once the pressure distribution within
the working chambers is known radial and axial loads on blade, shaft and bearings
can be obtained as well as the associated frictional torques. Each frictional torque
multiplied by the rotational speed gives the friction loss power. Due to the fact
that the mathematical formulation of the loads is quite involved, only the general
idea is given in this work, as the complete formulation can be found in [17]. The
average total friction loss power is given as:
W˙ fr,tot =∑
i
W˙i,fr = W˙ fr,pt + W˙ fr,v + W˙ fr,flat + W˙ fr,cyl−cyl + W˙ fr,cyl−flat
+ W˙ fr,TB + W˙ fr,JB−low + W˙ fr,JB−up
(2.104)
where W˙ fr,pt is the friction power associated with the tangential component of
the pressure forces acting on the Z-blade as shown in Figure 2.28, W˙ fr,v is the
total friction power due to the contact between vane and blade on both sides of
the blade, W˙ fr,flat is the frictional loss due to the flat portions of the Z-blade,
W˙ fr,cyl−cyl is the friction loss between the outer cylinder wall and the compressor
inner shell, W˙ fr,cyl−flat is the friction losses induced by the upper and lower flat
circular crowns of the outer cylinder and W˙ fr,TB, W˙ fr,JB−low, W˙ fr,JB−up are the
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Figure 2.27: Leakage paths of the Z-compressor.
losses related to thrust bearing, lower and upper journal bearings, respectively.
Figure 2.28: Decomposition of the pressure force acting perpendicular to an area element
of the Z-blade.
2.8.3 Results and Discussion
The detailed compressor model developed is used as a tool to investigate the
internal behavior of the compressor and to quantify the sources of losses. Figure
2.30 shows an example of pressure traces with respect to the rotation angle. The
plot of the internal pressure of the compressor during the working process helped
adapting the valve parameters to achieve the required operating points.
The baseline design, i.e. #1, has been tested in order to collect experimental data
necessary to carry on the validation of the mechanistic model. The comparison
between the experimental steady-state points and the model predictions is shown
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Figure 2.29: (a) Ratio of isentropic nozzle model to detailed model for radial leakage as a
function of Reynolds number and gap width (color) ;(b) Error in leakage flow correction
term as a function of Reynolds number and gap width (color).
Design Description
# 1 Baseline (as Figure 2.21)
# 2
Shorter vane geometry and modified shaft configuration
(one journal bearing and one thrust bearing);
L1 and L2 gaps reduced by a factor of 5
# 3 Same as # 2 with thicker vane and minimum gap size everywhere
# 4
Same a #2 ; gaps as baseline and added piston-ring to reduce Lup
and Ldown
# 5
Same as # 4 with L1 and L2 gaps increased by a factor of 2
compared to baseline
Table 2.3: Description of the different designs analyzed.
in Figure 2.31. In particular, parity plots of mass flow rate, electrical power
input, volumetric efficiency and overall isentropic efficiency are reported and the
maximum relative errors are indicated on each chart. With the accuracy achieved,
the model has been considered validated. Thus, starting from the baseline design,
the model has been exercised to improve such design. A total of five possible
prototypes have been identified and they are described in Table 2.3. As a first step,
the Z-compressor shaft structure has been rethought to reduce friction losses, i.e.
design #2. A more compact design led to significantly reduce the friction losses
between the vane and the blade as well as eliminating the need for two journal
bearings, as shown in Figure 2.32. Next, by keeping the same design configuration
as design #2, three additional designs have been defined by considering different
clearance gap sizes. A nominal operating point has been chosen to carry out
the calculations: suction temperature 23 ○C, suction temperature 100 kPa and
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Figure 2.30: Evolution of the pressure within the working chambers throughout one
rotation. The colors of the solid lines are identical to the ones in Figure 2.22.
discharge pressure 115 kPa. The results of the average mass flow rates through
each path for all the five designs are grouped in Figure 2.33. The different
gap sizes are associated with different manufacturing processes and costs. The
improvements or degradation of the compressor performance are determined by
calculating the volumetric efficiency, as shown in Figure 2.34. In the baseline
design, all the gaps are kept the same leading to a volumetric efficiency close to
40%. A new vane design and reduced gaps of L1 and L2 of design #2 allowed to
improve the volumetric efficiency by almost 50%. The best performance has been
obtained with design #3 in which the gaps have been reduced to minimum and with
a thicker vane. In the last two designs, a piston-ring has been added to eliminate
the leakage flows between upper and lower chambers. However the gap sizes have
been relaxed. As a result, design #4 reached a 51% volumetric efficiency while
design #5 showed a 15% improvement over the baseline design.
Although the main objective of the study was to improve the flow rate delivered
by the machine, the overall performance of the compressor in terms of isentropic
efficiency has also been improved significantly, as shown in Figure 2.35.
The parametric analyses have been further used to define a design #6 with tip
seals for prototyping.
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3
Single-Screw Compressor and
Expander Geometry
3.1 Introduction
The single-screw concept was first introduced by Bernard Zimmern in early
1960s [1] and consisted of a single six helically grooved central rotor with a
cylindrical periphery and a globoid core and two identical 11-teeth starwheels
engaging with the rotor [2, 3]. After being rejected several times from French and
American companies, a first prototype of single-screw compressor for compressed
air applications was built in 1963 and it was licensed two years later. After
that point, the development of the single-screw continued and its application was
extended to refrigeration within a decade [4–7].
The central position of the rotor in the single-screw potentially leads to different
configurations depending on the shape of the grooved rotor and the position of the
starwheels. In particular, four main configurations can be distinguished at the
moment, as shown in Figure 3.1 [8]:
• Plate-Cylindrical (PC): planar main screw rotor and two cylindrical
starwheels. The working process occurs only on the front face of the screw
rotor. The starwheels shafts are oriented at opposing angles from the axial
face of the main screw.
• Cylindrical-Plate (CP): cylindrical main screw rotor and two planar
starwheels. The starwheel shafts are parallel to each other with their rotation
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axes perpendicular to the rotation axis of the main screw. The working
process occurs within the volume created when the starwheels mesh with
the main screw rotor.
• Plate-Plate (PP): planar screw rotor and planar starwheels. The grooves are
located on the front and back faces of the main screw rotor. Whereas, two
starwheels are employed for each side or the rotor and the rotation axis of
their shafts are parallel each other.
• Cylindrical-Cylindrical (CC): cylindrical starwheels and cylindrical screw
rotor. The two starwheels are engaged on the top and bottom face of the
main screw, respectively. As with the PC design, the starwheel shafts are
oriented at opposing angles.
Figure 3.1: Classification of single-screw machines depending on the meshing conditions.
Adapted from Zimmern B. [7].
The most common single-screw configuration is the CP-type, which includes as
primary components a screw rotor and two starwheels. One of the main reason has
to be found in the rising complexity of the manufacturing process of the other
configurations, despite a low increase in the efficiency and performance. The
other configurations have been investigated mostly numerically and limited work
is available on the their manufacturing. Yang S.-C. et al. carried out the analytical
modeling of all the different meshing conditions: CP-type [9], CC-type [10],
PP-type [11, 12] and PC-type [13].
The improvement of the single-screw design is directly related to the
advancements in the manufacturing techniques. Over the years, the accuracy of
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the Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machines has increased allowing for
a better control of the machining process of the main rotor. However, difficulties in
the manufacturing process of the grooves still exist [14]. The machining accuracy
of the meshing pair is an important aspect and according to Li et al. [15], the
average maximum machining error is in the order of two times the design precision
required of the single-screw rotor.
Novel manufacturing techniques such as 3-D printing would open the
possibility of designing novel types of single-screw meshing configurations that
are not cost effective with the current manufacturing processes, such as CC
single-screw compressor described by Heidrich and Yang [10, 16]
In this chapter, the geometry of the single-screw machine is described in great
details. First, a literature review is proposed to summarize the geometric modeling
efforts carried out previously and to highlight the missing aspects. Next, the
geometric parameters of the single-screw are described and defined in details.
The determination of the meshing equations is also provided for completeness.
Last, the geometric relationships are used to calculate the volume and its derivative
curves, sealing lines, groove surfaces that will be employed in Chapter 4 to develop
a mechanistic model. Additionally, a comparison between different methods for
the calculation of the volume curve is proposed.
3.2 Literature review
To analyze a single-screw machine, the relationships among the different
dimensions as well as the meshing conditions between main rotor and starwheels
need to be established. The majority of the literature available focuses
on single-screw compressors (SSC), although in recent years, the interests
in single-screw expanders (SSE) for organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system
applications is increasing. A typical assembly of an open-drive single-screw
machine with the description of each part is proposed in Figure 3.2.
One of the first detailed description of the basic concept and the principle of
operation of a SSC was published by J. van Male in 1978 [6], where the so called
”Monoscrew” was first employed as rotary positive displacement refrigerating
compressor and designed to operate with refrigerants such as ammonia, R12 and
R22. Throughout the market history until nowadays, the design configuration
adopted employs a 6-grooved main rotor and 11-teeth starwheel. The reason lies
on geometric considerations, leading to variations of swept volume, pressure ratio
and the length of leakage paths. Lundberg and Glanvall [17, 18] compared the
single-screw geometry with twin-screw design and provided expressions for the
different geometric parameters of interest. The groove was unwrapped on a plane
to analyze the volume ratio. Chan et al. [19] contributed to the development of
a geometry-based model based on the area of the tooth engaged with the groove.
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Figure 3.2: Description of a single-screw expander assembly.
Nonetheless, the geometric relationships were not reported. The model was used
to investigate different geometric aspects such as degree of penetration of the tooth
into the groove, relationship between number of grooves and teeth, effect of the
cut-off angle at the beginning of the compression process. The results showed
that by decreasing the number of teeth for a fixed 6-grooves main rotor, the swept
volume increased significantly with a reduction of the achievable volume ratio.
Furthermore, rotors with four grooves rather than six appeared to be a better design
choice as it would increase swept volume. However, machining and compression
ratio limitations restricted the meshing choices in practice. It was also mentioned
that a common factor between the numbers of grooves and teeth would lead to
meshing issues.
Similar modeling approach was described in details by Bein and Hamilton
[20, 21]. Mathematical expressions of the main rotor design were outlined and
the positions of the four corners of each of the engaged teeth were obtained
analytically. A polygon approach [22] was used to obtain the engaging tooth area
as well as the volume of the groove. Hirai et al. [23] added the description of the
sealing lines.
Sun G. [24] proposed a differential approach to describe the engaging area of
a tooth with a groove. Analytic expressions were obtained for the groove volume
by splitting the groove into two parts depending on the number of corners of the
tooth that are engaged. The selection of design parameters were also addressed.
An empirical estimation of the maximum groove volume was also obtained. More
recently, Jin et al. [25] analyzed the correlation between the starwheel and main
rotor diameters ratio as well as the center line spacing.
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Currently, the calculation of the volume curve are carried out with both polygon
approach and by integration method [26, 27]. However, the latter one has
been developed for single-screw compressors and its validity is limited between
suction closure and the discharge. If a single-screw expander is considered,
such model describes only the volume curve from suction until the discharge
opening, excluding the remaining of the discharge process, as shown by Ziviani et
al. [28, 29]. Therefore, under- and over-expansion losses cannot be fully captured
by the model. Simplified approach has been proposed recently by Wu et al. [30]
to describe analytically the decay part of the volume curve in a single-screw
expander.
The geometry model of the single-screw is an essential part to determine the
meshing conditions and to analyze the manufacturing process. In fact, although
the potential of the single-screw technology has been demonstrated over the years
with respect to other existing positive displacement (PD) compressor machines in
a wide range of applications [31], the reliability of such machine [6, 32] strongly
depends on the starwheel tooth flanks wear resistance. Generally, the main rotor
is made of cast iron and the starwheels are an assembly of a metal support and a
toothed disk made of an anti-wear composed material, e.g., PEEK. The starwheels
serve to the sole purpose of sealing compression/expansion chambers and therefore
they do not produce any work. As a consequence, only limited amount of work is
transmitted to them due to rubbing loads between tooth sides and groove flanks.
The uncertainties related to the manufacturing process of the meshing pair and the
type of generating profile yield a potential rapid wear of the starwheel tooth flank
surfaces meshing with the screw groove flanks. Ultimately, the wear leads to larger
gaps which increase the leakages and decreases the volumetric efficiency. The
shape of the tooth flanks, the materials and the machining accuracy of the meshing
pair represent the important aspects with respect improving the wear resistance.
Different geometric meshing conditions have been proposed to achieve a smoother
contact during the meshing. The original profile proposed for the single-screw
compressor meshing pair was substantially a straight-line envelope mashing pair
(SEMP or LEMP) [26]. The contact area between the starwheel tooth flank and the
screw rotor is a fixed straight line on the starwheel tooth flank, resulting on a low
wear resistance because the contacts are concentrated on a line. The detailed model
for LEMP was presented by Yang S.-C. [9]. In order to distribute the contact area
into more extensive region and reduce the progressive wearing, a column envelope
meshing profile (CEMP) was proposed by Zimmern [3]. A more comprehensive
mathematical model of CEMP with design purposes was presented by Wu et al.
[33], but due to limitation in machining capabilities, the solution was not suitable
for industrial applications. Successively, Wu and Feng [34, 35] improved the
feasibility of the column profile by introducing a multi-column (or multi-straight
line) approach as well. The proposed approach allows the contact line between
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the tooth flak and the groove flank to move back and forth in the whole area
of the tooth flank, enhancing the lubrication between tooth and groove flanks
and improving the service life. Basically, the meshing area of a multi-column
envelope is not continuous but characterized by jumps between one cylindrical
segment to another. Furthermore, different curved profiles of the gate-rotor teeth,
e.g., elliptical, hyperbolic, or involute, were analyzed by Li et al. [15] in order
to enhance the lubrication between tooth and groove flanks. It is possible to find
an overview of the different meshing pair profiles in a recent work published by
Wu et al. [36]. Conical teeth were also proposed by Yang and Liang [37]. In the
open-literature, a comprehensive work that summarizes the geometry modeling of
a single-screw is not available. To be precise, although relevant literature exists,
such as [38], it is mostly written in Chinese and not publicly available to the
Westerner world. In the following sections, the geometry of a single-screw is
outlined. Although, a single-screw expander is used as example to carry on the
calculations, the methodology is applicable to compressors as well. Only SEMP
type of generating profile is considered.
3.3 Geometric characteristics of single-screw
machines
To develop a geometry model of the single-screw machine, two steps need to be
considered:
• identify the geometric parameters of interest;
• understand and define the meshing process equations.
Therefore, the fundamentals of the single-screw meshing pair will be explained
and the main geometric relationships will be developed at first, and then further
applied to obtain the groove volume curve and its derivative, the groove surface
areas, tooth engaging area and the sealing lines.
Although the single-screw expander is adopted as geometry of reference, the
mathematical formulations can be directly applied to a single-screw compressor.
The nomenclature and symbols used are in accordance to the open literature in
order to facilitate the comparison.
3.3.1 General Parameters
The expansion (or compression) process of the single-screw occurs simultaneously
on both sides of the rotor. The inlet flow is split in two parts to reach each of
the inlet ports. As shown in Figure 3.3, during the suction process, the groove
is filled by working fluid until the left flank of the groove passes the right edge
of the triangular-shaped port. At suction closure, the working fluid starts the
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Figure 3.3: Graphic representation of the single-screw expansion and compression
processes: (a) suction; (b) closed expansion; (c) discharge. To be noted is that the
expansion and compression processes occur simultaneously also on the opposite side of
the rotor.
expansion process. When the right side of the engaged tooth begins to leave
the groove, the discharge process occurs. Reference studies about the geometry
of SSE can be found in literature concerning SSC, for example [19, 21, 23, 24].
However, the formulation is not always comprehensive and many aspects of the
design are missing. The geometric description of the SSE involves a large number
of variables and parameters. In particular, it is possible to group the variables
as [20]:
• independent variables;
• dependent variables;
• limit-set variables.
Besides the variables, a number of empirical design parameters have to be selected.
The independent variables include the number of grooves of main rotor, zsr, the
number of teeth of the starwheels, zsw, the number of starwheel, Nsw, the main
rotor diameter, Dsr, the starwheel outer and inner diameters, Dsw, Dsw,in and
the tooth width. The considered SSE has the standard configuration of 6 grooves
in the main rotor and 11 teeth in the starwheels, which automatically defines the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Schematics of the main geometric parameters of the SSE: (a) view of main
rotor and starwheel from CAD model; (b) view of the engaging pair obtained from
analytic model.
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correlation between rotation angle and angular speed of the meshing pair:
i = zsw
zsr
= θsr
θsw
= ωsr
ωsw
= 11
6
. (3.1)
where ωsr and ωsw are the angular speeds of main rotor and starwheel, respectively.
The number of grooves typically is a multiple of the number of starwheels in
order to balance the forces acting on the main rotor. In fact, the expansion or
compression process will be symmetric in both sides of the rotor since the same
number of grooves are engaged. To be noted is that the number of starwheels and
their positions determine the type of configuration of the single-screw machine,
i.e. CC, CP, PC, PP [8]. The most common one is Cylinder-Plate (CP) and the
reason behind it is explained in the following section dealing with the kinematics of
meshing process. The number of teeth of the starwheel should not have a common
factor with the number of grooves to guarantee the uniformity of the meshing and
control the wear of the teeth. Increasing or decreasing the number of teeth has
also the effect of modifying the swept volume [19]. The diameters of main rotor
and starwheel are related by a design parameter, Dsw = λdDsr. Normally, Dsw
is either equal to or slightly larger (up to 10%) than Dsr. The diameter of the
starwheel and the distance between the center axes of main rotor and starwheel,
dsr,sw, influence the maximum groove volume and the degree of penetration of the
tooth into the groove:
dsr,sw = λoptDsr (3.2)
In many cases dsr,sw = 0.8Dsr (see Section 3.4). For obvious structural reasons,
the degree of penetration of a tooth into the groove is limited by the main shaft
diameter. That is:
Rsr − (Rsw −Rsw,in) > Rsr,sh (3.3)
Dependent variables are related to the calculation of engaging angles and the
length of the rotor sections. By referring to Figure 3.4(a), it is possible to define:
βs = cos−1 (dsr,sw −Rsr
Rsw
)
β∗ = sin−1 ( w
2Rsw
)
β∗in = 2 sin−1 ( w2Rsw,in ) , β∗in < 2pizsw
(3.4)
as well as:
Ls = Rsw sinβs, Ld = Rsw sinβd, L∗ = (0.1 ∼ 0.15)Dsr
Lrot,eff = Ls +Ld (3.5)
The selection of discharge angle βd is linked to the total engaging angle of the
starwheel αsw and typically βd = 0.7βs. The starwheel engaging angle and the
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corresponding groove wrap angle around the main rotor, αsr, have an upper limit
established by:
αsr = αsw zsw
zsr
< 2pi
Nsw
(3.6)
Typically, αsw ≅ 90○ and the explanation is given by the following relationship
between the number of teeth engaged simultaneously, nsw,eng, and the angular
spacing of the teeth,γ:
αsw = 2β∗nsw,eng + 2.5 (γ − 2β∗) , γ = 2pi
zsw
αsw = βopen + βs + β∗ (3.7)
where βopen represents the point of discharge opening. It is therefore a variable
that defines a limit and determines how far the groove wraps around the rotor prior
to discharge. In other words, influences the swept volume at the discharge angle
and therefore the internal volume ratio. Finally, the tooth width is usually regarded
as independent variable. The wider the tooth, the wider is the groove which results
in an increased groove volume. However, there is a structural limit related to the
minimum groove tip thickness, ∆. The analytic expression of the tooth width w,
with the geometry and structural limits is given by:
∆ = ξ Dsr, ξ = 0.017 ∼ 0.025
w = 2 (dsr,sw − Dsr
2
) sin γ
2
− ξ Dsr cos γ
2
(3.8)
A good approximation can also be obtained as w ≈ 0.3Rsr. The geometric
relationships can be developed on the basis of a reference system defined as in
Fig. 3.4(a). In particular, a set of cylindrical coordinates (z, r, θsr) are positioned
so that the z axis is coincident with the main rotor rotation axis and the r
axis is perpendicular to the z axis and has its origin in correspondence of the
perpendicular intersecting line from the starwheel rotation axis. A general point
on the starwheel rotates in the z, r plane defined by the main rotor coordinates. On
the starwheel an analogous reference system can be defined associated with the
rotation angle θsw (see Figure 3.4(a)).
3.3.2 Meshing profile
The geometry and kinematics of the SSE are directly linked and it is necessary
to solve the groove profile generation in order to accurately describe the machine.
From the fundamentals of gear kinematics, the single-screw type of meshing can
be seen as a double meshing worm gear [39]. The conjugate worm gear surfaces
rely on continuous contact lines that ensure the load-transmission. By transferring
this concept to an expander (or compressor), the calculation of the contact lines
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Schematics of the reference systems used to generate the groove profile: (a)
main rotor and starwheel fixed and moving reference systems; (b) description of a single
engaging tooth into the mating groove.
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and the precision during the manufacturing determine the sealing capabilities of
the expansion (or compression) chamber. Generally, both the direct and indirect
problems have to be solved [39]. In the following, only the direct problem, i.e. the
cutting tool (tooth profile in this case) is given and the conjugated groove profile
is calculated. Furthermore, different approaches can be used for generating the
rotor profile. Three of them are currently investigated in literature: single straight
line envelope meshing pair (SSLEMP), multi-straight line envelope meshing pair
(MSLEMP) and multi-column envelope meshing pair (MCEMP). The idea is to
improve the contact points from a single line to a curved surface to increase the
wear resistance of the profile. However, this change to the machining process
of the groove also increases the difficulty of manufacture. Many manufacturing
companies adopted SSEMP because of its simplicity and acceptable reliability in
terms of working hours prior deterioration. Also the SSE considered in this study
presents single line profile.
From the gear kinematics theory [39], the meshing process of the screw rotor
(sr) with two starwheels (sw) can be described as an envelope of two-parameter
family of surfaces with a cylindrical-plate (CP) configuration. In particular, the
generating surface is represented by the starwheel, i.e. plate, (direct problem).
The profile of the starwheel is obtained by applying the inverse envelope concept.
A right-handed fixed, Oi,f(xif , yif , zif), and a rotating, Oi(xi, yi, zi), coordinate
systems have to be defined for both screw rotor (i = 1) and starwheel (i = 2). Each
starwheel tooth engages the mating groove with three sides, identified by segments
AB, BC and CD. The generic representation of a starwheel tooth is proposed in
Fig. 3.5(b). A tooth with parallel flanks is obtained by fixing δ = 0. Each segment
of the tooth is described by a parameter u. The second parameter is the thickness
of tooth, t. By adapting the notation introduced in [39], the starwheel profile is
expressed in general terms by:
R2j(u, t) = [R2j,x(u, t)R2j,y(u, t)R2j,z(u, t)]T , (3.9)
where j = AB,BC,CD. The corresponding family of curves on the main rotor,
R1j(u, t, θ1) are obtained through a rotation matrix M12 and ensuring the meshing
condition at each angular position. The meshing equation imposes the sliding
velocity between the two bodies in contact as zero, i.e. the cross product between
the normal vector to the contact surface, N1f , and the relative velocity V
(12)
f is zero.
Mathematically, the system of equations that has to be solved simultaneously is
given by: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩N
(1)
f ⋅ v(12)f = (∂R1j∂u × ∂R1j∂t ) ⋅ v(12)f = 0
R1j = M12 R2j (3.10)
where j = AB,BC,CD. In particular, the rotation matrix can be expanded as
follows:
R1j(u, θ1) = M1,1fM1f,2fM2f,2R2j(u, θ1). (3.11)
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Usually, to perform coordinate transformations, mixed matrix operations are
needed. Homogeneous coordinates can be adopted to include only multiplications
[39]. In particular, a general position vector rm = [xm, ym, zm]T in a reference
system Om(xm, ym, zm) can be expressed in terms of homogeneous coordinates
by introducing non-zero parameter t∗:
x = x∗
t∗ y = y∗t∗ z = z∗t∗ (3.12)
For convenience, the parameter is chosen to be unity, or t∗ = 1:
rm = [xm ym zm 1]T (3.13)
Additionally, the general expression of a rotation matrix from a ”old” reference
system m to a ”new” one n is given by:
Mn,m =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(in ⋅ im) (in ⋅ jm) (in ⋅ km) (OnOm ⋅ in)(jn ⋅ im) (jn ⋅ jm) (jn ⋅ km) (OnOm ⋅ jn)(kn ⋅ im) (kn ⋅ jm) (kn ⋅ km) (OnOm ⋅ kn)
0 0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.14)
where OnOm is the distance between the centers of reference systems. By
considering the reference system O1 on the screw rotor as in Figure 3.5(a), the
system of equation of the meshing equation is given by:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x1 = −x2 sin θsw sin θsr − y2 cos θsw sin θsr + z2 cos θsr + dsr,sw sin θsr
y1 = −x2 sin θsw cos θsr − y2 cos θsw cos θsr − z2 sin θsr + dsr,sw cos θsr
z1 = x2 cos θsw − y2 sin θsw
(3.15)
where the relationship between θsw and θsr is given in Equation 3.1. By
introducing the parametric curves of the tooth profile, it is possible to obtain
a family of meshing curves. As previously mentioned, the meshing equations
only consider the plain containing the straight-line profile, shown in Figure 3.6.
However, as the tooth slides inside the mating groove, the upper and lower portions
of the tooth need to avoid intersecting the groove flanks. A cross-section of a tooth
is shown in Figure 3.7 and the sealing line is marked as a red dashed line which also
divides the upper (named t) and lower portions of the tooth. In fact, the inclination
of the groove, αgroove, at each point of contact M, varies according the following
relationship with the relative velocities of starwheel and rotor:
tanαgroove = vsw
vsr
= ωswrsw,M
ωsrrsr,M
= zsrrsw,M
zswrsr,M
(3.16)
Therefore, three angles need to be defined to comply with meshing and milling
requirements:
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• α1,α2 on the front plane of the tooth;
• α11 on root plane of the tooth.
The limiting values of these angles, indicated on Figure 3.7, can be obtained from
geometric relationships as:
α1,min = tan−1 (idsr,sw −Rsw
Rsw
) (3.17)
α2,max = tan−1 (i Rsr
Rsw
) (3.18)
α11 = tan−1 (i Rsr
dsr,sw −Rsr ) (3.19)
The total thickness of the tooth is usually selected from experience and it
is typically in the range 6∼8 mm. The upper thickness t is related to the
manufacturing process in order to guarantee enough space for milling.
Figure 3.6: Design of tooth with straight-line meshing profile.
Figure 3.8 shows the rotor obtained through 3D cut-sweep by implementing
the meshing equation in a parametric form with only one running parameter
represented by the angular position. The parametric curve resulting from Equation
3.15 is overlaid in blue. The complete procedure to obtain the 3D rotor from a
given tooth profile is explained in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.7: Design of tooth with straight-line meshing profile.
Figure 3.8: Absolute reference system O1 on the main rotor. The origin is marked with a
dot.
3.3.3 Groove Volume Calculation
The geometry of a single-screw machine has been defined and by making use of
the relationships developed it is possible to mathematically describe on a 2D-plane
the single-screw assembly by means of cylindrical coordinates (z,r), as shown in
Figure 3.9. Such graphical representation allows to define three methodologies to
obtain the swept volume of the machine as well as the variation of the groove
volume over one rotation of the main rotor. In particular, three mathematical
approaches are presented and described here with the aim of showing their
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limitations, if any. The three methods will be compared in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.9: Planar representation of single-screw geometry with polygon approach
(adapted from [29]).
3.3.3.1 Polygon approach for the calculations of the chamber volume and its
derivative
The description of complex geometries by means of polygons has been
widely adopted in compressor modeling especially concerning scroll [40] and
single-screw types [19, 21, 23]. In the case of single-screw machine, the portion
of tooth engaged with the groove can be described analytically by defining the
coordinates of the four corner points, which represents the limits of the tooth
engaged with the respective groove, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). By considering
the reference system (z, r) as in Figure 3.5(b), the analytic expressions for the
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(z, r)j=1..4 are listed below:
z1(θsw) = a ⋅ tan (θsw) − w
2 cos (θsw)
r1(θsw) = Rsr
z2(θsw) = Rsw sin (θsw − β∗)
r2(θsw) = dsr,sw −Rsw cos (θsw − β∗)
z3(θsw) = Rsw sin (θsw + β∗)
r3(θsw) = dsr,sw −Rsw cos(θsw + β∗)
z4(θsw) = a ⋅ tan (θsw) + w
2 cos (θsw)
r4(θsw) = Rsr
(3.20)
Figure 3.10: Tooth engaging positions in a single-screw expander: (a) during suction
process; (b) during closed expansions; (c) discharge opening; (c) discharge process.
However, the tooth engaging process presents at least four general conditions, as
shown in Figure 3.10. The analytic descriptions of the four corners of the tooth are
valid only from tooth engaging conditions (a) through (c). Bein at Hamilton [20]
introduced a simplified function to describe the engaging condition (d). Ignatiev
[27] extended the polygon description by considering a complete tooth until the
starwheel center. A numerical algorithm was developed to numerically obtain
the intersecting area between tooth and rotor with particular care on determining
whether a point was located inside or outside a polygon as well as the possibility
of obtaining multiple polygons. In the present work, the approach proposed by
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Ignatiev is extended by describing the rotor and both starwheels as polygons.
Boolean operations are employed to obtain the engaged portions of the teeth on
both sides of the rotor, as shown in Figure 3.9. There are two main advantages
that follows by adopting such generalized approach. First of all, as a tooth is
leaving the mating groove, it is possible to account for the fourth tooth that starts
engaging. Secondly, once a tooth is completely disengaged, the groove is engaged
on the opposite side of the rotor and as the rotation proceeds the groove decreases
its volume on one side and simultaneously increases on the other side. Since both
starwheels are considered, it is possible to obtain the complete evolution of the
groove volume over one complete rotation of the rotor.
The groove volume as well as the porting cross-sectional areas are formed by
intermeshing of solid surfaces. Therefore, such quantities (volumes and areas) can
be obtained from the description of the solid surfaces (main rotor and starwheels).
Green’s theorem can be directly applied to this purpose as demonstrated by
Ignatiev [27] and Bell et al. [41]. In particular, over a region D in a x-y plane
contained in R2, with boundary ∂D, Green’s theorem states:
∮
∂D
P (x, y)dx +Q(x, y)dy =∬
D
(∂Q
∂x
− ∂P
∂y
)dxdy, (3.21)
where the left side is a line integral and the right side is a surface integral and the
functions P (x, y) and Q(x, y) have continuous first order partial derivatives on
D. The path of integration of the line integral is anticlockwise. It follows that, for
example, if P = x and Q = −y, the area of D is given by:
D = 1
2
∮
∂D
xdy − ydx (3.22)
and it relates the area of a region and the line integral around its boundary. By
approximating the integral with a finite difference form, the area of D can be
expressed in term of (x, y) coordinates of the boundary ∂D. If the boundary is
a polygon then the finite difference form gives the exact solution:
D = 1
2
N−1∑
i=1 = (xj+1 + xj) (yj+1 − yj) (3.23)
to be noted is that in this formulation the area D is signed. Similar procedure can
be applied to calculate a volume. By substituting P = 0 and Q = x2/2, the volume
of a solid in cylindrical coordinates is expressed by:
V = 2pi∮
∂D
x2
2
dy (3.24)
In the case of non-axisymmetrical volume computation with φ = [φ1, φ2]
becomes:
V = ∫ φ2
φ1
dφ∮
∂D
x2
2
dy (3.25)
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Again, the finite difference formulation can be employed to approximate the
integral:
V = M∑
i=1 ∆φ [x
2
i + xixi−1x2x−1
6
(yi − yi−1)]
i
(3.26)
The obtained finite difference forms can be directly applied to the single-screw
geometry problem. In fact, knowing the coordinates of the intersection contour
between teeth and main rotor from polygon boolean operations, the appropriate
area or volume can be calculated.
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Figure 3.11: Groove incremental volume [23].
The discrete increment of the groove volume is given by the product of the
engaging tooth area S and the distance of its centroid from the main rotor axis, cr,
at each rotation angle [19, 21, 27]:
∆V = Atooth (∆θsw) cz∆θsr = Atooth (∆θsw) czi∆θsw (3.27)
with:
Atooth = n−1∑
j=0∣zjrj+1 − zj+1rj2 ∣ (3.28)
cr = 1
6Atooth
n−1∑
j=0 (rj+1 + rj) (zjrj+1 − zj+1rj) (3.29)
Equation 3.27 gives the incremental volume of the groove until the tooth
disengages completely from the groove. Since the calculation can be performed
throughout one rotation of the main rotor, the incremental volume curve of the
groove can be obtained without any approximations as shown in Figure 3.11. The
total groove volume is calculated as a sum of each discrete volume increment as,
V =∑
j
∆Vj (∆θsw) (3.30)
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By introducing ( 3.28) and ( 3.29) in ( 3.27), the final expression of the volume can
be obtained [27]:
V = nstep∑
i
∆θsr[∑
j
z2j + zjzj−1 + z2j−1
6
(rj − rj−1)]
i
(3.31)
where the running index j represents the number of corner points of the tooth and
the index i is the number of angular steps chosen. The volume of the groove over
one rotation of the main rotor is obtained as a number of discrete points. Since
running the geometry model at each time step would result in high computational
time, the discrete points are interpolated by means of cubic spline. The derivative
of the volume with respect to the crank angle is obtained by applying a forward
difference scheme:
dV
dθ
= V (θ + δ) − V (θ)
δ
(3.32)
with δ = 10−4 and dV (θ = 0) = 0.
3.3.3.2 Differential approach
The volume of the groove at each starwheel angle (or equivalently main rotor
angle) can be calculated by describing the engaging tooth surface with a local
reference system (xtooth, ytooth) on the tooth. In particular, Sun [26] described the
procedure to obtain the total groove volume by performing a numerical integration
of a function describing the tooth area during the rotation, Atooth(y, θsw), over
two parts of the groove, i.e. Vg,1(θsw) and Vg,2(θsw). In the case of a single-screw
expander, the groove volume is given by:
Vg(θsw) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
i
2 ∫ θsw
βs+β∗ ∫ B−w/2Atooth(y, θsw)dy dθsw, βs + β∗ ≤ θsw ≤ βclose,
Vg,2 − i2 ∫ βd
θsw
∫ w/2−w/2 Atooth(y, θsw)dy dθsw, βclose < θsw ≤ βd,
(3.33)
with:
B = Rsw sin [cos−1 (dsr,sw −Rsr
Rsw
) − θsw] , (3.34)
where Vg1 and Vg2 correspond to the description of the volume for three and four
corners engaging condition of the tooth respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b).
As stated before, by considering the local reference system on the tooth, the
infinitesimal area of the tooth engaged in the main rotor groove is dAtooth = xdy
and the coordinate x is defined by a geometric relationship:
x = √R2sw − y2 − x tan θsw − dsr,sw −Rswcos θsw (3.35)
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The infinitesimal volume of the groove is then
dVg = dAtoothRsrdθsr + (Rsr − x cos θsw)dθsr
2
(3.36)
where dθsr = i dθsw. To be noted is that the integration of ( 3.33) leads to obtain
the volume of the groove until the discharge angle βd.
3.3.3.3 Analytic approach
On the basis of the differential approach described by Sun et al. [26], analytic
solutions for the two different parts of the groove Vg1 and Vg2 can be obtained.
The analytic description of the groove volume was presented by Sun G. [24]. In
particular, Vg,1 represents the groove volume when the tooth is engaged as in case
(a) of Figure 3.10:
Vg1 (θsw) = i⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩dsw,sr ⎛⎝R2swβ∗ + w2
√
R2sw − w24 ⎞⎠(βs − β∗ − θsw)
− (R2sww
2
− w3
12
) [sin (βs − β∗) − sinθsw]
− 1
4
[(dsw,sr +Rsr)aw + w3
12
] [log 1 + sin (βs + β∗)
1 − sin (βs − β∗) − log 1 + sinθsw1 − sinθsw ]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(3.37)
which is limited by the angle β∗. When the starwheel rotation angle β∗ < θsw ≤
βopen, the groove volume is expressed by:
Vg2 (θsw) = i (βs + β∗ − θsw)3
12β∗
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣R2swβ∗ + w2
√
R2sw − w24 − aw 1cos (βs − β∗)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Rsr − 18β∗ [Rswcos (βs − 2β∗) − a] (βs + β∗ − θsw)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (3.38)
The groove volume at discharge opening is obtained as the sum of the two
contributions:
Vg = Vg1 + Vg2 (3.39)
3.3.4 Unwrapped groove curves
The geometric parameters of the main rotor have been defined. However, the
porting and the sealing lines are still to be determined. Each of the grooves
wrap around the cylindrical surface of the main rotor with an angle close to pi.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Unwrapped representation of a groove with the suction port over laid.
Therefore, it is possible to derive the helical equation of the groove on a 2D plane
in order to obtain its unwrapped description [18]. A local reference system (Θ, z)
is introduced to define the groove on a plane where Θ is the unwrapped curvilinear
coordinate of the rotor and z is the coordinate along the main rotor axis, as shown
in Figure 3.12. In the (Θ, z), the extremities of each groove line have a distance
equal to the wrap angle. Mathematically:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Θ = a tan θsw ±
w
2 cos θsw
z = Rswi (θsw + βd) , − βopen ≤ θsw ≤ αr(αl)
αr(αl) = cos−1 (dsr,sw −Rsr
Rsw
) ± sin−1 ( w
Dsw
) (3.40)
where the ± sign is related to the subscripts r, (+), and l, (−), i.e. right and left
sides of the groove, βopen is the opening angle which is influenced by the rotor
end angle, βend. The unwrapped groove is plotted in Figure 3.12. The planar
representation of the groove is necessary in order to obtain the suction port area
as function of the rotation angle as well the exact suction closure angle which
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determined the internal volume ratio.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: CAD view of the suction port area from (a) inside and (b) from suction
pocket.
As show in Figure 3.12, the triangular port shape is overlaid and it is described
as a polygon ∂Asuc. The suction port polygon can be directly obtained from CAD
model as in Figure 3.13 or by approximating the port as a triangle. The actual
suction area is obtained by intersecting ∂Asuc with the polygon representing the
groove ∂G, or:
Asuc(θsr) = (∂G⋂∂A)∆θsr (3.41)
The discharge process consists of two different porting. When a tooth reaches
θsw = βopen, as illustrated in Figure 3.14, the axial port corresponding to the end of
the groove opens. The area can be calculated knowing the distance between the end
of groove trailing edge and the meshing plane of the tooth. As the groove further
rotates, it intersects with the radial circular discharge port. Polygon clipping can
therefore be applied in a similar fashion to the suction port calculations.
Since the groove profile is known in as a discrete set of points, it is straight
forward to calculate the groove leading and trailing edge lengths. The length of
the groove tip leakage line at each main rotor angular position is given by,
Lleak,tip = θsr∑
i⋅βs
√(∆Θ)2 + (∆z)2 (3.42)
The groove sealing lines over one complete rotation are shown in Figure 3.15.
3.3.5 Tooth sealing lines
The tooth sealing lines can be obtained by calculating the distances of each corner
of the tooth engaged with the mating groove. In particular, for each engaging
conditions (see Figure 3.10) the number of sealing lines varies. As the vertices
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Figure 3.14: 3D view of meshing condition at the beginning of the discharge, i.e.
θsw = βopen.
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Figure 3.15: Length of the groove sealing lines: leading edge line L7, trailing edge line
L8 and end-band line L9.
of tooth intersected area area known, the sealing lines are obtained by simply
calculating the distances between the corners. The sealing line at the root of the
tooth corresponds to the gap with the housing which is necessary to allow the
rotation of the starwheel. The evolution of the tooth sealing line lengths are shown
in Figure 3.16. The perimeter of the tooth is obtained by summing each side of the
engaged area in existence at a certain angle.
3.3.6 Calculation of the groove surface area
The groove of main rotor is generated by three contact lines, i.e. sides of the
tooth and top of the tooth, Figure 3.17. In order to develop a mechanistic model,
the surface of the groove as well as the hydraulic diameter of the cross-section
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Figure 3.16: Length of tooth sealing lines and groove cross-section perimeter.
Figure 3.17: Groove surfaces
are to be determined because they are fundamental geometric properties for the
estimation of the heat transfer rate during the expansion (or compression) process.
Furthermore,by knowing the surface of the groove flanks, the pressure loads can
also be computed. By intersecting the tooth polygon with the main rotor, each side
of the tooth portion engaged are known.
The surface of the groove can be determined by applying Green’s theorem and
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by approximating the integral with finite difference form:
Agroove = nstep∑
i
∆θsr[n−1∑
j=0 ∣∂Atooth∣AB,BC,CD]i= Agroove,leading−edge +Agroove,trailing−edge +Agroove,bottom (3.43)
where ∂Atooth is the tooth perimeter limited to the three (or two) sides engaged
within the groove (see Figure 3.10). Each side of the groove surface and their sum
are shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Groove surface area as function of main rotor rotation angle.
Figure 3.19: 11 kW single-screw expander assembly.
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3.4 Geometry model results
The geometry model developed is applied to a single-screw expander whose
geometry details are listed in Table 3.1. The assembly starwheel and rotor obtained
from the geometry model can be seen in Figure 3.19. In order to develop a
mechanistic model, the volume of the groove during one complete rotation needs
to be determined.
Parameter Value Description
Dsr 121.9 mm Main rotor diameter
Dsw 132.0 mm Starwheel diameter
dsw,sr 97.05 mm Distance main rotor and starwheel
ttooth 5.33 mm Tooth thickness
Ls 55.25 mm Rotor length suction side
Ld 42.24 mm Rotor length discharge side
Asuc 303.92 mm2 Maximum suction port area
Table 3.1: Geometry details of single-screw expander.
In Section 3.3.3, three approaches used in literature have been presented
to calculate the volume of the groove. A comparison between the different
mathematical models of the groove volume is proposed in Figure 3.20. To be
noted is that the volume curves resulting from each method are consistent until
the discharge opening. A slight difference, around 3%, exists with respect to
the polygonal approach. Beyond that point, only the the polygon method can
accurately describe the complete evolution of the groove volume during one
rotation of the main rotor. The numerical difference between the numerical
integration and the analytic solution is negligible. However, the latter one reduces
the overall computational time.
The complete volume curve evolution as well as the areas of suction and
discharge ports are reported in Figure 3.21.
The evolution of the suction port area with respect the main rotor rotating is
over laid on the same figure. A similar behavior can also be found in [19]. As
a consequence, it is possible to optimize the suction process by investigating the
shape and the area of the suction port. To be noted is that in Figure 3.22, that at
the current position of incipient discharge opening, the groove volume is not at its
maximum. This is a characteristic of the single-screw. By delaying the opening
(βopen) it is possible to adjust the volume at discharge. In general, the swept
volume can be defined as a function of D3sr, [24]. The swept volume is calculated
by correlating the engaging tooth area into the corresponding groove and the
tooth engaging angle. Additionally, the axial and discharge porting have been
calculated. The rotation of the starwheels (see Figure 3.9) and the sliding of the
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of different methods for calculating the groove volume as a
function of the rotating angle of the main rotor.
Figure 3.21: Groove volume and port area evolution with respect to the main rotor crank
angle. 3D CAD views help visualize discharge opening, maximum groove volume and
discharge end situations.
unwrapped groove (see Figure 3.12) are executed simultaneously in the simulation
code. Therefore, the model can be used to evaluate the internal built-in volume
ratio of the single-screw expander. In fact, by introducing the real geometry of
the suction port and its location, the polygon clipping algorithm recognizes when
the groove is intersecting the suction port until suction closure, as shown in Figure
3.22. Since the angle at which the discharge process begins can be calculated,
βopen, the volume ratio can be calculated as:
rv,built−in = Vg,2
Vg,1
= Vg(θsw = βopen)
Vg(θsw = βs,close) (3.44)
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The calculation of Vg,1 and Vg,2 with the polygon method is validated by using
the CAD model. In particular, the volume of the grooves at suction closure and
discharge opening can be obtained from Solidworks, as shown in Figure 3.23(a)
and Figure 3.23(b). The comparison between polygon model and the CAD model
is reported in Table 3.2.
Parameter CAD volume Polygon volume Relative error
Vg,1 [cm3] 11.056 10.739 2.86%
Vg,2 [cm3] 52.714 52.697 0.322%
Vg,max [cm3] 68.396 65.892 3.66%
Table 3.2: Validation of the groove volumes.
The correct estimation of the geometric internal volume ratio allows to analyze
the expander and ORC system matching problem that has been described in
Section 1.2.2.
Figure 3.22: Numerical calculation of the internal volume ratio of a single-screw machine.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.23: Tridimensional view of groove volume in two particular conditions that
defines the internal volume ratio: (a) suction closure; (b) discharge opening.
The theoretical volume flow rate is calculated as:
V˙th = 2zsr Vg,2
rv,builtin
N. (3.45)
which suggest that each groove is employed twice per revolution.
Additional consideration can be made on the design configuration of the
single-screw. The main rotor is designed with 6 threads and the starwheel with
11 teeth, see Figure 3.19. The number of threads can be determined by the desired
compression or expansion ratio [19]. An increase in the number of threads causes
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an increase in the compression ratio but also a reduction in the swept volume.
Up to a compression ratio of 3 or 4, it is possible to use screws with 4 threads.
For higher ratios, ranging from 7 to 10, it is preferable, in order to obtain an
optimum thermodynamic efficiency, to use screws with 6 threads. It is possible to
obtain higher compression ratios, ranging from 10 to 16, by using screws having 8
threads, or by means of other single-screw design configurations. The number of
starwheel teeth and the number of screw threads are to be selected with no common
factors so that each tooth sweeps each groove from turn to turn. Thus, it is not
necessary in assembling the machine to be concerned with a preferential position
of a tooth with respect to a given thread. During early developments of such
machine [4], it was found that the minimum dimension of the starwheel should
have been substantially equal to that of the main screw. Since 7 teeth resulted
in a starwheel which would have meshed with the screw over nearly 180○ and
would have left no place for the starwheel shaft, the next highest integer having no
common factor with 6 was selected, namely 11.
For a fixed 6/11 configuration, the maximum groove volume is influenced by
the degree of penetration of the tooth into the groove, h, and by the ratio between
starwheel and main rotor diameters, λd. It can be demonstrated that the degree of
penetration is a function of λd and λopt which essentially relates the dimensions
of the starwheel and main rotor to the distance between the rotation axes:
h = Rsr − (Rsw − a)
Rsr
= Rsr [1 − (λd − 2λopt + 1)] (3.46)
A parametric study is conducted to analyze the effect of the degree of
penetration on the maximum groove volume as well as on the tooth dimensions
by employing the detailed geometry model developed in the present chapter. In
particular, the main rotor diameter is kept fixed as in Table 3.1, and the parameter
ζ is chosen equal to 0.017 to ensure the structural integrity of the groove tip.
Three values of λd are selected to be representative of the usual design range:
0.9, 1 and 1.1. The parameter λopt is bounded between 0.6 and 0.9. The results
of calculations are shown in Figure 3.24(a) and Figure 3.24(b). For a given
λopt, as λd increases (meaning the starwheel diameter is increasing), the tooth
width decreases but the maximum groove volume increases. The increase of the
degree of penetration is predominant compared to the reduction of tooth width and
therefore groove width. The design space of the single-screw lies in the range
λd = 1 ∼ 1.1. Beyond λd = 1.1, a larger rotor is preferred. For a given λd,
the maximum groove volume increases significantly at first with the simultaneous
decrease of tooth width, until the reduction of tooth width outweighs the longer
tooth. Depending on the value of λd, a fairly flat maximum can be identified which
represents the design space. It follows that for a given main rotor dimensions,
the displacement can be modified by varying the groove dimensions but also the
internal volume ratio achievable can be adjusted.
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Figure 3.24: Influence of the degree of penetration of the starwheel into the main rotor on(a) tooth width and (b) maximum groove volume.
The effect of λopt on the single-screw design for a fixed λd is shown in Figure
3.25. In particular, by imposing λd = 1, three values of λopt have been considered,
i.e. 0.75, 0.8 and 0.85. As λopt increases the tooth becomes shorter and wider
causing a decrease in swept volume. The single-screw expander considered in the
present work has λd = 1.083 and λopt = 0.796.
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Figure 3.25: Effect of λopt on the signle-screw design.
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4
Single-Screw Expander Overall
Mechanistic Model
4.1 Introduction
Deterministic models of single-screw compressors (SSC) have been proposed
in literature. Bein and Hamilton [1] developed a computer model of a low
pressure oil-flooded single-screw air compressor. An iterative approach based on a
polytropic transformation was used to correlate internal predictions with empirical
values. Leakage paths were also considered, neglecting the two-phase flow
through the gaps. The heat transfer between the air in the compression chamber
and oil was neglected. Boblitt and Moore [2] presented a FORTRAN-based
computer model of an oil-flooded SSC operating at 100% capacity at matched
discharge pressures, meaning the pressure at the end of the compression process
corresponded exactly with the discharge pressure. The model is based on two
empirical parameters, i.e. polytropic compression efficiency and the discharge
flow coefficient. The included leakage model is based on the model proposed
by [1], with the addition of the effect of the oil on the volumetric and isentropic
efficiency. However, it was assumed that only oil was leaking from the groove tip
sealing lines and the refrigerant leakages were restricted to the the discharge port.
The heat transfer between the refrigerant and oil in the closed compression process
was neglected. The oil injection process was also included in the model. A total of
six control volumes were introduced to analyze the overall compression process.
Thermal interactions between each control volumes were modeled by means of a
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steady-state steady-flow First Law analysis. The closed compression process was
divided into a number of steps corresponding to a pressure increment, since the
discharge state of a groove had to match the discharge pressure. The main rotor
rotation step was a result of the model. Similarly, Wu and Jin [3] developed a SSC
model including preheat, pressurization of the gas in the control volume during the
suction and closure processes, flow of gas and oil mixture through the discharge
port, leakage of gas and oil. Several effects, such as oil-injection rate, clearances
and length of leakage paths, discharge port area variation, and oil shear power
were included. Hirai et al. [4] proposed a geometry-based model of an oil-free
SSC including the analysis of a slide valve mechanism. The theoretical analysis
was validated with the pressure-volume diagram obtained from the experimental
data. More recently, Wang et al. [5] presented a detailed thermodynamic model of
a single-screw compressor with multi-column meshing profile in which continuity
and energy conservation equtions were applied to the refrigerant gas and lubricant
oil. The control volume analysis was applied to a single working chamber by
assuming that all the others behaved in a similar manner. Suction gas heating
due to the presence of the motor was also included. A two-phase flow model
was employed to calculate the flow rate through the discharge port. A correction
coefficient was introduced based upon experimental data. The heat transfer within
the working chamber was modeled by including a correction factor to account
for the helical shape of the groove. Cooling capacity and shaft power were
validated with experimental data. From the literature overview of single-screw
compressor modeling, a number of short-comings in the modeling approaches can
be identified:
• the compression process has been always considered perfectly symmetric.
Limited modeling has been done with respect to single-screw expander;
• instantaneous results from the chamber model, e.g., variation of leakage flow
rates, heat transfer rate, pressure trances in all the control volumes, available
in literature are scarce;
• the coupling between thermodynamic model and mechanical force analyses
on the starwheels and rolling elements is also limited;
• a detailed overall housing energy balance with multi-lumped temperature
has never been presented. In order to address these aspects, a comprehensive
mechanistic model of a single-screw expander is described in this chapter.
4.2 Non-Symmetric Modeling Approach
As described in Figure 3.3, the operating principle of a single-screw expander is
based on the simultaneous filling of the grooves on both sides of the main rotor
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Figure 4.1: Views of the single-screw expander assembly with the direction of rotation of
meshing pair (left) and the control volumes (right).
through ports located on the internal cylindrical surface of the housing which
hosts the main rotor. As a groove rotates, it is exposed to the suction port until
the trailing edge passes over the port. Once the portion of the groove limited by
the engaging tooth, by the three sides of the groove and the housing wall is filled
with working fluid, the closed expansion occurs until the tooth starts disengaging
the groove, when the discharge process begins. Such process occurs on both sides
of the main rotor and therefore, when a groove is discharging on one side, it is
filling on the other side at the same time. Each groove is employed twice per
revolution. By looking at Figure 4.1, the main rotor has six grooves, but due to
the fact that two starwheels are engaged at the same time, there are six working
chambers on each side of the rotor, as mentioned by Wang et al. [5]. To reduce
the complexity of the model, it is common practice to consider only one side of
the rotor due to symmetry. A more general approach is adopted in this work. In
particular, a non-symmetric description of the machine is considered by computing
the expansion process in both sides of the rotor. In order to visualize the internal
flow of the machine, 3D-CFD analysis is a viable tool. In collaboration with
University of Ferrara, a fluid domain was created from the original single-screw
CAD geometry with a non-symmetric inlet ducting (see Figure 4.1). As described
in Casari et al. [6] and Ziviani et al. [7], overset grids have been employed to
carry on the simulations, after evaluating and comparing different dynamic mesh
generation techniques, e.g., dynamic remeshing and key-frame remeshing. The
boundary conditions imposed were temperature and pressure at the inlet and
pressure at the outlet with a time step of 10−6s. From a preliminary dynamic
3D-CFD simulation conducted on the single-screw expander object of this study,
the pressure distributions at the suction ports were slightly different, as shown
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in Figure 4.2, suggesting that the internal ducting may lead to different pressure
drops and flow fields. Although the convergence of simulation has been checked,
numerical effects could also play an important role in estimating the average
pressure distributions at the suction ports. The use of internal sensors could
certainly help understanding the correctness of such results (see Section 7.3).
In light of these observations, the complexity of the model has been increased.
By referring to Figure 4.1, the housing has been divided into four static control
volumes (CV) which are associated with the common inlet volume, the two
internal ducts that connects the inlet to the suction pockets and shell volume
connected to the outlet of the expander. On each side of the rotor, six
dynamic control volumes which are changing according to the rotation angle are
representative of the six working chambers. The rotation of the main rotor is taken
as reference. To relax the notation, the rotation angle of the main rotor, θsr, will be
referred to as θ, unless specified. A summary of the control volume definitions is
available in Table 4.1
Type Description Geometry
Static
inletshell
inletshell.1
inletshell.2
outletshell
V = 69 cm3, dV = 0 cm3
V = 70 cm3, dV = 0 cm3
V = 120 cm3, dV = 0 cm3
V = 569 cm3, dV = 0 cm3
Dynamic G1,...,G6 V=V(θ), dV=dV(θ) Eq. (3.31) and (3.32)
Table 4.1: Definition of the different control volumes in the single-screw expander.
Figure 4.2: Average pressure at the suction ports obtained from a preliminary dynamic
CFD simulation on a single-screw expander [8].
The generalized structure of PDSim outlined in Figure 2.2 is used to define and
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add each CV to the model. The structure of PDSim allows to define a new control
volume instance from a core class which holds an assigned string of the key name
of the control volume, a function to calculate the volume and its derivative, the
initial thermodynamic state and a string (or list of strings) with the key of the
control volume that the current control volume becomes in the next rotation or
angle. An example of control volume definition within the Python programming
language is proposed below.
# Standard PDSim imports
from PDSim.core import ControlVolume
from CoolProp.CoolProp import State
# Create a State class instance for properties
# T[K], P[kPa]
state=State(’R245FA’,dict(T=383.15,P= 1500))
# The function that will return the volume
# and derivative of volume
def VdV(theta):
"""
do calculations
"""
return V,dV
# Create a control volume
CV=ControlVolume(’key1’,VdV,state,becomes=’key1’)
# The control volume holds all the thermophysical
# properties. Examples of queries:
h=CV.State.h # specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]
mu=CV.State.visc # dynamic viscosity [Pa-s]
By using such approach, each control volume of the single-screw expander can
be added to the simulation model. The detailed polygon calculation to obtain the
volume curve is carried out once at the beginning of the simulation. The volume
of each CV is obtained by simply phasing out the curve by the proper tooth angle
γ (see Figure 3.4(b)). The complete evolution of the control volumes over one
rotation of one side the main rotor is shown in Figure 4.3. The control volume
G1 is taken as reference. To be noted is that the remaining control volumes G2 ∼
G6 (solid lines) are phased by (jγi)j=1,2,3,4,5 and when each of them complete
the revolution, they start wrapping on the opposite of the rotor. At the same
time, as new teeth start engaging after G1, new control volumes form from the
groove that ended the expansion process on the other side of the rotor (dashed
lines). The present model handles all the CVs on both sides simultaneously with
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no simplifications due to symmetry.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the main rotor control volumes over one complete rotation for one
side of the main rotor.
4.3 Thermodynamic model and thermophysical
properties
The geometry model of the single-screw and the volume curves of the control
volumes are the first steps in defining a mechanistic model. The governing
differential equations of such model have been discussed in depth in Section
2.3. However, additional considerations are made with respect to the type of
analysis that it is required for the single-screw expander under investigation. In
particular, due to the fact that single-screw expander requires lubrication, the
oil-flooded expansion process can be controlled which could result in a decrease
of leakages and friction losses and an increase of the boundary work. The
mixture of refrigerant and lubricant oil entering the expander is considered to
be homogeneous and at same pressure and temperature conditions. Practically,
these conditions are realized by mixing the refrigerant and lubricant oil in a static
mixer. Due to the highly turbulent mixing of liquid and gas phases in the working
chamber, the assumptions of thermal and mechanical equilibrium can be regarded
as reasonable [16]. Figure 4.4 illustrates the velocity field inside each working
chambers. For a homogeneous mixture, the general mixture thermodynamic
property, Ψmix, is calculated by introducing a liquid mass fraction, xL:
Ψmix = xLΨL + (1 − xL)Ψr (4.1)
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Figure 4.4: Velocity contour obtained a from CFD analysis on a single-screw
expander [8].
where ΨL and Ψr are the properties of lubricant oil and refrigerant, respectively,
and with:
xL = m˙L
m˙L + m˙r (4.2)
Such formulation is applied to obtain mixture specific internal energy, mixture
specific enthalpy, mixture specific heat and mixture specific entropy. The mixture
thermal conductivity is calculated as a void-fraction-weighted average of the
conductivities of the refrigerant and lubricant oil [9]:
kmix = αkr + (1 − α)kL (4.3)
where α is the void fraction expressed as: [9]:
α = 1
1 + xL
xr
vL
vr
K
(4.4)
The slip between the phases is not considered and therefore K = 1 corresponds to
a homogeneous flow. As outlined by Wallis and Chisholm [9,10], different models
are available to estimate the viscosity of a mixture that ensure the correct values of
for the two phases. McAdams formulation is adopted and it is given by
µmix = (xL
µL
+ xr
µr
)−1 (4.5)
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Finally, the Prandtl number of the mixture can be obtained straightforward as:
Prmix = µmixcp,mix
kmix
(4.6)
The thermophysical properties of the refrigerants are retrieved from the CoolProp
library [11] by making use of the low-level interface through the State class. In
the open-literature, lubricant oil property libraries are absent, although lubricant
oils are used in most positive displacement compressors and expanders. To close
the gap, a StateFlooded class derived from the State class has been developed
and made available open-source within PDSim. Such new class works as a
container for all the thermophysical properties of refrigerants, lubricant oils and
related homogeneous mixtures. The properties of the lubricant oils have been
collected from different published sources [12–16]. An example of pseudo-code
in the Python programming language is provided below. In particular, the class
is instantiated by specifying two strings representing the refrigerant and lubricant
oil, a dictionary1 data structure with the values of pressure, temperature and liquid
mass fraction, and an additional string for the slip ratio model.
# Standard PDSim imports
from PDSim.core.stateflooded import StateFlooded
S=StateFlooded(’R245fa’,’POE’,dict(T=373,P=200,xL=0.5))
print ’Lubricant oil density:’, S.get_rhoL()
print ’Void fraction:’, S.get_VoidFrac()
The system of governing equations that expresses the conservation of total mass
in the control volume, the conservation of the oil mass and the conservation of
energy for the general control volume are given as follows:
dmCV
dθ
= 1
ω
∑
i
m˙i
dxL
dθ
= 1
mCV
[ 1
ω
∑
i
m˙ixL,i − xL dmCV
dθ
]
dT
dθ
= 1
mCV cv,mix
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ − T ( ∂p∂T )vmix [dVdθ − v dmCVdθ ] −mcv(uL − ug)dxLdθ
−hdmCV
dθ
+ Q˙
ω
+ 1
ω
∑
i
(m˙h)i⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.7)
To be noted is that the term ( ∂p
∂T
)
vmix
must be calculated as a numerical derivative
and it cannot be obtained directly from the equation of state unless the oil mass
1A dictionary is data type built into Python and it can be regarded as an unordered set of key, i.e.
value pairs with the requirement that the keys are unique.
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fraction is zero. In the system of equations (4.7), sub-models for estimating
the flow interactions between the working chambers and heat transfer model are
necessary in order to carry on the integration. Such sub-modules will be described
in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5.
4.4 Mass Flow Models
In a single-screw expander different flow paths exist that require specific flow
models. In particular, the flow paths can be divided into two categories: (i)
inlet and outlet flows through porting within the housing; (ii) leakage flows.
Moreover, particular attention has to be given to the presence of lubricant oil. In
the case that a significant amount of oil (>5% of the total mass flow rate) enters
the single-screw expander, the suction and discharge flow paths are described
by an adiabatic compressible two-phase flow through a nozzles as proposed by
Chisholm [9] and implemented by Lemort and Bell [16, 17] in a oil-flooded scroll
expander and compressor, respectively. The mass flow rate expression is based on
the conservation of momentum and it is given by:
m˙ = CflowAsuc
¿ÁÁÁÀ 2 ∫ puppdown vedp
v2e,down − σv2e,up (4.8)
where Cflow is a flow coefficient, Asuc is the suction port area, σ is the ratio
between the downstream and upstream flow path areas, ve is the momentum
effective specific volume. By considering a separated-flow with the effect of
liquid entrainment in the vapor phase (and flowing at the vapor phase velocity),
the effective specific volume can be given by:
ve = [(1 − xL) vr +KexLvL] [(1 − xL + xL
Ke
)] (4.9)
where Ke is the effective slip ratio which is a fuction of both entrainment and slip
ratio: [9]:
Ke = [Ψ + (1 −Ψ)2
K −Ψ ] (4.10)
The slip ratio with entrainment is evaluated from:
K = Ψ + (1 −Ψ)
¿ÁÁÁÀ1 + ΨxLvL(1−xL)vr
1 + ΨxL
1−xL
√
vr
vL
(4.11)
A value of Ψ = 0.4 was recommended by Chisholm.
If the amount of oil mixed with the refrigerant is <5% of the total mass flow
rate entering the expander, an isentropic, compressible flow through a nozzle is
employed and corrected by a flow coefficient to match the experimental data.
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Figure 4.5: Flow path through suction port.
In a single-screw machine multiple leakage paths exist between the meshing
pair and the housing and within the meshing pair. By looking at Figure 4.6,
nine main leakage paths can be identified which are widely reported in literature
[1, 3, 18]. Each path has different geometry and the flow conditions may differ
significantly. Therefore, the leakage paths can be divided into three types,
depending on geometry of the gap:
• constant clearance gap: gaps between the leading (L7) and trailing (L8)
edges of the groove and the cylinder walls, gap between the groove end
band (L9) and cylinder walls and gap between upper tooth surface (L4) and
housing;
• variable clearance gap: gaps between the tooth sealing lines (L1,L2 and L3)
and the groove flanks and groove bottom surfaces;
• orifice type: blowholes between tooth and groove (L5 and L6) due to wear
of the profile of inaccuracies in the milling process.
Starwheel-housing
Screw rotor-housing
(on radius)
clearance [mm] 0.02 - 0.06 0.03 - 0.10
Table 4.2: Typical clearance ranges between meshing pair and the housing walls.
The typical range of clearances between the starwheel top surface and the
housing as well as the main rotor and the cylinder walls are reported in Table
4.2. In general, the flow through the gaps is expected to have frictional effects
as the length of the path is typically several times higher than the gap size. As it
is challenging to select the correct flow model for each leakage path, simplified
models, such as isentropic compressible flow through a nozzle, are employed and
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Figure 4.6: Identification of the main leakage paths in a single-screw machine.
then corrected with flow coefficients. This choice is done primarily due to limited
computational efforts and limited parameters to be estimated (e.g., throat area).
However, it has been shown in literature that such models require large corrections
suggesting that they are no appropriate for all the leakage gaps [16]. To this end,
the leakage paths o the single-screw expander are first analyzed on a geometric
point of view in order to categorize them and then apply proper flow models. The
leakage path that involves the leading and trailing edges of the groove presents
a variable length due to the shape of the groove. In particular, as expander,
the land between two consecutive grooves is larger during the filling and part
of the expansion process when the pressure is higher and it decreases while the
groove is moving towards the discharge end. Such configuration minimizes the
cascade effects and it represents an advantage of single-screw machines compared
to twin-screw designs. In the single-screw expander considered in this study with
a rotor diameter of 122 mm, the groove land length varies between approximately
20 mm and 2 mm, which represents the minimum structural limit in accordance
to Equation 3.8. By considering a clearance of 0.05 mm between the rotor tip and
the cylinder walls yields to a length to height ratio between 400 and 40. Thus, the
flow though such path can be considered frictional flow between parallel plates.
This is also in line with the fact that frictional flow leads to lower mass flow rates
estimations compared to an isentropic flow through a nozzle and the longer flow
paths should be beneficial to the reduction of leakage flow. Similar considerations
apply to the leakage flow through L4. In fact, the thickness of the cylinder wall is
approximately 7.3 mm and the gap is 0.02 mm which results in a length to height
ratio of 365. Orifice type of gaps are identified by using the criterion proposed
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by Bein [19]. In particular, a flow path is considered a orifice if the ratio of the
throttling length to the hydraulic diameter is:
Lpath
Dh
< 2.5 (4.12)
Predicting the leakage flows becomes even more challenging due to the presence of
oil in the working chambers. As previously mentioned, the refrigerant-oil mixture
is considered homogeneous while entering the machine. However, during the
expansion process centrifugal forces due to the rotation of the main rotor have
the effect of pushing the oil radially. Furthermore, during the rotation, the oil film
on the groove surfaces is squeezed by the tooth sides as they sweep through the
groove until discharge. This effect is desirable as the oil serves as sealant as long
as a stable hydrodynamic lubrication can be established between groove flank and
tooth side [20, 21]. Therefore, it follows that oil is present in every leakage path
and two-phase flow conditions are established unless only oil is assumed to be
leaking (solubility effects being neglected). In literature, leakage flows through
the different paths in an oil-flooded single-screw compressor have been handled in
different ways. Bein [19] introduced the assumption that only oil leaked through
the paths that are on the boundaries of the working chamber control volume due
to the fact that during the relative motion of the tooth and the groove, the oil on
the surfaces was wiped off by the tooth and collected on the tooth sealing lines
as well as blowholes. The gap L4 between the starwheel upper surface and the
housing was considered covered with oil when enough oil was accumulated, i.e.,
only towards the end of the compression process. During early stages of the
compression, also air was assumed to be leaking even though the low pressure
in the chamber justified the error introduced by neglecting it. Such assumptions
were verified through experimental results. Incompressible flow not considered to
be orifice flow was modeled by using Darcy’s model. As viscous and non-viscous,
e.g., changes in speed and direction of the flow path or thermal deformation of
the gaps, effects affected the flow predictions, tuning coefficients were introduced
to correct the non-viscous effects which are effected by the relative speed of the
meshing pair parts. For constant clearance gaps, the leakage paths were described
as flow between parallel plates with a mixed Poiseuille flow and Couette flow
with additional non-viscous effects. From experimental observations and available
literature, it was concluded that the flow was laminar enough if only oil was
leaking [19]. The momentum equations was expressed as:
(3
4
Fflow)v2 + 32LpathvµL
DhρL
− ∆p
ρL
= 0 (4.13)
where ∆p is the pressure difference between upstream and downstream the path,
Fflow is the correction factor. The resulting leakage flow rate is obtained by
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combining Poiseuille and Couette components:
m˙leak = ApathρL (V + Uwall
2
) (4.14)
where Uwall is the velocity of the moving wall and Apath is the constant
cross-sectional area of the path. In the case of variable clearance gaps, a
similar approach was used but the Darcy equation was modified to include the
variation of the gap in the direction of the flow. Relationships for divergent and
convergent-divergent paths were developed. For example, in the case of a divergent
leakage path, the Darcy equation became:
∆p
ρL
− V˙ 2
w2path
[ 1
4δ2x=0 + 14δ2x=L ] − 8µLV˙wpath ∫ x=Lx=0 dxδ(x)3 (4.15)
Among the leakage paths, it was found that the starwheel tooth tip gap (L2) was the
most detrimental for the volumetric efficiency. Boblitt and Moore [2] adopted the
same assumptions of Bein. The refrigerant leakage was restricted to the discharge
port leakage path while only oil was allowed to leak from the groove leading and
trailing edges. The refrigerant leakage flow was modeled as adiabatic isentropic
flow. In all the cases investigated, the refrigerant leakage flow was chocked. A
discharge flow coefficient was introduced. In the case of a 280 mm rotor with an
internal volume ratio of 3.5, R12 as working fluid and flow coefficient identified
was 0.25. The tooth tip leakage path was found to have a highest influence on
the volumetric efficiency if reduced. Wu et al. [3] considered that oil was leaking
through the paths except for flow paths L9 and the discharge port (suction port as
expander) where two-phase flow models were applied. In particular, the leakage
flow through the end band of the groove was treated as separated and two equations
were derived to estimate the oil flow rate and the refrigerant flow rate as function
of oil film thickness:
m˙r,L9 = ρrwL9 δL
6 (δr + δL µrµL )
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩3U + cr,CV [δ2r + 4δl (4δL9 − δL) µrµL ]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.16)
m˙L,L9 = ρLwL9 δL
6 (δr + δL µrµL )
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩3U (δL + 2δr µrµL )+
cL,CV [(3δL9 + δL) δr µrµL + δ2L] δL
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.17)
where wL9 is the width of the leakage path, δL9 is gap clearance, δL is the oil
film thickness, U is wall rotor wall velocity, cL,CV and cr,CV are the specific heat
at constant pressure for the oil and refrigerant evaluated at the control volume
conditions. The oil thickness was calculated as:
δL = Coil,flowδL9 (4.18)
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where Coil,flow is the empirical correction factor to estimate the oil film thickness.
The leakage flows through the discharge port were assumed to be adiabatic
oil-refrigerant homogeneous flow with viscous friction [10], analogously to Bein’s
approach. With respect to the oil leakage flows, an adiabatic incompressible
viscous flow between parallel flat plates was adopted. That is:
m˙leak,L = ρLwpathδpath [U
2
+ δpath∆ppath
12µLLpath
] (4.19)
where Lpath is length of the leakage path, δpath is the clearance gap and ∆ppath
is the pressure difference between upstream and downstream the path. Wang et
al. [18] proposed a detailed analysis of leakage flows in an oil-flooded single-screw
compressor with a multi-column tooth profile. Analytic expressions of the flow
path areas have been derived and two leakage flow models were proposed for radial
(L5, L6) and axial (L1, L3) flow paths. The refrigerant-oil mixture was treated as
homogeneous in both axial and radial gaps and the flow through the leakage path
was taken to be isentropic and compressible due to high velocities. With respect
to the axial leakage paths, a similar approach to radial leakage flow in rotary
compressors was used. In particular, two-phase homogeneous flow was assumed.
In order to account for the effects of both pressure difference across the leakage
path and the wall velocity, a Couette-Poiseuille flow was used in a similar fashion
as Bein [19]. Laminar conditions were considered along with a one-dimensional
steady-state flow. In this case, a numerical integration was performed as the gap
size had a complex functional form. Whereas, Bein assumed a linear variation
of the gap size. Analogously to Bein and Boblitt, the radial leakage flow model
was a flow through a orifice. The flow was assumed to be fully turbulent and the
oil-refrigerant mixture was considered to be two-phase and homogeneous:
m˙leak,mix = CflowβApath√2∆ppathρL[λflow + x ( ρrρL − λflow)]√1 − ( dD )4 (4.20)
where β is the expansion coefficient, Cflow is a flow coefficient, λflow is another
flow coefficient determined experimentally, d/D is geometric ratio between the
diameter of the orifice and its hydraulic diameter and x is the dryness of the
mixture. No information was reported about the magnitude of the flow coefficient.
With respect to single-screw expanders, limited literature is available regarding
the influence of leakage paths on the performance. Wang et al. [22] performed an
experimental study on a single-screw expander with compressed air as working
fluid by varying the gas sizes between starwheel and shell and between main rotor
and shell. However, no modeling was presented.
The single-screw expander employed in the present work operates with different
refrigerants, operating conditions and lubricant oil ratios. In light of the literature
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review on single-screw compressors as well as other type of positive displacement
machines, a distinction is made based upon the oil fraction entering the machine.
If the amount of oil can be considered negligible, leakage flows are assumed to
be entirely refrigerant vapor. Furthermore, frictional flow is always considered
with the exception of the blowholes (L5 and L6). The detailed 1D-flow model
described in Section 2.5.1 is applied systematically to each path to determine the
proper correction factor with respect to the isentropic compressible flow model. If
significant amount of oil floods the expander, the flow through the leakage gaps is
considered to be frictional, two-phase and the refrigerant-oil mixture is assumed
homogeneous.
4.5 In-groove heat transfer model
The heat transfer process within the grooves of the main rotor is challenging to
model because of the presence of refrigerant gas and lubricant oil. In previous
works [2, 19] on single-screw compressors, the heat trasfer between the gas and
the oil during the closed compression was neglected due to the fact that the
compression process occured too quickly (approximately 6 ms at 3000 rpm) for
the oil to absorb heat. Wu et al. [3] assumed adiabatic control volumes for the
closed compression and discharge control volumes and neglected the heat transfer
between gas and oil as well. Li [23] stated that it was reasonable to assume the
wall surfaces to be coated by a oil film . Therefore, the refrigerant gas was never in
direct contact to the metal walls. Two heat transfer mechanisms were considered
within the groove: the first one was between the gas the oil droplets and the second
one was between the mixture of refrigerant-oil and the oil film.
Figure 4.7: Heat transfer between the mixture of refrigerant and oil in the working
chambers and the cylinder wall.
In this work, the approach proposed by Wang et al. [5] is considered. By
referring to Figure 4.7, the groove is approximated as a helical tube with
non-circular cross section. The convective heat transfer coefficient is obtained
by correcting the Dittus-Boelter correlation to account for the groove geometry.
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Similar approach has been adopted for example by Bell [16] in the case of the
spiral geometry of the scroll wraps and by Mathison et al. [24] in the case of
curved surfaces in two-stage rotary compressor. The final expression of the heat
transfer coefficient is given by:
hgroove = 0.023 kmix
Rsw − dsr,swcosθ Re0.8mixPr0.4mix Dhdeq,groove
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩1+
+1.77 Rsw − dsr,swcosθ
Rsw − 12 (Rsw − drmsr,swcosθ )
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.21)
where deq,groove represents the equivalent diameter of the groove and Dh is the
hydraulic diameter of the groove calculated as:
Dh = 4Vgroove(θ)
Agroove(θ) (4.22)
The Reynolds number of the mixture in the screw groove is calculated by
considering as mean velocity the peripheral velocity evaluated at the groove center
radius between tip and bottom. The instantaneous heat transfer rate between the
mixture and the cylinder wall is thus obtained as:
Q˙cyl,wall(θ) = hgrooveAcyl,wall(θ) [Tcyl,wall − T (θ)] (4.23)
Finally, the average heat transfer between the mixture in the working chambers
and the cylinder walls over one rotation is obtained from:
Q˙cyl,wall = 12pi ∫ 2pi0 [∑CV Q˙CV]dθ (4.24)
where the integration is done numerically with a trapezoidal rule.
4.6 Forces and Moments Analyses
During both expansion and compression processes, the working fluids generates
loads on the meshing pair that are ultimately distributed among the mechanical
elements of the machine assembly. The mechanical configuration of the
single-screw expander object of this study is shown in Figure 4.8. The main rotor
is mounted on a shaft which is supported by pair of trust bearings in the front
end and a cylindrical roller bearing in the back side of the rotor. Each starwheel
shaft is mounted on the housing by means of ball bearings. A detailed analysis
of the forces and moments is thus necessary to computed the mechanical torque
generated at the shaft as well as the radial and axial forces on the main rotor
shaft and on the starwheels that ultimately will result in friction losses through
the bearings and the contact between starwheels and main rotor.
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Figure 4.8: Mechanical elements of a single-screw expanders.
4.6.1 Pressure forces and torque
During the working process of the single-screw expander, pressure loads are
generated on the groove surface as well as on the starwheel teeth engaged. The
pressure distribution on the groove surfaces is responsible for generating the
mechanical torque of the shaft. The calculation of the mechanical shaft torque
for a single-screw machine has not been fully addressed. Wu et al. [25] considered
a simplified approach by calculating the contribution to the mechanical torque of
a groove as the product of the gas force applied to the centroid of the portion of
the tooth engaged and its distance from the main rotor rotation axis. By summing
each contribution, the resulting torque was highly overestimated and a mechanical
efficiency was introduced. In the present work, a more rigorous approach is taken
by following the methodology applied by Wu and Tran [26] for calculations of
the loads on a twin-screw compressor. A schematic of forces on main rotor and
starwheels is shown in Figure 4.9. Once the pressure traces of the different control
volumes are known at the end of working cycle cycle, the force on each tooth
generated by the expansion process is given by:
Fg,i(θ) = pi(θ)Ai(θ) (4.25)
and it is applied on the centroid of the intersection tooth area (see Section 3.3.3).
As there are three or four teeth on each side of the main rotor constantly engaged,
the total force due pressure loads is given by summing up each contribution, i.e.∑i Fg,i, i = 1,2,3,4.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of the forces on main rotor and starwheels.
4.6.2 Load calculations on the starwheels
By referring to Figure 4.9, the groove applies a force Fn which is perpendicular
to the groove surface itself and direct to the tooth flank. As a consequence,
Fn changes orientation with the helix angle of the groove during the expansion
process. For each tooth, a frictional force component of Fn,i can be obtained as:
Ff,i = µgFn,i (4.26)
where the friction coefficient µg depends on the materials of groove and tooth and
the presence of oil. The axial and radial force balances on the starwheel are given
by:
Fb2,y −mswg − Fg + Fn,y = 0 (4.27)− Fb1,x − Fn,x + Fb2,x = 0 (4.28)
where msw is the total mass of the starwheel body plus the toothed PEEK disk.
By means of a balance of moments around the upper bearing as described by Li
et al. [27], the loads on each bearing can be determined and the friction power can
also be estimated through the thrust bearing theory.
4.7 Mechanical Losses
The friction losses of dynamic components are coupled into the dynamic analysis
of the mechanical components. Examples of such analyses applied to different
machines can be found in the open literature:
• Scroll compressor [16, 28]
• Rotary compressor: rolling piston [29, 30]; sliding vane [31]; spool [32];
z-compressor [33]
• Reciprocating compressor [34, 35]
• Screw compressor [26]
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PDSim includes the possibility of implementing detailed mechanical analyses to
estimate each frictional contribution. The average friction power losses over one
working cycle are given as:
W˙ friction =∑
i
W˙ friction,i (4.29)
In the absence of a mechanistic model for mechanical losses, it is possible
to correlate the mechanical losses to the gas compression or expansion power
and obtain an empirical relationship for the mechanical efficiency [28]. This
correlation is constructed by first running the model with input state points for
which experimental data are available, with no mechanical losses or heat transfer.
The residual between the model predicted shaft power and the experimental shaft
power is then assumed to be due to mechanical losses. A correlation of the form
W˙mech,loss = ωτmech,loss (4.30)
is fit to the data for the compressor or expander and the loss coefficient τmech,loss
is obtained. From the force and moments analyses carried out for the single-screw
expander, the loads on the bearings were determined. For oil-lubricated bearings,
their performance can be characterized by numerically solving Reynolds’ equation
or by adopting known approximated journal bearing solutions [36]. In general, the
instantaneous frictional power loss from a bearing is given by
W˙bearing = F⃗ × v⃗, (4.31)
which is the cross product of the frictional force and the velocity at the point of
contact. The magnitude of the friction force is given by a term of a form similar
to ∣F ∣ = µN with µ the friction coefficient and N the normal force at the contact
point.
Additional viscous losses associated with the presence of oil in flow path gaps
can be estimated as proposed by Wu and Jin [3]:
W˙friction,L = LpathwpathU ( µLU
δpath
− 1
2
∆ppathδpath
Lpath
) (4.32)
4.8 Overall energy balance
An overall energy balance of the expander housing is necessary to close the
mechanistic model. In particular, thermal interactions occur between the elements
of the housing the working fluid during the entire expansion process. Thus,
the wall temperatures need to be estimated in order to calculate the associated
heat transfer terms. As an example, the cylinder wall temperature that is used
to calculate the heat transfer rate within the working chamber (see Section
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4.5) is unknown. As outlined in Section 2.6, single-lumped temperature and
multi-lumped temperatures are commonly used to enforce the overall energy
balance depending on the complexity required. The single-screw expander is
an open-drive machine and both approaches are implemented. The validity and
limitations of the single-lumped element will be evaluated experimentally by
installing multiple thermocouples on the housing surfaces.
Figure 4.10: Schematic of the single-lump overall energy balance of the open-drive
single-screw expander.
4.8.1 Single-lumped Temperature
The overall energy balance based on a single-lumped implied that all the expander
elements are grouped into one lumped mass having a temperature Tlump. Since
spatial gradients are neglected, the lumped temperature is uniform. The working
fluid exchanges heat with the lumped mass during suction, closed expansion and
discharge processes. The heat generated by friction is also assumed to interact
with the lumped mass. Last, the lumped mass exchanges heat with the ambient.
The overall energy balance for a single lumped element can be written as,
W˙mech,loss +∑
i
Q˙i(Tlump) = 0 (4.33)
where Tlump is the mean temperature of the lumped mass of the expander shell
and Q˙i represents all the heat transfer interaction terms between the different parts
of the expander and the housing. By referring to Figure 4.10, the overall energy
balance for the single-screw expander is given by:
W˙mech,loss + Q˙cyl,lump + Q˙inletshell,lump + Q˙outletshell,lump +UAamb (Tlump) = 0
(4.34)
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where the average value of the overall heat transfer coefficient UAamb is obtained
from experimental data or assumed accordingly.
4.8.2 Multi-lumped Temperature
In the multi-lumped temperature approach, the entire expander is divided into
different elements, i.e., the lumps. It is assumed that there is no temperature
gradient in the individual expander elements, i.e., the lumped temperature analysis
method is used. The higher the number of elements identified, the more complex
the thermal network model becomes. The overall energy balance model developed
for the single-screw expander is based on previous models applied to rolling piston,
scroll and reciprocating compressors [37–39]. The schematic of the overall energy
balance of the single-screw expander and the corresponding thermal resistance
network are given in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.11: Schematic of the overall energy balance of the single-screw expander.
As shown in Figure 4.12, there are six unknown temperatures: the shell
temperature, Tshell; temperature of refrigerant gas in the housing, Tgas,shell;
side plate temperatures, Tplate; suction temperatures, Tpipe1,suc and Tpipe2,suc;
cylinder wall temperature, Tcyl,wall. To be noted is that the temperature of the
gas within the shell corresponds to the temperature associated with the control
volume outletshell. The amount of heat lost to the environment due to natural
convection is dependent on the temperatures of the housing according to Newton’s
law of cooling. In order to derive the stedy-state energy balance equations for each
lumped-element, the following conventions are imposed [40]:
• heat addition to an element is considered positive;
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• heat transferred from the element is considered negative;
• internal heat generation which includes frictional heat generation is
considered positive.
Figure 4.12: Thermal resistance network of the overall energy balance for single-screw
expander.
By applying the energy conservation law to each component, the following
equations can be derived:
m˙exp,1 (hsu,2 − hsu,4) − Q˙pipe1,amb = 0 (4.35)
m˙exp,2 (hsu,2 − hsu,6) − Q˙pipe2,amb = 0 (4.36)
m˙exp,1 (hsu,4 − hdis) + m˙exp,2 (hsu,6 − hdis) = W˙pV + Q˙cyl,wall (4.37)
m˙exp (hdis − hout,1) = Q˙friction − Q˙gas,shell (4.38)
Q˙cyl,wall − Q˙top−plate,amb − Q˙bottom−plate,amb (4.39)
Q˙gas,shell − Q˙side−plate1,amb − Q˙side−plate2,amb − Q˙front−plate,amb (4.40)
The heat transfer rate terms Q˙pipe1,amb, Q˙pipe2,amb, Q˙top−plate,amb,
Q˙bottom−plate,amb, Q˙side−plate1,amb, Q˙side−plate2,amb, Q˙front−plate,amb and
Q˙gas,shell are expressed in the form:
Q˙ = Ta − Tb
Rab
(4.41)
where, Ta − Tb is the temperature difference between two elements and Rab
is the heat transfer thermal resistance. In order to find the thermal resistances,
empirically correlated averaged Nusselt numbers are calculated.
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The cylinder walls exchange heat with the gas within the shell by free
convection as well as with the upper and lower surfaces of the housing by
conduction. Thus, the thermal conductance of the heat transfer between cylinder
wall and housing is given by:
UAcyl−wall,upper−plate = 2pikironLupper−plate
log
rupper−plate
rcyl−wall
(4.42)
where kiron is the thermal conductance of the cast iron housing approximated as
70 W/(mK).
There are five types of free convection heat transfer mechanisms that can be
identified on the single-screw housing:
• the heat transfer over the upper surface of a plate,
• over the lower surface of a plate
• along a vertical plate,
• along a horizontal pipe
• and that along a vertical pipe.
For each free convection heat transfer type, adequate correlations for the Nusselt
number needs to be defined [41]. In particular, for the free convection over the
upper surface of a plate:
(a) hot plate, Ts > Tinf
NuL = 0.54Ra1/4L (104 ≤ RaL ≤ 107) (4.43)
(b) cold plate, Ts < Tinf
NuL = 0.27Ra1/4L (105 ≤ RaL ≤ 1010) (4.44)
For the free convection over a lower surface of a plate:
(a) hot plate, Ts > Tinf
NuL = 0.27Ra1/4L (105 ≤ RaL ≤ 1010) (4.45)
(b) cold plate, Ts < Tinf
NuL = 0.15Ra1/3L (107 ≤ RaL ≤ 1011) (4.46)
Churchill and Chu [42] proposed a correlation to calculate the averaged Nusselt
number for the free convective heat transfer along a vertical plate over the entire
range of Rayleigh number, RaL:
Nu = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0.825 + 0.387Ra
1/6
L
[1 + (0.492
Pr
)9/16]8/27
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
2
(4.47)
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In the case of laminar flow, the following correlation is suggested:
Nu = 0.680 + 0.670Ra1/4L[1 + (0.492
Pr
)9/16]4/9 (4.48)
For the case of a horizontal pipe
Nu = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0.600 + 0.387Ra
1/6
D
[1 + (0.559
Pr
)9/16]8/27
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
2
NuD ≤ 1012 (4.49)
where the subscript D refer to the diameter of the pipe. Sparrow and Gregg
[43] suggested using Equation 4.47 to calculate the Nusselt number for the free
convection along a vertical pipe if the following condition is satisfied:
D
L
≥ 35
Gr
1/4
L
(4.50)
where D is the pipe diameter, L is the pipe length and GrL is the Grashof number.
The following modification factor should be used to multiply the averaged Nusselt
number if the above condition is not satisfied:
F = 1
3
[ L/D
1/GrL ]
1/4 + 1 (4.51)
In all the free convection cases, the so-called film temperature is used to determine
the fluid thermal properties which can be defined as:
Tf = Ts + Tinf
2
(4.52)
where Ts is the surface temperature and Tinf is the temperature of the ambient or
working fluid depending on the case.
4.9 Solution scheme
From the general structure of the mechanistic model describe in Section 2.7, the
solution scheme is based on different layers and therefore different solvers. The
flowchart schematic of the solution algorithm is shown in Figure 4.13. Before
the simulation can start, the geometric calculations are initialized to store values
of volume curve, volume derivative, sealing lines and groove surface for each of
the control volumes. At the beginning of the simulation, the mass flow rate is not
known along with the discharge temperature and lumped temperatures. For a given
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set of boundary conditions, i.e., inlet temperature and pressure, discharge pressure,
the discharge temperature of the oil-refrigerant mixture is calculated from:
hd,guess = hsu,mix (Tsu,exp, psu,exp, xL)−ηad,exp,guess (hsu,mix − hex,s,mix (ssu,exp, pex,exp, xL)) (4.53)
where the adiabatic efficiency of the expander is assumed as 0.7. The mass flow
rate through the expander is guessed by assuming a filling factor equal to unity:
m˙guess = 2zsrρsu,mixVg,1Nexp
60
(4.54)
Each of the control volumes are initialized with either the inlet conditions or the
discharge conditions. At this point, guess values of the lumped temperatures
are necessary to begin the integration of the governing equations over one cycle.
Before the integration of the differential equations over one revolution can occur,
the mass flow between all the chambers, i.e., inlet and outlet flows, leakage flows,
and the heat transfer must be calculated. The adaptive solver is used to march
through the rotation and to predict the state properties at the next step. Once
the cycle is completed, the end cycle callbacks check the continuity of the state
variables between beginning of the rotation and the end. The cycle is considered
converged if such difference is within a tolerance. At the end of the cycle, a post
process functions calculates the instantaneous boundary work, average values of
one rotations of mass flow rates and heat transfer rate. The mechanical analysis
is then executed to determine the mechanical losses. The discharge state and the
overall energy balance residuals are the final requirements to ensure that the model
is fully converged. In particular, the discharge enthalpy is obtained by imposing an
energy balance that is enforced by solving the exhaust flow path backwards, and
back-calculating the enthalpy of the fluid leaving the set of working chambers. The
residual is the difference in the enthalpy between the back-calculated enthalpy and
the outlet enthalpy of the set of chambers from the simulation. This discharge
enthalpy from the chambers is calculated by carrying out the integrals in the
equation
hd,chambers = ∫d m˙ihi∫d m˙i (4.55)
over the entire cycle A relaxed secant solver is used to derive the residual of the
exhaust energy balance to zero. The outermost layer of the solution algorithm
is the minimization of the overall energy balance residual. In the case of a
single-lumped temperature, the solution method is quite straightforward as a
simple one-dimensional minimization algorithm can be used. In this case, a
relaxed secant solver is employed. If the convergence of the lumped temperature is
unstable, other more robust solvers such as Dekker algorithm can be implemented.
When a multi-lumped overall energy balance is used, a system of equations is
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obtained and has to be solved simultaneously. There are different numerical
methods available to solve the system of nonlinear equations either based on
gradients, e.g., Newton-Raphson or Broyden’s methods, or based on matrix
manipulations, e.g., Gauss-Seidel or Gauss-Jordan. The numerical challenges arise
from the fact that non-physical solutions of the lumped temperature may exist or
the possibility that the solver diverges from the actual solution (wrong direction).
In PDSim, a modified Broyden’s method and a Gauss-Seidel method have been
implemented. The convergence criteria for each residual are listed in Table 4.3.
Residual Criterion
cycle−cycle 0.001
OEB 0.01
hd < 0.1 OEB and OEB < 0.01
Table 4.3: Convergence criteria for the residuals of the mechanistic model.
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Figure 4.13: Solution algorithm of the single-screw mechanistic model.
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5
Experimental Characterization of a
Single-Screw Expander
5.1 Introduction
Experimental studies on single-screw expanders (SSE) reported in literature have
been carried out by focusing mainly on compressed air type of machines. For
instance, Wang et al. [1] evaluated the performances of a SSE prototype by using
air as working fluid with a design inlet flow rate of 1.1 Nm3/min. The experimental
tests were carried out at different intake flows, different humidities, constant torque
and constant rotational speed. The results showed a maximum power output of 5
kW at 2850 rpm and maximum adiabatic efficiency of 59%. The low adiabatic
efficiency value was justified by the poor lubrication system and the use of dry
air. Lu et al. [2] investigated a SSE with 175 mm diameter rotor by using a
compressed air system. The SSE was able to reach an adiabatic efficiency above
65% with a temperature drop of 70 °C. He et al. [3] analyzed the influence of
the intake pressure on the performance of a SSE with 175 mm diameter rotor.
The experimental results showed that high values of intake pressure negatively
affect the power output. A resonance phenomenon occurred in the range 2000
rpm and 2200 rpm, leading to large leaking. The maximum power output of
22 kW was obtained at 2800 rpm with and the highest adiabatic efficiency was
of around 55%. Wang et al. [4] analyzed the influence of the gap size between
rotor/shell and starwheel/shell with compressed air as working fluid. Medium size
gaps, i.e. 0.04 mm and 0.05 mm, provided the best overall performance with a
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maximum expander shaft efficiency of 60% and a maximum volumetric efficiency
of approximately 66%. Li et al. [5] developed a 195 mm diameter single-screw
expander to recover pressure energy in letdown natural gas stations. Tests were
conducted with compressed air instead of natural gas. The results showed a
maximum overall expander efficiency of 62.2% obtained at 2800 rpm with an
electric power output of 51.1 kW.
Limited work has been done on SSE employed in ORC systems. Zhang et
al. [6] developed a SSE with a 155 mm diameter rotor along with an ORC test rig
for waste heat recovery from the exhaust of a diesel engine. The working fluid
chosen was R123. The main focus was to evaluate the influence of the expander
torque and diesel engine loads on the performance of the ORC. A maximum
power output of 10.38 kW was achieved with an overall expande efficiency of
57.9%. Yang et al. [7] carried out a similar work by using R245fa as working
fluid. A performance map was presented showing the relationship between the
expander isentropic efficiency with inlet pressure and rotational speed. The
peak of isentropic efficiency was slightly above 65% and it was obtained for an
inlet pressure of 1700 kPa (applied pressure ratio of 8) at 3200 rpm. Lei et
al. [8] designed a single-screw expander with an internal volume ratio of 4.86
to investigate the effect of large expansion ratio conditions. By using R123 as
working fluid, the maximum shaft power output obtained was 8.35 kW with an
isentropic efficiency at the shaft of 56%. A total of 21 steady-state points were
analyzed under three rotational speeds (2000 rpm, 2500 rpm and 3000 rpm).
In order to assess the potential of SSEs as volumetric expanders for ORC
applications, a more in-depth characterization of their performance is required.
Currently, several aspects have not been addressed yet in the open-literature. The
most important ones, but not limited to, are:
• performance behavior of SSE with different working fluids in an ORC
installation;
• relationship between the geometric built-in volume ratio and the applied
system pressure ratio as well as the specific expansion ratio;
• quantify the major SSE internal losses and identify design improvements;
• impact of lubricant oil on leakage path and friction losses;
• absence of available experimental data of SSE employed in ORC systems
with different working fluids.
The objective of this chapter is to experimentally characterize the single-screw
expander shown in Figure 5.1. The chapter is divided into two sections. In Section
5.2, the single-screw expander is installed in a down-scaled industrial regenerative
ORC and directly connected to a 11 kWe generator. As the experimental apparatus
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has been described in details by Melotte [9] and Lecompte [10], only the main
features are reported for completeness. The testing is conducted by employing two
working fluids, i.e., SES36 and R245fa. The lubricant oil is Mobil EAL ARTIC
68. In Section 5.3, a numerical analysis is carried out to break down the losses of
the expander and to evaluate the impact of design improvements.
Figure 5.1: View of the single-screw expander used in the present work in its original
configuration.
5.2 Industrial ORC Experimental Apparatus
5.2.1 Test setup and Measurement Devices
A standard single-screw air compressor, shown in Figure 5.1, has been converted
to operate as expander and installed in a down-scaled industrial ORC unit
assembled with off-the-shelf components. Modifications to the compressor unit
were necessary to guarantee the proper functionality as expander. In particular,
the seals of main shaft, side plates and starwheel bearings caps were substituted
to withstand higher temperatures and refrigerant-type of working mediums. The
discharge port of the expander (suction port as compressor) has been enlarged to
minimize filling losses. Additional oil injection points were added in the housing
to ensure proper lubrication of starwheel bearings and main shaft bearings as well
as sealing of the gaps. The schematic of the ORC test setup with the installed
sensors is shown in Figure 5.2(a). The unit includes three identical brazed plate
heat exchangers, a multi-stage centrifugal pump and a buffer tank placed after the
condenser. The waste heat source is simulated by means of a 250 kW electric
heater with Therminol 66 (T66) as working medium. Both the mass flow rate and
the temperature of the thermal oil can be controlled. The heat sink is realized by
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: (a) ORC test rig schematic at Ghent University, Campus Kortrijk; (b)
close-up view of the single-screw expander installed and (c) the injection points.
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Figure 5.3: Working fluid operating conditions during the tests. Saturation curves are
shown for SES36 and R245fa. The expander limit conditions are also overlaid. In
particular, the maximum expander inlet pressure is set conservatively to 1200 kPa and the
maximum discharge pressure is rated at 250 kPa.
using an intermediate water/ethylene glycol loop with a circulating pump and the
heat is rejected to ambient by means of a rooftop air-cooled unit.
The open-drive expander is directly coupled to an asynchronous generator with
11 kWe nominal electric power and a bleeding line after the centrifugal pump
provides the lubrication for the expander (mixture of liquid working fluid and
up to 3% vol. of Mobil EAL Artic 68). A close-up view of the expander is
shown in Figure 5.2(b) and the injection points are visible in FIgure 5.2(c). The
geometry details of the expander are summarized in Table 5.1. The electrical
power produced by the generator is injected into the electric grid by means of a
four-quadrant inverter, which also allows to vary the generator rotational speed
from 0 to 3600 rpm. The details of the other main components of the ORC
installation are listed in Table 5.2. The ORC working fluids considered during
the tests are R245fa and SES36. SES36 is a dry fluid, i.e. positive slope of the
vapor saturation curve, instead R245fa is considered an isentropic/dry type of fluid.
The main characteristics of the fluids are listed in Table 5.3. Thermodynamic
properties are retrieved in real time by using the CoolProp library coupled with
LabVIEW [11]. The current expander imposes certain limitations on the range of
suitable operating conditions that can be explored. The high-pressure side of the
expander can withstand up to 1400 kPa but for safety reasons the limit has been
set at 1200 kPa. Similarly, the pressure on the expander discharge side could not
exceed 300 kPa. The expander inlet temperature is fixed at 125°C throughout the
testing in order to fairly compare the two working fluids. The working conditions
as well as the saturation curves of the working fluids are shown in Figure 5.3. To
be noted is that the condensing temperature varies significantly during the tests
because it is related to the outdoor conditions. Two expander rotational speeds,
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Figure 5.4: (a) Influence of the condensing temperature and pressure on the expander
performance for R245fa due to seasonality; (b) variability of the cold sink inlet
temperature at the condenser during the testing campaigns.
i.e. 2000 rpm and 3000 rpm (nominal speed of the generator), were initially
identified as of interest for the industrial use of the expander. Therefore, both
working fluids have been compared based on these rotational speeds throughout
the safe operating range. The frequency of the pump has been varied between 25
Hz and 40 Hz. In the case of R245fa, two additional rotational speeds, i.e. 2500
rpm and 3300 rpm, were investigated in order to assess potential influence on the
performance. However, due to high external ambient temperatures during the tests,
the condensing pressure was very close to the upper limit of 250 kPa which limited
the applicable pressure ratio across the expander. As a consequence, the achievable
operating points in terms of pressure ratios across the expander were limited in the
range of rp,exp = 3.58 − 4.54. Under such conditions the expander was working
around its internal volume ratio or with slight over-expansion. This fact is shown
in Figure 5.4(a). Thus, the variability of the cold source inlet temperature during
the different runs can be seen in Figure 5.4(b). For the sake of completeness, all the
collected steady-state points are presented in Figure 5.5. In particular, in Figure
5.5(b), all four rotational speeds are distinguished. However, the rotational speeds
of 2500 rpm and 3300 rpm will not be considered due to the limited pressure ratio
range that was reachable during the experiments.
A number of sensors have been installed in the ORC test rig and their locations
are visible in Figure 5.2(a). In particular, absolute pressure senors (APS) and
RTDs (resistance temperature detectors) have been placed before and after each
component with the exception of the outlet on the regenerator vapor side where
only a temperature measurement was installed. A Coriolis flow meter (CFM)
is employed to accurately measure the mass flow rate of the working fluid.
Temperature and flow rate measurements have been performed also on the cooling
and heating loops. Two ultrasonic flow meters (UFM) were used to measure
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Engaging ratio [-] 11/6
Dsr [mm] 122
Dsw [mm] 132
Vg,max [cm3] 57.39
rV,built−in [-] 5.3
Lrotor [mm] 121
Table 5.1: Geometric parameters of 11 kWe single-screw expander [12].
Component Type
Pump Calpeda MXV 25-214
Expander BEP 11 kW Single-screw expander
Evaporator SWEP B200T SC-M (150 plates)
Condenser SWEP B200T SC-M (150 plates)
Recuperator SWEP B200T SC-M (150 plates)
Liquid receiver 50 L
Piping Steel
Table 5.2: Main components of the ORC test setup.
Property R245fa Solkatherm R© SES36
Type pure fluid azeotropic mixture
Components pentafluoropropane
R365mfc/
perfluoropolyether
(65%-35% by mass)
Molar mass [kg/mol] 0.13404 0.18485
Critical point temperature [K] 427.01 450.7
Critical point pressure [kPa] 3651.0 2849.0
GWP100 [-] 1020 [13] 4121 [14]
Table 5.3: Fluid properties of R245fa and SES36.
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Variable Sensor Range Uncertainty (k=2)
m˙r CFM 0-1.8 kg/s ±0.09 %
m˙hf UFM 0-6 L/s ±0.1 %
m˙cf UFM 0-6 L/s ±0.1%
T(ORC) RTD 50-300 °C ±0.2 K
T(T66 loop) RTD 30-350 °C ±0.2 K
T(heat sink loop) RTD 0-150 ±0.2 K
p APS 0-1600 kPa ± 1.6 kPa
W˙el,grid,W˙pp,el Wattmeter 0-100 kW ±0.1 %
Nexp PLC - Neglected
Table 5.4: Operating range and uncertainties of the measurement devices. k indicates the
coverage factor.
flow rate of the thermal oil and the water-glycol mediums. The data acquisition
system is done through a PLC connected to LabVIEW for control purposes. The
measuring range of each sensor and the associated uncertainty are listed in Table
5.4. Steady-state points were detected by following the criteria reported in [15].
5.2.2 Data Reduction and Uncertainty Analysis
The electric power injected into the grid is measured by the inverter. The net
power produced by the ORC is obtained by subtracting the pumping power from
the expander electric power measured at the grid:
W˙el,net = W˙el,grid,exp − W˙el,pp (5.1)
Due to the absence of a torque meter to measure the expander shaft power, an
overall isentropic efficiency that includes the expander and the generator/inverter
is defined as follows:
ηis,oa,meas = W˙el,grid,exp
W˙is,exp
= W˙el,grid,exp
m˙r,exp (hsu,exp − hex,is,exp) (5.2)
In order to obtain the isentropic efficiency at the shaft, the generator efficiency
and the inverter effectiveness should be accounted for as follows,
W˙el,grid,exp = ηmech,gen εel,invW˙sh,exp (5.3)
and therefore,
ηis,sh,exp = W˙sh,exp
W˙is,exp
= W˙el,grid,exp
ηmech,gen εel,inv [m˙r,exp (hsu,exp − hex,is,exp)] (5.4)
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The correlations for the generator and the inverter efficiency have been obtained
from [9] and they are provided in Appendix C.
A volumetric expander is characterized by its built-in volume ratio, rV,built−in.
For the single-screw expander, the built-in volume ratio is defined as:
rV,built−in = Vg,2
Vg,1
(5.5)
where Vg,1 and Vg,2 represent the volume of the main rotor groove at suction
closure and at the beginning of the discharge process, respectively. The details
of the geometry calculations of the single-screw expander can be found in Chapter
3. The specific volume expansion ratio across the expander, rv,exp, is given by:
rv,exp = vex,exp (Tex,exp, pex,exp)
vsu,exp (Tsu,exp, psu,exp) (5.6)
The volumetric performance of a positive displacement expander is defined by
means of the filling factor, ϕFF.The filling factor is given by:
ϕFF = m˙r,expvsu,exp
V˙swept,th
= m˙r,expvsu,exp
2 zsr Vg,1 (Nrot,exp/60) (5.7)
Finally, the ORC system net cycle efficiency is obtained by
ηORC,net = W˙el,net
Q˙r,ev
(5.8)
where Q˙r,ev is the heat rate input at the evaporator by considering the working
fluid side.
It is known that measured quantities carry uncertainties due to systematic
and random errors of the sensors. The measurement uncertainties are then
propagated to the calculated quantities. The methodology described by Figliola
and Beasley [16] to estimate the propagation of uncertainties is used to compute
the uncertainties of calculated results. It is important to notice that the data
analysis of the ORC is applied to data sets representing the steady-state conditions.
Although, the measured values are not intrinsically constant during the steady
state due to random fluctuations, the true state of the system is assumed to be
constant. It follows that the average value of a function of interest, e.g., isentropic
efficiency, which is a function of a number of measured variables, can be computed
by inputting the average value of each measured variable. The true value of a
function, ftrue, over a steady-state interval is given as:
ftrue = f¯ ± uf (5.9)
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where uf is obtained as:
uf =
¿ÁÁÁÀ n∑
i=1
⎛⎝ ∂f∂xi ∣xi=x¯iuxi⎞⎠
2
(5.10)
A confidence band of desired probability of 95% is always considered. Hence,
the propagated uncertainty to calculated result also holds with 95% probability .
The partial derivatives in Equation 5.10 are calculated using a central difference
scheme with a step size equal to the uncertainty of the measured variable. The
accuracy of the measuring devices can be obtained from Table 5.4.
The uncertainty analysis has been carried out by using the software EES
(Engineering Equation Solver) [17]. The fluid properties and their partial
derivatives have been evaluated using the CoolProp database [11].
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Figure 5.5: Expander electric power out as function of the expansion volume ratio for
SES36 and R245fa at different rotational speeds. All the steady-state points are displayed.
Uncertainty bars of the power output are overlaid.
5.2.3 Test Matrix and Results
The performance of the expander is strongly related to the inlet pressure forced by
the centrifugal pump. The frequency of the pump is progressively increased from
20 Hz up to 40 Hz with a step size of 0.83 Hz (approximately 50 rpm). The lower
value of the frequency is set to avoid low cycle efficiency due to high superheating,
whereas the upper value corresponds to safety pressure requirements. As the heat
source inlet temperature is fixed at 125 ○C, by increasing the pump frequency, the
evaporating pressure of the ORC rises and the degree of superheating decreases.
The cooling medium flow rate has been kept constant to the maximum value. The
pump rotational speed variation has been repeated for two expander rotational
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Figure 5.6: (a) Expander measured overall isentropic efficiency and estimated shaft
isentropic efficiency as functions of different pressure ratios, for two rotational
speeds:2000 rpm and 3000 rpm; (b) Expander estimated shaft isentropic efficiency at
3000 rpm as a function of the expansion volume ratio. The built-in volume ratio is marked
on the plot for reference.
speeds, i.e., 2000 rpm and 3000 rpm. Such test matrix has been used for both
working fluids. A total of 59 and 43 steady-state points were obtained for R245fa
and SES36. The minimum and maximum values of measured and calculated
variables are summarized in Table 5.5. Furthermore, the results of the uncertainty
analysis are listed in Table 5.6. The complete set of steady-state data points are
available in Table D.1 and in Table D.2.
By comparing the performance obtained with the two working fluids, a higher
power output was achieved with R245fa, as seen in Figure 5.5. The peak of electric
power output for R245fa was around 7.4 kW with a pressure ratio of 6.3 and a
degree of superheating of 26.7 °C, as shown in Figure 5.5(b). In the case of SES36,
reported in Figure 5.5(a), the maximum power output achieved was 6.8 kW with
a pressure ratio of 8.69 and a degree of superheating of 4.31 °C. For both working
fluids, the power output presents a continuously increasing trend with respect to
the specific expansion ratio. In fact, as the specific expansion ratio increases, the
power generated increases due to the contribution of the under-expansion despite
the decrease in efficiency of the expansion process. In the case of SES36 at
3000 rpm, the increase of power output for specific expansion ratios above 8 is
reduced and it is related with the fact that the expander inlet conditions are close to
saturation. Instead, R245fa would require higher pressure ratios to identify the real
maximum in terms of both power output and efficiency. Furthermore, by looking
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at the data points of the power output for both fluids, a scattering can be identified
due to a variation of the operating conditions for example pressure fluctuations
at the expander inlet at given pump rotational speed but different working fluids,
or fluctuations of the condensing pressure. A discontinuity in the data trend can
be recognized for R245fa at 3000 rpm and a pressure ratio of approximately 4.5
as shown Figure 5.5(b). As the experimental tests were performed in different
days to cover the entire operating range, external weather conditions impacted
the achievable power output as directly influenced by the air-cooled loop of the
condenser. Similar discontinuity can also be seen in the case of the expander
efficiency trends.
The expander overall efficiency and its estimated isentropic efficiency are
shown in Figure 5.6(a). As a general behavior, the expander overall efficiency,
ηoa,exp, increases with the pressure ratio. The shape of the curve is related to
the combined effect of generator and inverter. In fact, the higher the power
produced and rotational speed, i.e., higher pressure ratios, the higher is the product
ηmech,gen ⋅ el,inv. Both the electro-mechanical efficiency of the generator and the
electrical efficiency of the inverter present a log-type of behavior, as expressed by
Equation C.1 and C.4. By decreasing the expander rotational speed, the efficiency
curve tilts downwards. The effect of the rotational speed is more visible in the
case of R245fa. By observing the isentropic efficiency values, they have a more
flat behavior in the case of SES36, suggesting that a more optimal pressure ratio
has been achieved. The overall expander efficiency is slightly higher for SES36.
In fact, SES36 is characterized by a lower condensing pressure than R245fa, for
a given condensing temperature, as shown in Figure 5.3. Therefore, since the
maximum achievable pressure has an upper limit, SES36 allows higher pressure
ratios across the expander which corresponds to higher specific work generated.
Besides the pressure ratio across the expander, the imposed expansion volume
ratio represents a more meaningful parameter in the case of volumetric expanders
because of their fixed built-in volume ratio. Figure 5.6(b) shows the estimated
isentropic efficiency at the shaft for R245fa and SES36 at the nominal speed
3000 rpm. The value of the built-in volume ratio is overlaid on the same figure.
Qualitatively, the trend of the isentropic efficiency is almost constant between
expansion volume ratios 6 and 7.5 which is coherent with the built-in volume ratio.
Ideally, it is expected that the maximum occurs at the built-in volume. However,
due to the fact that the actual measurements of pressure and temperature are taken
externally to the expander on the pipelines, the imposed expansion ratio results
always to be slightly larger than the built-in volume ratio in order to compensate
internal pressure drops between the suction inlet and expansion chamber pocket
as well as on the discharge side. In the case of SES36, the estimated values of the
isentropic efficiency might be affected by the correlations used for generator and
inverter efficiency. However, it is not clear yet at which expansion volume ratio
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the drop-down of the isentropic efficiency occurs.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Influence of the expander rotational speed and pressure ratio on the filling
factor. Uncertainty bars are overlaid; (b) Overall isentropic efficiency as function of the
expansion volume ratio and the filling factor. Both working fluid steaty-state points are
overlaid.
The built-in volume ratio and the expansion volume ratio are also related to
the volumetric performance of the expander in terms of filling factor. As stated
by Woodland et al. [18], the isentropic efficiency of a volumetric expander can
be fully characterized by its filling factor and expansion volume ratio. The filling
factor for R245fa and SES36 and two rotational speeds is shown in Figure 5.7(a).
As a general observation, the filling factor is a strong function of the rotational
speed. For a certain rotational speed, the filling factor is weakly affected by the
expander volume ratio and therefore the pressure difference across the expander.
Ideally, the expander should run with a filling factor slightly larger than unity.
R245fa at 3000 rpm presents an average filling factor of 1.08 which suggests it
is an optimal rotational speed. On the contrary, SES36 seems to experience a
slight under-filling. This fact could be related to some uncertainty around the
exact internal volume ratio of the expander and possible internal losses that might
affect the actual thermodynamic state at the internal suction port. The leakages
play a more important role for R245fa. Two reasons can be given: (i) the suction
pressure at higher pressure ratios is close to the housing limit; (ii) R245fa has been
tested after running the single-screw expander for several hours with SES36. As a
consequence, the tooth sealing lines could have been subjected to wear.
The behavior of the expander can be summarized by showing the overall
isentropic efficiency as a function of operating conditions such as rotational speed
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Figure 5.8: Overall isentropic efficiency of the expander as a function of applied pressure
ratio and rotational speed (a) R245fa; (b) SES36.
(controlled variable) and pressure ratio (imposed variable) as well as internal
aspects of the machine such as filling factor and expansion volume ratio. In
particular, the relationship of the isentropic efficiency with the filling factor
and expander efficiency is shown in Figure 5.7(b). Furthermore, the isentropic
efficiency as a function of expander rotational speed and applied pressure ratio is
reported in Figure 5.8. The experimental points used to generate the contour are
also overlaid. The expander isentropic efficiency is maximum for a filling factor
close to unity and for and expansion ratio in the range 6.5 to 7.5. A clear global
maximum has not been clearly captured which suggests that higher expansion
ratios should be explored experimentally. Generally, the peak is expected for
a range of filling factor values slightly larger than unity. The reason is to be
found in internal pressure drops and to potential leakage flows that still exist.
At higher filling factors (meaning lower rotational speeds), the leakages become
predominant because the working chamber is overfilled and the working fluid has
the time to leak. The isentropic efficiency decreases as a consequence. A steeper
decrease of isentropic efficiency occurs for expansion ratios below the built-in
volume ratio (over-expansion region) where the isolines are significantly closer
to each other. Even more detrimental for the expander performance should be
the condition of under-filling and over-expanding which has not been investigated
in this work. This fact is shown in Figure 5.9. The plot has been obtained
by calibrating Pacejka’s equation with experimental data points of R245fa, as
described in Ziviani et al. [19], and by exercising the model for different rational
speeds and pressure ratios.
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An overall energy balance on the expander and electric equipment is also
performed to gain insights on the electro-mechanical losses and heat losses through
the expander housing. From the measurements, the sum of heat losses and
electro-mechanical losses can be calculated as:
Q˙amb,exp,loss + W˙el−m,loss = m˙r (hsu,exp − hex,exp) − W˙el,grid,exp (5.11)
The left hand side of Equation 5.11 as a function of the pressure ratio is plotted
in Figure 5.10(a). The total losses decrease quasi-linearly as the pressure ratio
increases. In order to explain in a more accurate way the reason for that behavior,
it is necessary to estimate the heat losses through the expander housing. This is
accomplished by performing an energy balance only to the expander:
Q˙amb,exp,loss = m˙r (hsu,exp − hex,exp) − W˙sh,exp (5.12)
The presence of lubricant oil inside the expander is neglected. The heat losses
to the ambient represent up to 10% of the shaft power. Although the effect of
the heat losses to the ambient on the shaft power is limited, by insulating the
expander, the thermodynamic process could slightly improve. The negative values
of the heat losses can be explained with an over prediction of the shaft power
and due to uncertainties on the measurements as well as the correlations used
for the efficiency of generator and inverter. The heat losses decreases with the
increase of the pressure ratio. This is true in the range investigated, i.e. small
over-expansion. In fact, the increase of pressure ratio corresponds to an increase of
isentropic efficiency. In other words, the expansion improves toward an adiabatic
transformation. This fact is shown in Figure 5.11(a) and Figure 5.11(b), where the
measured inlet and outlet temperatures of the expander are plotted as function of
the pressure ratio. For completeness, also the condensing pressure is overlaid. The
increase of the condensing pressure is related to the external ambient conditions.
After determining the heat losses, the influence of the losses associated with
generator and inverter can be quantified. A break-down of the electro-mechanical
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Figure 5.10: (a) Overall energy balance on the expander including generator and
inverter. Uncertainty bars of the overall energy balance are overlaid; (b) Estimation of the
expander heat losses through the housing.
losses is shown in Figure 5.12(a) for SES36 and in Figure 5.12(b) for R245fa.
Each pie chart is representative of the average values for a certain fluid and
rotational speed. In the case of SES36, at 2000 rpm the electro-mechanical losses
account for 31.8%, indicating that both generator and inverter are operating at
non-optimal conditions. In fact, at 3000 rpm the losses decrease to 21.9 % because
the shaft power increased. When the ORC is running with R245fa, the power
output is generally higher than with SES36. At 2000 rpm, the electro-mechanical
losses are around 25.7%. However, at 3000 rpm, even tough the average value
of the electro-mechanical losses is decreased by 1.3%, they are higher than the
corresponding case of SES36. This is consistent with the fact that R245fa was also
tested at low expansion volume ratios (below 5) for 3000 rpm where the power
output obtained was below 2 kW.
5.3 Discussion
The actual expander shaft power is affected by internal leakages, heat transfer
losses and friction losses, as shown in the energy flow chart of an open-drive
expander of Figure 1.3. The electro-mechanical losses associated with the
generator and inverter are also accounted for externally to the expander shell. Due
to heat losses as well as frictional losses, the adiabatic definition of the isentropic
efficiency, i.e. ηis,ad,exp = ∆hexp/∆hexp,is [20], is not representative of the real
performance of the machine. In light of the experimental data and the influence
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Figure 5.11: Expander suction and discharge temperature at different pressure ratios: (a)
SES36; (b) R245fa. In the plots, also the condensing pressure is shown.
of the different loss terms to the expander performance, a calibrated expander
semi-empirical model becomes useful to assess potential design improvements
by reducing each loss term. The details of the model and its calibration are
provided in Appendix D. The expander semi-empirical model is used to quantify
the different power and heat rate losses under different pressure ratio conditions.
The model has been exercised by fixing the rotational speed at 3000 rpm, the inlet
temperature at 125 °C, and by varying the suction pressure in order to simulate a
wide range of pressure ratios and consequently expansion ratios. The discharge
pressure for each working fluid is defined as the average value of experimental
data. The discharge pressures are set to 150 kPa and 110 kPa for R245fa and
SES36, respectively.) The evolution of the expander power output and the different
loss terms with respect the applied expansion ratio is displayed in Figure 5.13(a)
and Figure 5.13(b). On the graphs, the shaft isentropic efficiency and overall
isentropic efficiency are also overlaid. It can be noted that the term associated with
friction and electro-mecanical losses is predominant. The contribution of solely
electric equipment can be seen by comparing the trends of shaft power, W˙sh,exp
and electric power, W˙el,exp. The friction losses of the current expander can be
related to the lack of minimum lubrication required due to partial occlusion of the
injection orifices observed during the maintenance of the machine. By comparing
the magnitude of the friction losses, the expander running with R245fa has higher
values. This can be attributed by the amount of hours that the single-screw
has accumulated during the testing with SES36. A more accurate estimation of
the internal mechanical/friction losses can be done by installing a torque meter.
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Figure 5.12: Contribution of the electro-mechanical losses on the total expander power
output at the shaft. The inlet temperature is fixed at 125 °C: (a) SES36; (b) R245fa
(adapted from Ziviani et al. [19]).
The second major contribution to the expander losses is the leakage term which
represents between 10% and 15% of the shaft power.
SSE running with R245fa has been identified as the test case since the pressure
ratio applied to the machine was not optimized due to structural limitations.
Such parametric analysis is carried out by first selecting the best experimental
steady-state point measured as the reference condition, i.e., suction pressure
and temperature of 1020 kPa and 124.1 °C, discharge pressure 152 kPa and
rotational speed of 3000 rpm. Secondly, part of the calibrated parameters (listed
in Table D.3) related to design features are varied to assess the sensitivity of
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Figure 5.13: Numerical results of the semi-empirical model: (a) influence of the
electro-mechanical losses, leakage and heat losses on the expander power outputs with
R245fa. The inlet temperature is fixed at 125 °C and the condensing pressure is set at 150
kPa. The suction pressure is varied between 600 kPa and 1800 kPa. The expander
rotational speed is 3000 rpm.; (b) influence of the electro-mechanical losses, leakage and
heat losses on the expander power outputs with SES36. The inlet temperature is fixed at
125 °C and the condensing pressure is set at 110 kPa. The suction pressure is varied
between 400 kPa and 1000 kPa. The expander rotational speed is 3000 rpm.
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Figure 5.14: Evaluation of potential improvements on the single-screw expander. The
reference condition is marked with a star and it represents the best operating point
measured, i.e. Tsu,exp = 124.1 °C, psu,exp = 1020 kPa, pex,exp = 152 kPa at 3000 rpm.
The isentropic efficiency is plotted as a function of different model parameters normalized
with respect the calibrated values.
the expander performance with these parameters. The list of parameters are
reported in the legend of Figure 5.14. Each of them have been varied one at the
time in the direction that has engineering relevance, for example the loss related
coefficient is decreased, the suction port pressure drop throat area is increased,
and the built-in volume ratio is increased and decreased. The range in which the
parameters are varied is determined as follows: if a parameter is a loss (τloss,
UAamb, Aleak), the ratio parameter/calibrated parameter ranges from 1 (original
value) to 0.1 ( up to 90% decrease in losses). From a practical point of view,
losses cannot be zero. If a parameter is associated with a design modification
(rV,built−in), Asuc, Aex), engineering considerations are made in order to vary
the parameters in the proper direction. For example, the built-in volume ratio has
been increased and decreased to capture the overall trend. In fact, in a positive
displacement expander, over-expansion losses are detrimental to its performance.
In the reference condition, the pressure ratio applied is rp = 6.71. Decreasing the
built-in volume ratio (up to 30% reduction) results in a rapid decrease of the overall
isentropic efficiency. Since the actual volume ratio of the expander considered
in this work is approximately 5.5, there is a slight improvement on the expander
efficiency by increasing the built-in volume ratio (up to 20%). For the single-screw
expander, built-in volume ratio above 6 would result in a very small triangular
suction port. There is a trade-off between increasing the volume ratio and limiting
suction pressure drops. The throat areas at suction and discharge have been
increased to reduce the pressure drops. While, the discharge area has no tangible
effects, the suction area plays a key role for an expander. The throat area has been
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increased up to twice the original value to achieve a sort of asymptotic behavior.
The results of the parametric study is presented in Fig. 5.14. The plot shows the
expander isentropic efficiency as function of normalized parameters with respect
each calibration value. The reference condition (1,0.622) is also shown. It can
be noted that under such pressure ratio, an increase of built-in volume ratio,
rV,built−in, has small influence on the performance which means the expander is
operating at proper pressure ratio with respect the internal design. However, if the
built-in volume ratio is reduced, there is a rapid degradation of the performance.
The effect of the ambient losses, UAamb, on the efficiency seems to be limited.
However, the heat losses can be reduced by properly insulating the expander shell.
By reducing both the mechanical losses, τloss, and the equivalent leakage area,
Aleak, the efficiency increases by approximately 20%. The equivalent leakage
area accounts for manufacturing defects, wearing of the profiles, thermal effects
on the rotor. Leakages and mechanical friction losses can be reduced by improve
the lubrication. Furthermore, the expander performance could also be improved by
enlarging the equivalent suction area, Asuc, to limit flow blockage. On the other
hand, the discharge port area, Aex, has no significant effects under the current
operating point. Large under-expansion conditions might require adaptations to
the discharge port area. By improving the design of the expander, the maximum
isentropic efficiency achievable is in the order of 72.5%.
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6
Single Screw Expander Analysis and
Optimization
6.1 Introduction
A comprehensive mechanistic model of the single-screw expander has been
described in Chapter 4. The phenomenological nature of the model allows to
investigate the impact of different losses on the performance of the machine. At
first, the experimental results obtained are used to validate the model. Then the
mechanical losses estimated are used to carry on an optimization of the operation
of the ORC with a single-screw expander.
6.2 Model validation
The mechanistic model is employed here to estimate the mechanical shaft power
and to obtain the actual mechanical efficiency by including the friction power
losses associate with the bearings and friction contacts between teeth and grooves.
Therefore the mechanistic model is first validated with a set of experimental data.
In particular, R245fa has been used for validation purposes due to the absence of
transport properties for SES36 in CoolProp (in REFPROP 9.1.1 such fluid is not
available), which are necessary for calculating the heat transfer coefficients in the
overall energy balance as well as during the integration of the governing equations.
The resulting parity plots between calculated and experimental points are shown
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in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Non-symmetric single-screw expander model parity plots: (a) mass flow rate;
(b) electric power output; (c) expander discharge temperature; (d) overall isentropic
efficiency. A total of 21 steaty-state points are shown at 3000 rpm. Uncertainty bars are
over laid. The maximum relative error is reported in each plot.
In Figure 6.2, the model has been exercised to obtain the p-V diagrams in
both cases of under- and over-expansion. In particular, the inlet pressure and
temperature are fixed at 800 kPa and 100 °C, the rotational speed of the main
rotor is 3000 rpm and lubricant oil mass fraction is 0.01. Two values of the
discharge pressure have been considered: 150 kPa (case with under-expansion)
and 200 kPa (case with over-expansion). These values are also representative of
the experimental operating conditions investigated (see Chapter 5). By comparing
the two p-V diagrams, it can be noted that the over-expansion, shown in Figure
6.2(b), is particularly detrimental for the performance of the machine with respect
to under-expansion. Under the specified conditions, the slight over-expansion
caused a 17% decreased in power output. Due to the fact that the internal volume
ratio of the expander is around 5.3, the peak of isentropic efficiency was obtained
for an applied pressure ratio between 6 and 8.
The validated model has been exercised to calculate the boundary work rate
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Pressure versus groove volume of single-screw expander (psu= 800 kPa, Tsu=
100 °C, xL = 0.01, N = 3000 rpm): (a) under-expansion (pex= 150 kPa); (b)
over-expansion (pex= 200 kPa).
and the friction losses for each of experimental conditions. The average boundary
work rate generated by the expander is calculated as:
W˙ pV = ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
p(θ)dV
dθ
dθ (6.1)
The average mechanical power output of the expander is obtained by subtracting
the mechanical losses from the boundary work rate:
W˙sh,exp = W˙ pV,exp − W˙mech,loss (6.2)
where the mechanical losses are obtained by solving the forces and moments
balance equations for starwheel and main rotor. Thus, the mechanical efficiency
of the expander is calculated as the ratio of the mechanical shaft power to the
boundary work rate (or indicated power):
ηmech,exp = W˙sh,exp
W˙ pV,exp
(6.3)
The results are reported in Figure 6.3(a). In particular, the filled markers represents
the calculated boundary work rate for two rotational speeds (2000 rpm and 3000
rpm) based on the actual experimental boundary conditions, i.e. inlet temperature
and pressure and discharge pressure. To be noted is that the different trends of the
boundary work rate at 3000 rpm are related to the fact that the condensing pressure
is constantly varying during the testing, as already mentioned in Section 5.2.
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By applying Equation 6.1, suction pressure losses are accounted for. The
indicated efficiency contributions can be estimated by including the leakage losses.
The total friction losses are overlaid in the same figure with empty markers. To
be noted is that the friction losses represent a significant contribution to decrease
the expander power output. In fact, the mechanical efficiency is estimated to
be around 70% for expander pressure ratios between 5 and 7, near optimum
operating conditions for the given internal volume ratio and internal pressure
drops. Such high friction losses have been associated with the non-sufficient
lubrication between tooth and starwheel as well as the bearings. After a detailed
inspection, the injection orifices were found partially occluded. Additionally, the
tooth profiles were worn out, suggesting high wear.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Calculated boundary work rate (filled markers) and friction power losses
(empty markers) as a function of the applied pressure ratio; (b) calculated mechanical
efficiency of the expander.
To further validate the mechanistic model, dynamic pressure transducers have
been installed in different points of the housing to capture the entire expansion
process. The experimental work is currently ongoing on a new set of rotor and
meshing pair of starwheels.
6.3 Optimizing the operation of a single-screw
expander
A volumetric expander can be fully characterized by its overall isentropic
efficiency, filling factor and specific expansion ratio. The performance and
operating conditions of the single-screw expander with the two working fluids are
summerized in Figure 6.4. The peak of overall isentropic efficiency is achieved
for a filling factor close to unity (3000 rpm) and an imposed specific volume
ratio between 8 and 10 and with SES36 as working fluid. However, during the
operation of an ORC, both system and expander performance should be optimized
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Figure 6.4: Expander overall isentropic efficiency as function of the filling factor and
specific expansion ratio. The marker size is proportional to the specific expansion ratio.
simultaneously. This aspect is analyzed by making use of the experimental data
obtained and numerically by means of a cycle model. The ORC system can be
considered as a heat engine with heat source having a finite capacity. Therefore, it
is useful to assess the thermal performance against the theoretical maximum heat
that can be recovered given by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The Second
Law efficiency in the case of an ORC system with a finite heat capacity heat source
can be written as:
ηII,finite = W˙el,net
m˙hf ∫ hf,in0 (1 − T0T ) δq (6.4)
where the denominator represents the thermal exergy of the heat source with a
finite heat capacity and it can be expressed by:
m˙hf ∫ hf,in
0
(1 − T0
T
) δq =
m˙hf
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩(hin (Thf,in, phf,in) − h0 (T0, phf,in))−
T0 (sin (Thf,in, phf,in) − s0 (T0, phf,in))⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(6.5)
The integral of the Carnot efficiency over the heat source profile limits has been
calculated neglecting the contributions of kinetic energy and potential energy.
Thus, since the thermal oil used as hot source is incompressible, any contribution
associated to the pressure being slightly higher than the atmospheric one is
neglected (the piping system is not pressurized). The dead state temperature is
chosen to be the coldest temperature within the ORC system, i.e., the cooling
medium entering the condenser, Tcf,in. If the heat source is fixed, then the
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denominator of Equation 6.4 is independent of the cycle configuration or working
fluid, which allows to fairly compare the performance of a certain system with
different working fluids. To be noted is that, for a fixed heat source, maximizing
ηII,finite also means maximizing W˙el,net. Given a certain ORC installation,
two performance indexes are introduced to characterize the matching between
the expander performance and the ORC system efficiency. Such indexes are
defined as normalized ratios of the overall isentropic efficiency and the Second
Law efficiency calculated as in Equation 6.4 with respect to a reference condition.
For a set of experimental data, the reference condition is chosen to be the
maximum measured value of each quantity, i.e., ηII,finite,max and ηis,oa,max.
Mathematically, the indexes are given by:
η∗is,oa = ηis,oaηis,oa,max (6.6)
η∗II,finite = ηII,finiteηII,finite,max (6.7)
Being the indexes independent from the working fluid adopted and
the cycle architecture (e.g., subcritical, supercritical, trilateral flash cycle,
partial-evaporating cycle, etc.) [1], it is suitable to compare the overall
performance of the system with respect to the installed expander efficiency.
In the case of η∗is,oa = η∗II,finite = 1, both the system and the expander are
operating at their best performance point with respect the set of measured values
considered. Any deviation from the unity means that either the expander or the
system operating point is moving toward lower efficiency. For a given ORC
system, there exists a suitable range in which a reasonable high matching between
system and expander performance is guaranteed. Additional information can be
obtained regarding the part-load operation of the expander in terms of performance
degradation.
The definition of η∗is,oa and η∗II,finite become more interesting if the optimum
values of the finite Second Law efficiency, ηII,finite,opt, and expander isentropic
efficiency, ηis,oa,opt, can be predicted by means of a model for a given set of
operating conditions. If η∗is,oa,opt = η∗II,finite,opt = 1 then there is a perfect
match between the system and the expansion machine. Typically, this occurs if
the internal volume ratio of the expander is chosen to match the system specific
volume ratio across the expander.
By analyzing Figure 6.5(a) and Figure 6.5(b). In particular, the plots show,
for each working fluid, the relationships between the normalized indexes η∗is,oa
and η∗II,finite and the expander pressure ratio. The nominal speed of 3000 rpm
is considered. In the case of R245fa, Figure 6.5(a), for the working points
at which the cycle Second Law efficiency reaches values close or equal to the
maximum value measured, the expander works only around 82% of the maximum
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Figure 6.5: Normalized indexes η∗is,exp and η∗II,finite versus expander pressure ratio at
3000 rpm. (a) R245fa; (b) SES36.
isentropic efficiency. On the contrary, with SES36, the expander works for the
large majority above 85% of the maximum isentropic efficiency because of higher
pressure ratios allowed by the working fluid. Furthermore, the maximum cycle
First Law efficiency is achieved by SES36 and the reason is that despite the lower
power output generated, the heat rate recovered is significantly lower than in the
case of R245fa due to the lower working fluid mass flow rate. However, the
maximum cycle Second Law efficiency is achieved with R245fa because of the
higher power generated with respect to the total exergy rate available from the heat
source (Equation 6.4). As a consequence, the ORC running with R245fa should
be further investigated to estimate the optimum operating point to maximize both
the expander and cycle performance, which is covered in the second part of this
work. The ORC unit running with R245fa has potential margin of improvement by
increasing the pressure ratio. Practically, higher pressure ratios could be achieved
with the current installation by improving the structural resistance of the expander.
In order to optimize the ORC system to maximize the power output, the heat rate
recovered has to be controlled by imposing the proper evaporating pressure which
determines a certain superheating level. Thus, the recoverable heat is constrained
by the presence of a pinch point temperature difference which is related to design
of the evaporator. In particular for subcritical cycle, the location of pinch point
can exist either at the exit of working fluid side of evaporator while the slope
of curve of heat source is small (the heat capacity rate ratio of the heat source
and cold sink is much higher than unity), or incipient boiling point of working
fluid while the slope of curve of heat source is large (finite heat capacity). A
control strategy can be developed on the basis of known inlet heat source and cold
sink conditions. The pump frequency can be adjusted, and as a consequence the
superheating level, to achieve the optimal evaporating pressure, under the given
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boundary conditions, that maximizes the power output. In fact, in many stationary
ORC installations for waste heat recovery, the heat source availability is known
in advance. Therefore, it is possible to predict optimal set points of the ORC
unit depending on full-load capacity or part-load operations. Heat source and
superheating can be correlated by means of a performance map and for a given heat
source rate available, the optimum superheating level that maximized the Second
Law efficiency can be determined (set point for the feed pump). Two example of
operating maps are shown in Figure 6.6. Such maps have been obtained by fixing
the heat sink temperature at 20 ○C, the heat source inlet temperature at 125 ○C and
by varying the hot medium flow rate between 0.5 kg/s and 3 kg/s. Such boundary
conditions are representative of the working conditions of the ORC unit tested in
Chapter 5. The experimental data points for both SES36 and R245fa are overlaid.
To be noted is that in the case of R245fa, see Figure 6.6(b), the operation is not
optimized for the given hot source conditions. Significant increase of Second Law
efficiency could be achieved by increasing the pressure ratio of the system which is
also consistent with the fact that the single-screw expander requires higher pressure
ratios.
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Figure 6.6: Optimization of superheating level for different heat input availability: (a)
SES36; (b) R245fa. The contours show the global efficiency of the ORC system. The heat
source inlet temperature is kept constant at 125 ○C. The experimental data obtained is
overlaid.
6.4 Proposed Design
The experimental and numerical analyses led to a deep understanding of the
single-screw machine that can be applied to both ORC applications but also to
vapor compression systems where the majority of such machines are currently
employed.
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Figure 6.7: 3D-view of the new single-screw expander design. Design created in
collaboration with Claudio Pavan, Ph.D., Solid Energy (cpavan@solidenergy.it).
By focusing on ORC applications, the design of a proper expander has at least
four technological requirements:
• control of the tolerances which affect the leakages;
• accessibility and maintenance;
• part-load control;
• low cost of manufacturing.
As a result of the experience gained with the single-screw expander tested,
a prototype-oriented design has been developed aiming to effectively solve a
number of technical issues encountered with the ultimate goal of proposing the
first single-screw expander designed for ORC applications.
The proposed design is shown in Figure 6.7 and its exploded view is shown
in Figure 6.8. The majority of single-screw machines present a housing which is
obtained by casting. The fine control over internal tolerances become complicated
as milling tools have a difficult access especially in the cylindrical portion of the
housing that hosts the main rotor. The starwheel are mounted on each side of
the housing. Due to the narrow space available, the access to the starwheels
for inspection can be difficult, especially in single-screw machines with lower
power output, as shown in Figure 6.9. The vertical alignment of the starwheel
with respect to the main rotor and the positioning of the main rotor are crucial to
ensure the correct rotation of the meshing pair. A different approach is introduced
with the new design. In fact, the housing has been divided into three parts:
a cylindrical central part where the rotor is installed and two lateral parts that
hold the starwheels. The side plates have been substituted by side shells which
allow to expose the starhweels once removed. Each of the parts of the housing
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Figure 6.8: Exploded view of the design. Design created in collaboration with Claudio
Pavan, Ph.D., Solid Energy (cpavan@solidenergy.it)
Figure 6.9: Side view of the starwheel assembly.
can be easily machined ensuring high accuracy on the tolerances. The sealing
between each housing element is obtained by gaskets and the contact surfaces are
polished accordingly. Since the expander is an open-drive machine, the shaft seal
is important to limit refrigerant leaks. To avoid the use of shaft seals, a magnetic
coupling assembly has been added. The central rotor is held into place with two
conically shaped elements at each side of the central cylinder that host also the
bearings. Such configuration allows to have an axial outlet port from the housing.
The shaft configuration is considerably simplified compared to the original one.
In a single-screw expander, there is a common inlet and the flow is distributed
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between the two sides of the rotor by means of internal channels. A CFD analysis
has been carried out to visualize the flow stream. The result of the analysis is
shown in Figure 6.10. To be noted is that there are areas of the internal ducts
where the flow is separated which is not optimal for pressure drops. In the new
housing, the inlet ducts have been shaped to minimize the flow losses, as show
in Figure 6.7. Furthermore, a rotating valve is used to by-pass the flow to the
discharge end if required during the start-up procedures.
The lubrication of the main shaft is achieved with a single port on each side of
housing. A close-view of the lubrication inlet port is visible in Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.10: Flow visualization of the inlet cavities of the original single screw housing.
During the development of the new housing, part-load behavior has also been
considered. By referring to Figure 6.12, the total length of the rotor and the
diameter have a fixed ratio that is decided in the design phase. The length
interested during the expansion process has been defined as effective length (sum
of suction side Ls and discharge side Ld). Due to the fact that the single-screw
expander is a volumetric machine, the theoretical pressure ratio can be calculated
by knowing the internal volume ratio:
rp = rnv,built−in (6.8)
where n is the polytropic index that depends on the type of fluid and
thermodynamic process. The closed expansion occurs from the moment of suction
closure until the beginning of the discharge process. The main rotor rotation angle
at which the closed expansion occurs corresponds to a certain length and axial
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Figure 6.11: Close view to the new design with single port for lubrication purposes.
Design created in collaboration with Claudio Pavan, Ph.D., Solid Energy
(cpavan@solidenergy.it)
position of the rotor. Therefore, it is possible to calculate where the expansion
process is at a certain type along the main rotor axis. In fact, from the geometry
model the relationship between pressure p(θ) and chamber volume V (θ) with
respect to the rotation angle is known. It has been shown that until the discharge
angle an analytic form of the swept volume can be used. It follows that a general
mathematical formulation of the control system can be derived:
Input : Geometry and ORC pressure ratio
function Control (geo,rp):
time constant→ τ
if rv,exp < (rv,exp)nom then
L
′ (θ, (rv,exp)part−load)∝ L′ (θ, V2,part−load)
x̃∝ L′
return f(x̃, τ)
else
return f(x̃ = 0, τ)
end
Output: Actuator law
algorithm 1: Single-screw expander part-load pseudo-algorithm.
If the pressure ratio of the ORC system is below the nominal one, the length of
the expansion process can be controlled by creating a channel that communicated
with the discharge side. The new expansion ratio is obtained by identifying the the
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position of the rotor L
′
at which corresponds the groove volume V2,part−load. By
determining a lumped dynamic time constant of system τ , the general mechanical
actuator law f(x̃, τ) can be obtained, where x̃is the control motion coordinate. The
details of the mechanical system that allows the part-load control are not included
in the present work. However, the location of the secondary opening port can be
seen on the cylindrical part of the housing in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.12: Schematic of the proposed part-load principle in a single-screw expander.
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7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
Organic Rankine cycles have assumed an important role as a waste heat recovery
technology which is applicable to a wide range of heat source profiles. Although
the ORC technology can be considered mature, there are still fundamental
aspects that require further research in order to obtain better thermodynamic
performance and financial profit. The major aspects, but not limited to, are the
cycle architectures, the components and the control strategies. The conversion
of thermal energy carried by the working fluid into mechanical energy first and
then to valuable electrical power occurs by means of an expander. It has been
shown how positive displacement expanders are suitable devices in the medium
to low power range due to the trade-off between performance and cost. The
majority of positive displacement machines are available from the refrigeration
industry. However, commercially available expanders are still limited. Among
the positive displacement machines, screw-type of expanders are particularly
attractive in the medium power range due to high performance and the adoption
of such machine in the medium to low power range (10-200 kW) is of particular
interest. Single-screw machines present a number of design characteristics that
are potentially advantageous in ORC applications such as balanced loading on
the main rotor (major difference with twin-screw type), minimized cascading
effects between working chambers, low noise and vibrations, high volume ratios
and part-load internal control capabilities. Nonetheless the research on such
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machine as employed expander in ORC applications is still at early stages and
limited results are available on its characterization with different working fluids
and working conditions. In order contribute to the field, both numerical and
experimental aspects have been investigated in the present work. The first step
undertaken was the enhancement of a generalized simulation framework for the
detailed modeling of positive displacement expanders as well as compressors. In
the open-literature, this is a major contribution to both academia and industry.
The mechanistic model of a novel Z-compressor served as an example of design
optimization study. Successively, the geometry of the single-screw expander
was integrated into the tool along with a detailed mechanistic model which
included leakage effects, heat transfer interactions, presence of lubricant oil and
mechanical losses. Furthermore, numerical methods were developed to design the
meshing pair. In order characterize experimentally the single-screw expander, a
down-scaled industrial ORC was used as a test-rig and two working fluids were
investigated. A total of 102 steady-state points were obtained and further used to
carry on the analyses. The single-screw prototype achieved a maximum overall
isentropic efficiency around 62% with SES36 as working fluid. By analyzing
the experimental data, it emerged that the matching between the expander and
ORC performance was not optimal in the case of R245fa. Performance maps
were obtained to define the relationship between heat rate available, optimum
superheating and maximum Second Law efficiency for a finite heat source
capacity, which it has been shown corresponding to the maximum net power
output. From the numerical analysis of the single-screw expander, a reduction
in leakage flows and friction losses up to 50% could improve the isentropic
efficiency up to from 0.6 (experimental value) to 0.72. A means of achieving
such reduction in internal losses is the control of the lubricant oil flow rate. The
numerical and experimental results obtained in this work showed the potential of
such machine as a expander in ORC applications. As the research is progressing
towards novel cycle architectures such as partial-evaporating ORCs, single-screw
expanders could be employed as a promising technology. The knowledge gained
during this research resulted a new design with internal control mechanism to
modulate the expander under part-load conditions.
7.2 Achieved performance and critical sources of
losses
An overview of the best performance achieved by the single-screw expander tested
is proposed in Table 7.1.
The single-screw expander has been tested extensively with two working fluids.
The meshing profile on the starwheel teeth worn out over time, as shown in Figure
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between worn starwheel profile and new straight-line meshing
profile.
7.1 during an inspection after the completion of the tests. The groove lands on
the rotor were also slightly damaged probably due to contact with the housing
because of thermal expansion or metal chips and lack of proper lubrication. The
straight-line profile is marked in red for clarity and it is essential to guarantee
sealing between sides of the tooth and mating groove flanks. The wear of the
meshing pair caused an increase in leakage losses. The lubrication system was not
effective enough to seal the gaps and reduce the friction losses. Structural limits
of the housing prevented reaching higher pressure ratios. Therefore two major
aspects have been identified as potential design improvements: (i) control over the
tolerances and lubrication; (ii) improve the structure of the housing. Both aspects
have been solved with newer housing design as shown in Section 6.4.
Working
fluid
yoil
(-)
rp
(-)
Nexp
(-)
φFF
(-)
ηis,sh,exp
(-)
ηmech,exp
(-)
ηoa,exp
(-)
R245fa <0.05 6.71 3000 1.07 0.692(calc) 0.720(calc) 0.522(meas)
SES36 <0.05 8.69 3000 0.923 0.726(calc) 0.763(calc) 0.606(meas)
Table 7.1: Summary of the best single-screw expander performance achieved with three
working fluids.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.2: (a) Close-up view of meshing pair with a numerical mesh; (b) examples of
overset meshes.
7.3 Research Perspectives
The numerical methods developed in this work concerning the kinematics and
geometry of the single-screw machines as well as the mechanistic modeling can be
further used to tackle Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations in such
machines which is an open topic in literature till nowadays. The complexity of
such problem comes from the configuration of meshing pair that has perpendicular
rotation axes, as shown in Figure 7.2(a), unlike twin-screw machines where the
rotors have parallel rotation axes. The knowledge of the kinematics of single-screw
meshing pair has been used to develop preliminary grid generation methods by
making use of commercial software as well as by developing as-hock Python
codes couple of OPENFoam, as shown in Figure 7.2. The ability of simulating
complex rotor configurations, such as the single-screw, is of particular interest
both on academic point of view as well as industry. An example of pressure trace
obtained from CFD simulation is shown in Figure 7.3. Another benefit of solving
the CFD problem is related to the extension of the mechanistic model developed
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in this thesis. In particular, the CFD results can be coupled with the chamber
model to investigate the effect of suction and discharge ports and pulsating flow.
Additionally, the CFD results can be used to calibrate the mechanistic model
especially when lubricant oil is present in the gaps.
The comprehensive mechanistic model with thermal network requires an
in-depth validation. A dedicated ORC test-bench has been designed and built with
an independent lubrication oil loop which allows to control the flooding ratio of the
expander and it is described in details in Appendix E. The single-screw expander
investigated in this thesis has been equipped with internal pressure and temperature
sensors and also thermocouples on the external housing, as it is shown in Figure
7.4. Such setup can be used to investigate internal performance of the machine as
well as novel ORC cycle configurations such as partial-evaporating ORC which
opens research opportunities on the fundamentals of two-phase expansion. As part
of the development of mechanistic model, gas pulsations should be included in the
inlet ducting to understand the influence of the non-symmetric configuration and
validations could be carried out by having dynamic pressure transducers installed.
Figure 7.3: Example of pressure trace obtained from CFD Simulation (from Ziviani et al.
”Real gas model and moving mesh in single-screw compressors and expanders”, 3rd Short
Course and Forum Computational Fluid Dynamics in Rotary Positive Displacement
Machines, 9th to 10th September 2017, City University of London).
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Figure 7.4: View of the modified single-screw expander with internal and external sensors.
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B
3D Design of Single-Screw Meshing
Pair
B.1 Example: 122 mm main rotor
For the sake of completeness, the rotor will be generated by considering the
opposite starwheel with respect to Figure 3.5. The reference system used in the
following design procedure as well as the engaging pair rotor and starwheel are
shown in Figure B.1. The meshing equation can be adapted from Equation B.1,
by modifying the signs in accordance with the right-hand unit vectors rules (see
Equation 3.14).
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x1 = − [−x2 sin θsw sin θsr − y2 cos θsw sin θsr + z2 cos θsr + dsr,sw sin θsr]
y1 = − [−x2 sin θsw cos θsr − y2 cos θsw cos θsr − z2 sin θsr + dsr,sw cos θsr]
z1 = x2 cos θsw − y2 sin θsw
(B.1)
where θsr = 11/6θsw and θsw = [0, pi]. The geometric details can be found in
Table B.1.
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Figure B.1: Engaging pair.
Engaging ratio [-] 11/6
Dsr [mm] 122
Dsw [mm] 132
dsw,sr [mm] 96
Lrotor [m] 120.25
Ls [m] 55.25
Ld [m] 42.25
Table B.1: Geometric parameters of 11 kWe single-screw expander .
B.2 Design procedure in SOLIDWORKS
The different steps that are required in order to obtain the main screw rotor from a
given tooth profile are described in this section.
● Preliminary drawings. Figure B.2● Tip and hub tooth profiles. Figure B.3, Figure B.4(a), Figure B.4(b)● Projection of the tooth profile points. Each point of the tooth profile must be
projected by using Equation B.1. The X and Z coordinates can be obtained
from CAD coordinates directly. The Y coordinate corresponds to the range[−w/2,w/2] and the zero is set on the centerline of the tooth width, i.e.,
according to the absolute reference system [X,Y,Z] = [0,−dsr,sw,0].● Generate surfaces. Generate the surfaces corresponding to each side. The
surfaces are ruled by the straight lines of the tooth flanks. Once all the
surfaces have been generated for a particular cut to be performed, they can
be knitted together and then a solid can be generated by filling in the closed
surface, as shown in Figure B.6.
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● Intersection with Dsw. The solid generated in the previous step needs to
be trimmed to the right dimensions of the starwheel diameter to ensure the
right penetration of the tooth in to the rotor. Undercutting can be controlled
as a consequence as well as the bottom of the groove. A revolved surface is
generated from a sketch having radius Dsw/2, Figure B.7(a). An intersection
operation is then performed to obtain the right solid part, as shown in Figure
B.7(b).
● Circular pattern and first cut. The solid obtained in the previous step is
multiplied by zsr = 6 around the main rotor axis. Through a boolean
operation, the six bodies are subtracted from the main rotor. The first cut
is accomplished.
● Second and third cuts. The previous steps must be repeated for the upper
and bottom parts of the tooth.
Figure B.2: Preliminary sketches and rotor.
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Figure B.3: Tip and hub tooth profiles sketches.
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.4: (a) Sketch of tooth tip profile; (b) Sketch of tooth hub profile.
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Figure B.5: Examples of projecting the tooth profile points over the meshing line by means
of parametric curves.
Figure B.6: Examples of projecting the tooth profile points over the meshing line by means
of parametric curves.
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(a)
(b)
Figure B.7: (a) Sketch of tooth tip profile; (b) Sketch of tooth hub profile.
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Figure B.8: Circular pattern.
C
Correlations for generator and inverter
efficiency
The electrical efficiency of the inverter, ηel,inv, is expressed as a function of the
expander rotational speed and power generated:
ηel,inv = a0 +a1 ⋅ lnN +a2 ⋅ ln2N +a3 ⋅ ln3N +a4 ⋅ lnW +a5 ⋅ ln2W +a6 ⋅ ln3W (C.1)
where:
lnN = ln( Nexp
Nexp,nom
) (C.2)
lnW = ln( W˙el,exp
W˙el,nom
) (C.3)
with Nexp,nom = 2930 rpm and W˙el,nom = 11 kW. The coefficients a0, ..., a6 are
listed in Table C.1.
The electro-mechanical efficiency of the generator, ηel−mech,gen, is given as a
function of the expander rotational speed and the torque at the shaft:
ηel−mech,gen = b0 + b1 ⋅ lnN + b2 ⋅ ln2N + b3 ⋅ ln3N + b4 ⋅ lnτ + b5 ⋅ ln2τ + b6 ⋅ ln3τ+ b7 ⋅ lnN ⋅ lnτ + b8 ⋅ lnN ⋅ ln2τ + b9 ⋅ lnτ ⋅ ln2N + b10 ⋅ ln2τ ⋅ ln2N
(C.4)
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a0 9.55726922 ⋅ 10−1
a1 2.60983262 ⋅ 10−2
a2 2.42349302 ⋅ 10−2
a3 1.21191602 ⋅ 10−2
a4 4.94828374 ⋅ 10−2
a5 3.34143316 ⋅ 10−2
a6 2.27446360 ⋅ 10−2
Table C.1: Coefficients of the inverter electrical efficiency.
b0 8.93747915 ⋅ 10−1
b1 3.23048796 ⋅ 10−2
b2 −1.91761519 ⋅ 10−2
b3 1.52204756 ⋅ 10−2
b4 7.32867448 ⋅ 10−3
b5 −3.17061820 ⋅ 10−2
b6 2.16415080 ⋅ 10−2
b7 1.63125253 ⋅ 10−2
b8 4.37556935 ⋅ 10−3
b9 −4.11952262 ⋅ 10−2
b10 −1.62681324 ⋅ 10−2
Table C.2: Coefficients of the generator electro-mechanical efficiency.
where:
lnτ = ln( τ
τnom
) (C.5)
and
τnom = W˙el,nom
ωnom
= W˙el,nom
2piNexp,nom
60
(C.6)
The coefficients b0, ..., b10 are listed in Table C.2.
D
Single-Screw Expander
Semi-Empirical Models
D.1 Experimental steady-state data points for
SES36 and R245fa
The steady-state experimental data points collected with the downsized 11 kWe
industrial organic Rankine cycle test rig is provided in Table D.1 and Table D.2.
The data is also available as an electronic annex of Ziviani et al. [1].
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Figure D.1: Schematic representation of the open-drive expander semi-empirical
simulation model.
D.2 Semi-empirical model of the single-screw
expander
The single-screw expander is modeled by decomposing the entire expansion
process in different steps as originally proposed by Winandy et al. [2]. The
present expander is an open-drive machine connected directly to a generator by
means of jaw couplings and the actual electrical power output is measured through
the inverter. For this reason, the electro-mechanical losses are accounted for by
introducing two correlations for the generator and inverter efficiency. By referring
to Fig. D.1, the working fluid entering the expander undergoes to: an adiabatic
pressure drop (su-su1) and a cool down due to heat transfer with the expander
housing during the suction process (su1-su2); an isentropic expansion due to
the built-in volume ratio (su2- int); an adiabatic expansion at constant volume
(int-ex3); an adiabatic mixing with the internal leakage flows (ex3-ex2); a heat
transfer with the housing (ex2-ex1) and pressure drop during the discharge process
(ex1-ex). A lumped isothermal wall is used to imposed an overall energy balance
of the expander which includes the expander internal mechanical losses, W˙loss,int,
heat transfer rate with the expander shell, Q˙su,wall and Q˙ex,wall, and heat losses
to the ambient Q˙amb [3]. The energy balance is expressed by:
Q˙su,wall − Q˙ex,wall + W˙loss,int − Q˙amb = 0 (D.1)
The model also includes the presence of lubricant oil which is mixed with the
working fluid. The working fluid and lubricant oil are considered to be in thermal
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and mechanical equilibrium so that a homogeneous mixture model can be applied.
The total mass flow rate entering the expander is given by
m˙exp = m˙r + m˙oil = (1 + yoil) m˙r (D.2)
where yoil represents the ratio between the oil mass flow rate to the working
fluid mass flow rate. The leakage model considers an adiabatic compressible
flow of working fluid through a nozzle where the equivalent throat area, Ar,leak,
determined empirically. The presence of lubricant oil affects the actual leakage
area and therefore, the total throat area can be expressed as:
Ar,leak = Atot,leak −Aoil,leak = Atot,leak − yoilAr,leak voil,up
vr,thr,leak
(D.3)
where Aoil,leak represents the portion of area sealed by the lubricant oil. The
working fluid leakage flow rate is expressed by:
m˙r,leak = Cr,thr,leak Ar,leak
vr,thr,leak
(D.4)
As described before, the total work consists of an isentropic and constant volume
contributions. The internal isentropic specific work of the oil and working fluid
mixture is given by:
wint,is = hr,su2 − hr,int + xoil (hoil,su2 − hoil,int) (D.5)
where the specific entropy of the mixture defined as smix,int = sr,int + xoilsoil,int
is kept constant. An effective built-in volume ratio can be defined as:
r∗v,int = vr,intvr,su2 (D.6)
The work associated with the expansion at constant machine volume is given by:
wint,V = (pr,int − pr,ex2) (vr,int + xoilvoil,su2) (D.7)
where implicitly it is assumed that pr = poil.
The heat transfer during suction ad discharge process are calculated by using the
-NTU method. The overall thermal conductance is given by:
UAi = UAn,i ( m˙i,exp
m˙n,exp
)n (D.8)
where the index i stands for suction and discharge conditions, UAn,i and
m˙n,exp represent the nominal thermal conductance at suction and discharge and
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the nominal mass flow rate, respectively. The power coefficient n is usually
chosen to be equal to 0.8 by assuming the Reynolds heat transfer analogy of
fully developed turbulent flow, as reported by various authors and for different
volumetric machines of both expanders and compressors [4–6]. The exponent n
has been bounded between 0.6 and 0.8 in order to verify such assumption. The heat
transfer rate to the ambient is calculated by assuming a constant UAamb value:
Q˙amb = UAamb (Twall − Tamb) (D.9)
where Twall is the lumped expander shell temperature and Tamb is the ambient
temperature.
The total internal mechanical losses of the expander are defined by a term
proportional to the internal power output and a term associated with mechanical
and friction losses. In particular,
W˙loss,int = αlossW˙int + W˙loss,mech (D.10)
where W˙loss,mech is calculated by means of constant friction torque, τloss:
W˙loss,mech = W˙loss,0 + 2piτlossNexp
60
(D.11)
Finally, the electro-mechanical losses of the generator and inverter are estimated
by:
W˙loss,gen = (1 − ηel−m,gen) W˙sh,exp (D.12)
W˙loss,inv = (1 − ηel,inv) W˙el,gen (D.13)
A total of 11 parameters needs to be identified upon the experimental results
obtained. A genetic algorithm is used to minimize an objective function which
depends on the sum of relative errors between the calculated and measured values
of the expander mass flow rate, discharge temperature and electric power output.
More details about the minimization process can be found in [7]. The objective
function is defined as follows:
obj2 =∑
i
(m˙calc − m˙meas
m˙meas
)2 +∑
i
(Tex,calc − Tex,meas
Tex,max − Tex,min )
2
+ 1√
2
∑
i
(W˙el,exp,calc − W˙el,exp,meas
W˙el,exp,meas
)2 (D.14)
where the running index i is the total number of experimental points. The resulting
calibrated coefficients for both working fluids are reported in Table D.3. The
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Parameter R245fa SES36
m˙n,exp [kg/s] 0.51 0.47
UAsuc [W K−1] 25.75 ( m˙expm˙n,exp )0.8 27.19 ( m˙expm˙n,exp )0.8
UAex [W K−1] 15.44 ( m˙expm˙n,exp )0.8 16.19 ( m˙expm˙n,exp )0.8
UAamb [W K−1] 11.63 5.85
Asuc [m2] 7.45e-5 8.63e-5
xleak [-] 0.0 0.0
Aleak [m2] 8.7e-6 3.27e-6
Aex [m2] 58.27e-5 12.66e-4
yoil [-] 0.01 0.01
αloss [-] 0.05 0.05
W˙loss,0 [W] 350.59 62.17
τloss [N m] 6.75 5.32
Table D.3: Identified parameters of the expander semi-empirical model for both working
fluids.
Variable MAPE Max RE Mindeviation
Max
deviation
Standard
deviation
R245fa
m˙r,exp 1.48% 2.22 % -0.0073 kg/s 0.0050 kg/s 0.056 kg/s
W˙el,exp 5.11% 10.50 % -609.78 W 1156.46 W 1770.78 W
Tex,exp 0.42% 0.93% -7.66 K 1.62 K 6.28 K
ηoa,exp 6.14% 12.31% -0.093 (-) 0.105 (-) 0.094 (-)
SES36
m˙r,exp 2.79% 8.90 % -0.00714 kg/s 0.02288 kg/s 0.0629 kg/s
W˙el,exp 10.72% 22.09 % -598.15 W 775.81 W 1541.38 W
Tex,exp 1.002% 2.35% -8.64 K 2.93 K 6.95 K
ηoa,exp 11.59% 26.05% -0.1285 (-) 0.0846 (-) 0.0860 (-)
Table D.4: Summary of the relative and absolute errors on semi-empirical model
prediction for R245fa and SES36.
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verification of the semi-empirical model is presented as parity plots of mass flow
rate, power output, discharge temperature and overall isentropic efficiency. The
results are shown in Figure D.2 and Figure D.3. A summary of the error analyses
on the results is reported in Table D.4.Finally, a sensitivity study on the identified
parameters is shown in Figure D.4.
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(b) Power output: MAPE(R245fa) = 5.11%
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(c) Discharge temperature: MAPE(R245fa) = 0.42%
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(d) Isentropic efficiency: MAPE(R245fa) = 6.14%
Figure D.2: Comparison between measured and predicted values with the semi-empirical
model for the scroll and single-screw expanders: (a) refrigerant mass flow rate; (b) power
output; (c) discharge temperature; (d) isentropic efficiency. In the parity plots, all the
steady-state points are shown.
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(b) Power output: MAPE(SES36) = 10.72%
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(c) Discharge temperature: MAPE(SES36) = 1.00%
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(d) Isentropic efficiency: MAPE(SES36) = 11.59%
Figure D.3: Comparison between measured and predicted values of SES36 with the
semi-empirical model for the single-screw expanders: (a) refrigerant mass flow rate; (b)
power output; (c) discharge temperature; (d) isentropic efficiency. In the parity plots, only
the steady-state points used for validation are shown.
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Figure D.4: Sensitivity analysis on the semi-empirical model of the single-screw expander.
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E
ORC with Liquid Flooded Expansion
and internal regeneration (ORCLFE)
E.1 Introduction
Screw-type of expanders can potentially reach isentropic efficiency above 80%
[2]. Since, usually, these machines require active lubrication systems, i.e.,
dedicated lubrication loops with multi-injection ports, the concept of liquid flooded
expansion can be explored to achieve two goals:
• improve the expansion process towards an isothermal transformation
to increase the potential power output and favor the use of internal
regeneration;
• use the flooding medium (typically lubricant oil) to minimize the friction
losses and leakage flows.
From previous numerical analyses [3, 4], it has been shown how positive
displacement expanders with larger internal volume ratios are favored for
investigating flooded expansion. For this reason, a single-screw expander
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Figure E.1: Schematic representation of ORCFLE (Adapted from Woodland et al. [1]).
represents a suitable candidate. Hence, organic Rankine cycle with liquid flooded
expansion (ORCLFE) and internal regeneration is proposed to investigate such
aforementioned benefits.
An ORCLFE test rig has been designed and built to extend the testing capabilities
of the previous industrial prototype (see Section 5) in order to better characterize
the performance of expanders. The characterization of single-screw expander with
R245fa and SES36 without significant amount of lubricant oil has been presented
in Section 5.2. The setup is used to assess the benefits of a controlled flooded
expansion as well as to compare R245fa and its potential replacement R1233zd(E).
A synthetic POE lubricant oil, ACD100FY, is used as flooding medium.
E.2 ORCLFE thermodynamic analysis
By considering the cycle schematic of the ORCLFE system architecture depicted
in Figure E.1, both the primary working fluid (1) and the flooding medium (1o)
are pumped to the high system pressure. While the flooding medium is heated up
directly by the heater (11), the working fluid is first preheated inside the internal
regenerator (2) and then vaporized and superheated by the evaporator (3). The
finite heat source is used to heat up the primary working fluid and the flooding
medium. State (3) and state (2o) are assumed to be at the same temperature
and pressure conditions. The two fluids undergo a mixing process (4) prior to
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Figure E.2: Thermodynamic plot of ORC with liquid flooded expansion and internal
regeneration for different flooding ratios:(a) R245fa; (b) R1233zd(E).
entering the expander. In the mixing section, a homogeneous mixture is ideally
achieved. After the expansion process occurs (5), the vapor phase of the working
fluid is separated from the flooding medium inside a oil separator. The flooded
expansion,guarantees a significant degree of superheating of the working fluid
at the expander outlet which represents a favorable condition for the internal
regeneration. The working fluid vapor phase (6) is used to regenerate (7) before
it is condensed in the condenser (8). The portion of flooding medium separated is
then pumped back to the high pressure side and the cycle is repeated. In Figure
E.2, the effect of flooded expansion is shown for R245fa and R1233zd(E). As the
flooding ratio increases, the discharge temperature of the expander is closer to an
isothermal. At the same time, the higher discharge temperature allows for internal
regeneration which improves the thermodynamic cycle efficiency.
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Challenges arise when designing an ORCLFE system. In particular, three main
aspects should be considered that limit the theoretical performance of the proposed
ORC enhancement:
• possible flashing of the flooding medium into its two-phase region which
could cause a temperature drop, i.e. the flooding medium would also be
expanding;
• irreversibilities due to the mixing of primary working fluid and flooding
medium as well as solubility of refrigerant into the flooding medium;
• additional flooding medium pump and heat exchanger that increase the cost
of the system.
In order to analyze the proposed system, an ORCLFE cycle model was developed
that partially includes the aforementioned aspects. The following assumptions
were made:
• real gas model for the working fluid;
• the liquid is considered incompressible and non volatile;
• the ideal mixture model is used;
• pressure drops in the heat exchangers and line sets are neglected;
• liquid and gas flows are assumed to be in thermal and mechanical
equilibrium;
• perfect mixing;
• perfect separation process (i.e., no solubility effects) in the oil separator
except where specified;
• fixed volumetric displacement rate for the expander with a filling factor
equal to unity.
Besides the potential performance improvements over the baseline ORC, the
model is used to assess the impact of the expander internal volume ratio on the
liquid-flooded expansion performance as well as on the overall cycle performance.
E.2.1 Effective volume internal volume ratio
A positive displacement expander is characterized by a fixed internal volume ratio
related to the ratio of the discharge volume of the expansion chamber to the volume
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Description Value
Reference temperature, T0 25 ○C
Condenser outlet subcooling 5 ○C
Cold sink temperature 20 ○C
Minimum temperature difference
in heat exchangers (approach or pinch) 5
○C
Heat source temperature 100-150 ○C
Heat source mass flow rate 1 kg/s
Flooding ratio 0-1
Regenerator effectiveness (if not specified) 0.9
Pump isentropic efficiency 0.5
Pump electric motor efficiency 0.9
Expander isentropic efficiency Calculated
Expander mechanical effciency (if not specified) 0.8
Expander ambient heat transfer (UAamb) 0.01 kW/(m2 K)
Negligible pressure drop in linesets,
separator, mixer and heat exchangers -
Negligible heat loss in linesets, separator, mixer, pumps -
Table E.1: List of assumptions made in the cycle and component models.
of the expansion chamber at suction closure (or the displaced volume). That is:
rv,built−in = Vex,exp
Vsu,exp
(E.1)
Due to the presence of a flooding medium (generally an incompressible liquid)
in the expansion chamber, the volume ratio that the working fluid sees is higher
and it can be defined as the effective built-in volume ratio r∗v,built−in [5]. Its
mathematical definition is related to the liquid volume fraction existing in the
chamber:
al = Vl,in
Vs,exp
(E.2)
It can be demonstrated that the effective volume ration is given by:
r∗v,built−in = rv,built−in − al1 − al (E.3)
It can be noted that as the liquid volume fraction increases, the effective volume
ratio increases moderately until approximately 0.8, then more sharply in the
range 0.8 - 0.9 and approaching infinity for al → 1. This fact is shown in
Figure E.3 where the effective volume ratio is reported as a function of the liquid
volume fraction in the working chamber for different geometric built-in volume
ratios (2-6). In particular, built-in volume ratios >3.5 are characteristic of screw
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Figure E.3: Expander (solid lines) and compressor (dashed lines) effective volume ratios
as a function of the flooding medium volume fraction for different geometric built-in
volume ratios.
machines. For a certain liquid volume fraction, the higher the fixed volume ratio
of the expander, the higher is the effective volume ratio achievable. In the case
of a compressor, similar liquid volume fractions lead to more significant changes
in the effective volume ratio (shown as dotted lines). The optimal volume ratios
needed for liquid-flooded expansion (or compression) are in general larger with
respect to dry-running expanders. For instance, Bell et al. [6] optimized a scroll
compressor for liquid-flooding. Starting from a baseline compressor design with
a built-in volume ratio of 1.8, the optimized geometry for flooded compression
resulted to have an internal volume ratio of 2.7.
E.2.2 Thermo-physical properties
Modeling the ORC with flooded expansion requires the knowledge of the flooding
medium properties during the expansion process and in the flooding loop in
addition to the working fluid properties. REFPROP 9.1.1 [7] is used to retrieve the
thermophysical properties of the working fluids. An additional property wrapper
has been developed to calculate both the properties of the lubricant oils and the
mixture of oil and working fluids. Many of the oil properties were obtained from
open literature [8,9], as already mentioned in Section 4.3. Additional assumptions
are introduced in order to evaluate the mixture properties. Besides the fact that
oil and working fluid are in thermal and mechanical equilibrium, it is assumed
that both phases have the same temperature and pressure. As aforementioned,
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it is generally assumed that the phases exiting the oil separator are completely
separated. However, during normal operation, working fluid can be dissolved in
the oil flow stream and oil droplets are entrained in the working fluid vapor stream
leaving the separator. Solubility effects can be accounted for if the solubility of
the mixture oil-working fluid is known at the temperature and pressure values of
interest for a certain application. In order to perform the cycle analysis, the mixture
enthalpy and mixture entropy as functions of temperature and pressure must be
determined. An oil mass flow ratio, yl, is defined as
yl = m˙l
m˙r
(E.4)
where m˙r and m˙l are the mass flow rates of working fluid and lubricant oil,
respectively. With respect to a mixture of oil and working fluid, the oil mass
fraction is obtained from:
xl = m˙l
m˙r + m˙l = 11yl + 1 (E.5)
and the working fluid mass fraction is obtained as xr = 1 − xl.
The generic mixture thermodynamic property, Ψmix, such as specific heats,
specific enthalpy, specific internal energy, specific exergy, is calculated assuming
ideal mixing rule as,
Ψmix = Ψr + ylΨl (E.6)
As far as the specific entropy is concerned, when a mixture is formed from pure
fluids at constant temperature and pressure, entropy is generated. For an ideal
mixture, the specific entropy is obtained as:
smix −∑
i
wisi = ∆smix (E.7)
where wi is the mass fraction of the i-th component of the mixture.
The mixture density is calculated based on the void fraction weighted average [10]:
ρmix = αρr + (1 − α)ρl (E.8)
where the void fraction, α is given by:
α = 1
1 + [ 1
xr
− 1]S ρr
ρl
(E.9)
with the slip ratio S equal to unity for homogeneous flow. Transport properties are
not used in the current cycle model.
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Figure E.4: Overall cycle solution scheme.
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E.2.3 Overall cycle model
A cycle model is developed to simulate and optimize the ORCLFE. All cycle
components are visible in Figure E.1. The heat source and cold sink temperatures
have fixed values of TH and TL, respectively. The heat exchangers are modeled
by considering pinch points and by assuming a counterflow arrangement. Such
modeling approach allows to predict the achievable heat transfer rates between
two fluids without the complexity of a particular heat exchanger geometry, the
calculation of heat transfer coefficients and pressure drops. The maximum heat
transfer rate between two fluids is defined as:
Q˙max =min(m˙c (hc (Th,su, pc) − hc (Tc,su, pc)) ,
m˙h (hh (Th,su, ph) − hh (Tc,su, ph))) (E.10)
where c and h represent the cold and hot fluid streams. In the case of the condenser,
both the pinch point temperature difference and the degree of subcooling are
imposed. The condensing pressure is assumed to be constant as the pressure
drops in the condenser are neglected. Furthermore, pressure drops associated
with linesets, separator and regenerator are also not considered. It follows that
pcd = p5 = p6 = p6o = p7 = p8. The condenser irreversibility rate is calculated as:
E˙cd = T0 [m˙r (s8 − s7) + Q˙cd
TL
] (E.11)
The pumps pressurized the subcooled working fluid from state (8) to state (1) and
the flooding medium from (6o) to (1o) at the same pressure value. A constant
isentropic efficiency is adopted to model the pumps. In the case of the flooding
medium pump, the specific work is calculated as
wpump,l = vl∆p (E.12)
The irreversibility rates of the pumps are given by:
E˙pump = T0 m˙r (s2 − s1) (E.13)
E˙pump,l = T0 m˙l (s1o − s6o) (E.14)
A constant effectiveness models is used for the regenerator. In particular, the
maximum enthalpy difference allowed in the regenerator is defined as:
∆hreg,max =min (h6 − h(T1, p6), h(T6, p1) − h1) (E.15)
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By introducing the effectiveness, the actual enthalpy difference can be calculated:
∆hreg = reg∆hreg,max (E.16)
The enthalpy at states (2) and (7) can then be obtained. The irrevesibility rate of
the regenerator is:
E˙reg = T0 m˙r [(s2 + s7) − (s1 + s6)] (E.17)
The outlet temperature of the evaporator, T3, is obtained by imposing the
superheating and the evaporating pressure (or the system pressure ratio) is a
degree of freedom in the cycle model to be optimized, since only the pinch
point temperature difference is specified (see Table E.1). Regarding the flooding
medium, the outlet temperature of the heater is equal to the one of the evaporator,
i.e. T2o = T2. Similarly to the condensing side, the pressure drops across the
evaporator and heater are neglected and therefore p1 = p2 = p3 = p1o = p2o = pev.
The irreversibility rate of evaporator and heater are:
E˙ev = T0 [m˙r (s3 − s2) − Q˙ev,r
TH
] (E.18)
E˙heater = T0 [m˙l (s2o − s1o) − Q˙heater,l
TH
] (E.19)
The working fluid and the oil are mixed together at constant pressure to obtain an
homogeneous mixture. Assuming the mixer to be adiabatic, the energy balance is
given by
m˙rh3 + m˙lh2o − (m˙r + m˙l)h4 = 0 (E.20)
Although the mixture of oil and working fluid is considered ideal, entropy is
generated during the mixing process, i.e. entropy of mixing ∆smix. Therefore,
the mixture specific entropy at the outlet of the mixture is given by:
s4,mix − (s3 + xls2o) = ∆smix (E.21)
with ∆smix > 0. The entropy of mixing is calculated as an ideal mixture at constant
temperature and pressure.
The expander model has been already described in details in Section 1.2.1. An
expander isothermal efficiency is also defined to provide additional information on
the performance of the expander with respect to actually achieving an isothermal
expansion:
ηexp,isoth = W˙sh,exp
m˙rwisoth,exp + m˙lv4o (p4 − p5) (E.22)
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with:
wisoth,exp = h4(T4, p4) − h5,isoth(T4, p5)− T4 (s4(T4, p4) − s5,isoth(T4, p5)) (E.23)
The irreversibility rate of the expander is calculated as
E˙exp = T0 m˙exp (s5,mix − s4,mix) (E.24)
After the expansion process, i.e. state (5), the mixture of oil and working fluid
enters the oil separator. In an ideal separation process, the mixture of oil and
working fluid is completely separated into two phases. In practice, a fraction of
the working fluid is dissolved in the oil phase as well as droplets of oil are entrained
in the working fluid vapor phase. The oil separator model assumes no heat losses
or pressure drops, i.e. T5=T6 =T6o, and only the solubility of working fluid in oil
is considered using an available correlation. In the general case, the mass fraction
of refrigerant dissolved in the liquid flowing in the flooded medium loop of Figure
E.1 is defined by:
xr,sol = m˙r,sol
m˙r,sol + m˙l (E.25)
Hence, the actual oil mass fraction exiting the separator is
xl,sol = 1 − xr,sol, (E.26)
which has to be updated at the mixing section. The oil separator irreversibility is
neglected, i.e. E˙sep=0.
Lastly, the cycle thermodynamic performance is evaluated by means of both First
and Second Laws of Thermodynamics. The cycle thermodynamic efficiency is
given as the ratio of the net power output to the total heat rate input:
ηORCLFE = W˙net
Q˙in
= W˙exp − W˙pp,r − W˙pp,l
Q˙ev,r + Q˙heater,l (E.27)
The Second Law efficiency is defined as the thermal (First Law) efficiency divided
by the theoretical maximum (Carnot) efficiency, in accordance with [1]:
ηII,ORCLFE = ηORCLFE
ηCarnot
(E.28)
where ηCarnot is defined as a function of TH and TL.
The flowchart of the cycle model solution scheme is represented in Figure E.4.
Two main residual functions are minimized to obtain the desired convergence
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of the model. The simulation is initialized by guessing the values for the
working fluid mass flow rate, expander isentropic efficiency and the internal
thermodynamic state (in). Once the overall expander energy balance (Equation
1.7) is satisfied, the actual overall isentropic efficiency is calculated using Equation
1.9 and it is compared with the initial guess value. The iteration process continues
until the convergence criteria is met. Furthermore, the working fluid mass flow
rate is adjusted to ensure the imposed pinch point temperature difference in the
heat exchangers.
Fluid
MM
(kg kmol−1) Tcrit(○C) pcrit(kPa) SafetyGroup AL(yr.) ODP(-) GWP100yr.(-)
R245fa 134.05 153.9 3651.0 B1 7.6 0.0 1020
R1234ze(Z) 114.04 153.7 3533.0 AL2
0.027-
0.049 0.0 >3
R1233zd(E) 130.49 166.5 3623.6 A1 0.071 0.0 1
R1336mzz(Z) 164.06 171.3 2900.0 A1 0.060 0.0 2
Table E.2: Summary of thermophysical properties, safety and environmental data of the
working fluids considered in the present study.
E.2.4 Flooded expansion with a single-screw expander
The cycle model has been exercised over a range of flooding ratios and expander
volume ratios to investigate the impact on the power output and cycle efficiency
improvements over the baseline ORC. At first, R245fa is considered as the
primarily working fluid. The inlet heat source temperature is fixed at 120 ○C,
unless specified. Under the specified conditions, the degrees of freedom are
internal volume ratio of the expander and the evaporating temperature. The
ORCLFE architecture is compared to the baseline ORC with internal regeneration.
In particular, the baseline ORC is defined as a conventional ORC with pump,
evaporator, expander, condenser and internal regenerator without any significant
flooding. The results are presented in Figure E.5(a) and Figure E.5(b). In
particular, for a given pressure ratio of 7, by increasing the expander internal
volume ratio, the specific work increases significantly due to the reduced
under-expansion losses. The flooding ratio has a limited impact on the actual
expander specific work, as shown in Figure E.5(a), but it has a more significant
impact on the cycle efficiency. For a expander internal volume ratio of 6, the cycle
efficiency relative improvements to the baseline cycle with internal regeneration
is as high as 4%. As shown in Figure E.5(b), ORCLFE allows to improve
the cycle thermodynamic efficiency. However, as also outlined by Georges [4],
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Figure E.5: (a) Influence of the built-in volume ratio on the specific expander work for a
given working condition at different flooding ratios. The working fluid is R245fa and the
imposed pressure ratio is 7; (b) Ratio of ORCLFE cycle efficiency to the baseline ORC
with regeneration assuming an effectiveness of 0.8. The working fluid is R245fa. Imposed
pressure ratio is 7 and superheating 10 ○C.
R245fa does not allow for a significant increase in the expander specific work.
For the heat source temperature range considered, different working fluids can
be considered as potential candidates for ORCLFE. Among all the working fluids
available, the selection has been limited to those that have near-zero GWP and zero
ODP. The three candidates selected as possible replacements of R245fa are HFOs
R1234ze(Z), R1233zd(E) and R1336mzz(Z). The working fluid characteristics are
summarized Table E.2.
The efficiency of the expansion process for a given expander is related to the
properties of the working fluid in terms of enthalpy difference between suction
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Figure E.6: Variation of ∂v/∂p with the pressure ratio under isothermal conditions for
different working fluids.
and discharge conditions and the increase of specific volume with respect to the
decrease of pressure, i.e. ∂v/∂p. By assuming an isothermal expansion from
(T1,p1) to (T2=T1,p2=p1/rp), the quantity ∂v/∂p at constant temperature can be
evaluated at the discharge conditions for different pressure ratios. As shown in
Figure E.6, R1234ze(Z) presents the highest values of ∂v/∂p while R1336mzz(Z)
the lowest. As a result, R1234ze(Z) should allow to obtain higher specific work
output for the investigated conditions.
As outlined in the previous analysis, a volumetric expander with a volume ratio
between 4 and 6 is desirable to benefit from the presence of large amount of oil in
the working chamber. To this end, a single-screw expander with an internal volume
ratio of 5.3 is considered. From the experimental characterization carried out in
Section 5.2.3, the mechanical losses were estimated by considering a fictitious
torque, τloss to calculate the shaft power and estimate the mechanical efficiency:
W˙sh,exp = W˙in,exp − 2piτlossNexp
60
(E.29)
The expander is assumed to be well insulated with an improved overall heat
transfer coefficient to the ambient from approximately 11 kW/(m2 K) to 0.01
kW/(m2 K). The total mass flow rate is imposed by the displacement of the
machine:
V˙swept,exp = 2zrVg,ex
rv,in
Nexp
60
= m˙expv4,mix (E.30)
where zr is the number of grooves (i.e., 6), Nexp is the expander rotational speed
fixed at 3000 rpm and Vg,ex is the chamber volume at the discharge opening.
Finally, suction and discharge two-phase pressure drops are not considered, i.e.,
the ports are properly designed to minimize such losses.
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Figure E.7: (a) Net specific work output as function of flooding ratio; (b) Cycle
thermodynamic efficiency as function of flooding ratio. The legend is shared. Heat source
temperature fixed at 120○C, imposed pressure ratio is 7 and expander internal volume
ratio is 6.
At first, to understand the behavior of each working fluid, a sweep of the flooding
ratio for a fixed heat source inlet temperature of 120 ○C is performed. The pressure
ratio and the superheating are optimized to maximize the Second Law efficiency.
The net specific work and the cycle thermodynamic efficiency as a function of the
flooding ratio are plotted in Figure E.7(a) and Figure E.7(b), respectively. Under
such applied boundary conditions, R1234ze(Z) achieves higher work output as
well as higher cycle efficiency. While, R1336mzz(Z) showed poor performance
when compared to the other working fluids. The main reason for these results
is related to the critical point conditions of each working fluid with respect to
the heat source inlet temperature. It follows that the expander volume ratio
is not optimized for each working fluid. Nonetheless, this analysis is useful
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to understand the different trends before carrying out an optimization study.
Additional considerations of the impact of isothermal expansion on the expander
performance are given next. In Figure E.8, the expender isothermal efficiency
is plotted as a function of the flooding ratio. As the flooding ratio increases,
the expansion process moves towards an isothermal process and the isothermal
efficiency increases up to 10.4% in the case of R1234ze(Z).
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Figure E.8: Evolution of expander isothermal efficiency as function of flooding ratio for
different working fluids.
The irreversibility rate for each component at different flooding ratios are reported
in Figure E.9. The flooding ratio has a relative small impact on the total
irreversibility rate as shown in Figure E.10. By increasing the flooding ratio, the
irreversibilities associated with the evaporator, condenser and expander decrease
more significantly in comparison to the increased irreversibilities of the oil pump,
oil heater and regenerator. In Figure E.11, the Second Laws efficiency is plotted
as a function of the flooding ratio. It can be seen that increasing the flooding ratio
improves the Second Law efficiency. In particular, R1234ze(Z) benefits the most
from the increase in flooding ratio. Furthermore, it can also be noted that the
values of Second Law efficiency for R245fa are comparable to the ones obtained
by Woodland et al. [1] under the same heat source inlet temperature of 120 ○C.
To evaluate the theoretical performance improvements of ORCLFE employing
a single-screw expander over the baseline cycle, an optimization study has
been carried out for each working fluid by considering three hot source inlet
temperatures, i.e. 100 ○C, 120 ○C and 150 ○C. Three degrees of freedom were
identified: pressure ratio across the expander, superheating and flooding ratio. For
each of the independent variables, upper and lower bounds were set. In particular,
the superheating has been limited between 0 ○C and 30 ○C. Whereas the upper
bound of the pressure ratio has been set accordingly for each working fluid to
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Figure E.9: Breakdown of the irreverisibilities for each ORCLFE system components and
different working fluids as a function of the flooding ratio. The heat source inlet
temperature is fixed equal to 120 ○C and both superheating and pressure ratio are
optimized.
ensure a sub-critical type of cycle. The net power output has been chosen as an
objective function to be maximized.
The results of the optimization and the comparisons between the working fluids
are shown in Figure E.12(a) and Figure E.12(b) as well as reported in Table E.3.
The performance of the baseline ORC with internal regeneration are overlaid on
the plots and indicated with black solid bars for a direct comparison. The flooded
expansion increases both the power output of the expander as well as the oil pump
input power. The actual benefit of the quasi-isothermal expansion on the net
power is within a few percentage points if the single-screw expander mechanical
losses are kept the same as the case of non-flooded expansion. The exception
is R1234ze(Z), for which the flooded expansion led to a increased net power
of 4.6% at 100○C, 1.8% at 120○C and 8.61% at 150○C, respectively. However,
the cycle efficiency improves for all the cases considered due to higher potential
for internal regeneration with the flooded cycle. For example, the relative cycle
improvement for R245fa is up to 7.8% at 150○C, which is in line with the results
obtained by Woodland et el. [3]. By flooding the expander with lubricant oil, it is
expected that the losses associated with leakages and friction can be reduced. To
account for this aspect, the optimization has been redone by halving the frictional
torque used in Equation E.29. The results are shown in both Figure E.12(a)
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Figure E.10: Total irreversibility rate as function of flooding ratio for different working
fluids. The heat source inlet temperature is fixed equal to 120 ○C and both superheating
and pressure ratio are optimized.
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Figure E.11: Second Law efficiency of ORCLFE as a function of flooding ratio for different
working fluids. The heat source inlet temperature is fixed equal to 120 ○C and both
superheating and pressure ratio are optimized.
and Figure E.12(b) with shaded bars. The reduction of mechanical losses due
to flooded expansion allows to increase the net power output significantly which
also is responsible for the improvements in cycle efficiency. In particular, each
working fluid shows further improvements between 6.8% (R1234ze(Z) at 150○C
) and 27.7% (R1336mzz(Z) at 100○C) with respect to the optimized ORCLFE. In
the considered analysis, R1234ze(Z) and R1233zd(E) are the better candidates to
implement the flooded expansion with single-screw expander.
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Figure E.12: ORCLFE optimization results for three heat source inlet temperatures and
different working fluids. Deep colored bars represent ORCLFE performance, the shaded
bars are the results of ORCLFE with reduced mechanical losses and the black bars are the
ORC with internal regeneration results: (a) thermodynamic cycle efficiency; (b) net
power output.
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Fluid
TH
(○C) yl(-) pcd(kPa) rp(-) W˙net(kW) ηORCLFE(-)
R245fa
100
120
150
0.3293
0.1761
1.00
177.8
177.8
177.8
4.873
7.131
9.839
5.977
(2.05%)
12.69
(+0.47%)
17.01
(+6.25%)
0.1091
(+3.81%)
0.1458
(+2.03%)
0.1663
(+7.77%)
R1234ze(Z)
100
120
150
0.4409
0.2939
1.00
210.2
210.2
210.2
4.437
6.392
8.778
6.103
(+4.66%)
13.07
(+1.79%)
17.66
(+8.61%)
0.1101
(+6.58%)
0.1488
(+4.13%)
0.169
(+9.88%)
R1233zd(E)
100
120
150
0.3885
0.244
0.4711
154.6
154.6
154.6
4.839
7.088
9.265
4.799
(+3.31%)
10.46
(+1.26%)
16.07
(+4.69%)
0.1072
(+4.89%)
0.1488
(+2.90%)
0.1694
(+5.02%)
R1336mzz(Z)
100
120
150
1.00
0.167
0.130
89.01
89.01
89.01
5.494
8.912
12.31
3.839
(-16.03%)
7.598
(-0.39%)
12.76
(-0.‘55%)
0.1062
(-1.85%)
0.1405
(+1.01%)
0.1605
(+1.26%)
Table E.3: Comparison between ORC baseline and optimized ORCLFE for different heat
source inlet temperatures.
E.2.5 Effect of oil solubility
The ORCLFE includes an oil separator after the expander. In this component, due
to the combination of temperature and pressure and the separation process, the
chemical equilibrium of the two phases results in solubility of working fluid in
oil. As a consequence, the dissolved working fluid flows through the oil pump and
oil heater affecting the cycle efficiency. For this analysis, R245fa is used as the
working fluid since the solubility of R245fa in ACD100FY is available in [8, 11].
The solubility as a function of temperature and pressure is shown in Figure E.13.
The heat source inlet temperature is fixed as 120 ○C while the cold sink is kept
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Figure E.13: Solubility of R245fa in polyolester (POE) lubricant oil ACD100FY [8].
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Figure E.14: (a) Effect of the oil solubility on the oil pump specific work for different
flooding ratios; (b) Effect of the oil solubility on the oil pump specific work for different
flooding ratios.
as specified in Table E.1. The single-screw expander with an internal volume
ratio of 5.3 is employed. A simulation is carried out by varying the flooding ratio
between 0 and 1 at a fixed pressure ratio of 7 and superheating level of 10 ○C.
As the flooding ratio increases, the expander discharge temperature approaches
the inlet temperature. Since the condensing pressure is imposed by the cold
sink temperature, higher discharge temperature implies lower solubility fraction,
as shown in Figure E.14(a). The flooded expansion is beneficial in this aspect.
However, as the flooding ratio increasing, the oil pump specific work increases,
as expected. If the working fluid is dissolved into the lubricant oil, the pumping
work increases significantly, as reported in Figure E.14(b). The optimal amount
of oil flooding is directly linked with the solubility fraction which is related to the
operating conditions at the expander discharge. Solubility should be at minimum
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to avoid an increase of oil pump work and, consequently, a decrease of net power
output.
E.3 ORCLFE Test Setup Architecture
An overview of ORCLFE system built along with the description of the main
components is shown in Figure E.15. The experimental test stand can be divided
into four main loops according to the hydraulic scheme of Figure E.16:
1. hot source loop;
2. cold source loop;
3. working fluid loop;
4. active oil circulation loop.
Heating and cooling loops are the two main external loops to the ORCLFE. In
particular, the heating source loop consists of an electric heater with a maximum
heating capacity of 250 kWe. Therminol 66 is employed as thermal oil. The
maximum thermal oil flow is 14 m3/h at a maximum temperature of 340 ○C.
A roof-top air cooled condenser with a rated capacity of 480 kW at 20 ○C
ambient is used as cooling loop. The cooling medium is a mixture of water and
ethylene-glycol (33 vol%). The temperature of the water-glycol mixture that enters
the condenser depends directly on the external ambient conditions. The mass flow
rate of both external loops are controlled by three way valves. The electric heater
and the rooftop cooling unit are visible in Figure E.17.
The working fluid loop and active oil circulation loop are part of the ORC unit.
Two three-piston diaphragm pumps are used to pressurize the fluids in the working
fluid and lubricant oil loops. Auxiliary filters are installed on the pump discharge
lines that can be used to remove unwanted particles coming from heat exchangers
and expander.
Plate heat exchangers are employed as evaporator, heater, regenerator and
condenser. The mixing between working fluid and lubricant oil is realized by
means of a static mixer in stainless-steel. The internal patterns of the mixer have
been optimized to minimize the pressure drop and guarantee an homogeneous
lubricant oil-refrigerant mixture at the expander inlet. The design of the static
mixer is shown in Figure E.18(a). Wheres, a top view of the assembly static mixer
and expander is visible in Figure E.18(b). A gravity separator is installed on the
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(a) (b)
Figure E.17: View of (a) Maxxtec electric oil heater and (b) rooftop cooling unit.
discharge line of the expander which separates the working fluid vapor from the
lubricant oil. The lubricant oil then returned to the oil pump while the working
fluid vapor is directed to either the regenerator or condenser depending on the cycle
configuration. A liquid receiver is placed after the condenser with three different
purposes: (i) ensure a minimum liquid level on the pump suction line; (ii) in case
of over-pressure, a relief valve on the discharge line of the pump will release the
liquid inside the receiver; (iii) serve as charging point to the installation.
The installation is controlled by means of a PLC. Each pump has a dedicated VFD
which is connected to the PLC via MODBUS protocol. A 15 kW regenerative drive
is used to control the expander generator. The PLC is connected to LabVIEW via
ethernet connection. From the PLC MODBUS, rotational speed, power and torque
from each drive are monitored and acquired. Both cooling and heating loops are
controlled in a similar way with a separate PLC. The hot loop temperature set-point
is maintained with a PI controller. The ORC control cabinet is shown in Figure
E.19.
E.3.1 Single-Screw Expander Tested
The single-screw expander used during the first experimental campaign (see
Figure 5.1) underwent significant modifications to improve its performance. After
disassembling the housing and the meshing pair, a thorough inspection revealed
that the meshing profile on the starwheel teeth was worn out, as shown in Figure
E.20. The groove lands on the rotor were also slightly damaged probably due to
contact with the housing and lack of proper lubrication. For these reasons, the
meshing pair has been replaced with a new straight-line profile,shown in Figure
E.20 as well. The straight-line profile is marked in red for clarity and it is essential
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(a)
(b)
Figure E.18: (a) Static mixer design; (b) top view of static mixer and expander assembly.
to guarantee sealing between sides of the tooth and mating groove flanks. The main
rotor has also been replaced to ensure the meshing with the new mating starwheels.
The shaft-rotor assembly is shown in Figure E.21(a). The thrust bearing element
at the front of the rotor has been kept the same. However, the journal bearing
installed on the open-drive side of the shaft as well as on the starwheels have been
replaced. A PTFE rotary shaft seal was installed to avoid leakages.
Besides the meshing pair, also the housing needed several improvements. One
of the element of concern was the sealing capabilities of the current housing as
well as the possibility of running at higher pressures. To this end, suction and
discharge flanges, the end plates and the front circular cap were re-engineered
by using stainless steel plates and flanges. By polishing the contact surfaces on
the housing, copper gaskets with a thickness of 2 mm were installed in every
connection. A close view of the side place installation is shown in Figure E.21(b).
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Figure E.19: View of Rittal IP66 enclosure with installed drives, control system and DAQ.
The stainless steel flanges on the suction and discharge ports of the expander were
then soldered with the copper piping. Such arrangement allowed to install RTDs
and pressure transducers capillary tubes both at suction inlet and discharge outlet
of the expander. The complete installation of the expander is visible in Figure
E.22. To be noted is that, at the discharge side of the expander, the new flange was
properly designed to have a measuring point connection to evaluate the discharge
state of the working fluid as accurate as possible.
In order to characterize the internal performance of the expander, dynamic pressure
transducers and thermocouples were installed on the housing. As marked in Figure
E.23, six pressure ports were drilled on the housing to capture both the in-groove
expansion process as well dynamic phenomena in both internal suction pockets. A
dynamic pressure sensor was also placed on the front of the housing the capture
the discharge process. in addition to the pressure ports, eight compression fittings
have been installed in several locations of the housing to be able to measure
the temperature evolution during the expansion process as well the temperature
surrounding the different mechanical elements. Surface thermocouples were
installed to quantify the heat losses to the ambient. The details of the installed
sensors and locations will be discussed in Section E.3.2.
The expander shaft was connected to the generator by means of a torque meter in
order to obtain an accurate estimation of the mechanical power generated by the
expander and to obtain the shaft angular position which is necessary to align the
pressure traces of the dynamic sensors.
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Figure E.20: Comparison between worn starwheel profile and new straight-line meshing
profile.
E.3.2 Sensor installation
By referring to Figure E.16, the ORCLFE test-rig is equipped with temperature and
pressure measurements at the inlet and exit of each component with the exception
of the pipe line connecting the condenser outlet to the liquid receiver inlet, which
is quite short. At each measuring point, tee connections have been soldered onto
the copper piping to facilitate the installation of both RTDs and capillary tubes for
the pressure transducers. An example of tee connection at the expander inlet is
shown in Figure E.24(a). Due to the significant amount of sensors, the pressure
transducers are installed in arrays on aluminum plates at the same height and
grouped conveniently by location. In Figure E.24(b), it is possible to see the
pressure sensor arrangement for one of the locations. Moreover, such arrangement
minimized the thermal drift error for the pressure transducers which heavily affects
the calculations of enthalpy and entropy at the expander inlet and outlet conditions.
Two Coriolis flow meters are used to measure the mass flow rate of working fluid
and lubricant oil.
Torque sensors are installed on expander and working fluid pump shafts. For both
torque sensors, a shaft alignment tool has been used to ensure the correct alignment
between expander and pump shaft with the corresponding drives.
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(a)
(b)
Figure E.21: (a) Single-screw expander shaft-rotor assembly; (b) close view to the
re-engineered side plates, front cylindrical cap and new copper gaskets.
Dynamic pressure transducers with high natural frequency are necessary in
order to capture the fast expansion process. Six miniature ruggedized absolute
pressure transducers for high temperature are employed. In particular, Kulite
XTE-190(M)-17 bar(a) have been selected with a M5 threaded connection. Such
sensors presents a full scale ouput (FSO) of 100 mV (nominal) with a combined
non-linearity, hysteresis and repeatability uncertainty of ±0.1% FSO (best fit
straight line or BFSL). In order to acquire such signals, amplifiers are required to
condition the signals and to obtain ouput signals either as 0-10 V or 4-20 mA which
are commonly used in DAQ boards. To this end, three Tasar AW980-2K signal
conditioners have been selected, as shown in Figure E.25(a) . Each amplifier has
two independent channels so that two Kulite sensors can be configured within one
device. In Figure E.25(b), two Kulite sensors represented by their serial numbers
are associated with the two channels. The Tesar channels and the Kulite 4-wire
connections are reported in Table E.6. Each Kulite sensor has been calibrated with
the associated Tesar signal conditioner and the dynamic pressure is obtained by
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Figure E.22: View of the upgraded expander installed in the ORC.
knowing the sensor sensitivity as:
pdynamic = Vread − Vzero
∆sensor
(E.31)
where ∆sensor is the sensitivity obtained from the calibration process with units
mV/bar. The internal impedance is used to calculate the signal output in mA.
The signal outputs from the Tesar devices are then acquired by mean of National
Instruments NI-9203 current module.
The expander internal and surface temperature measurements are performed by
means of mineral insulated thermocouples type-K with pot seal. These semi-rigid
thermocouples have insulated junctions and allows to be shaped to fit the particular
surface of interest. The junction diameter is 1 mm to ensure fast response. The
thermocouples are inserted into the housing through compression fittings. A
total of six thermocouples are installed on the expander. The labeling of the
thermocouples on the installation is shown in Figure E.23. The thermocouples
are connected to DIN-rail mounted connector modules as shown in Figure E.26
and their locations are listed in Table E.7.
A detailed description of the sensors installed can be found in Table E.4 and their
uncertainties are listed in Table E.5.
E.3.3 Data Reduction and Uncertainty Analysis
In order to characterize the performance of the expander, steady-state experimental
points are identified by following the criteria proposed by Woodland et al. [12] and
already employed in Section 5.2.3. The thermodynamic properties of R1233zd(E)
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(a)
(b)
Figure E.23: Overview of the thermocouples and pressure transducers installed on the
expander.
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(a) (b)
Figure E.24: (a) Installation of pressure and temperature sensors by means of tee
connections; (b) Installation of pressure transducers in arrays.
Chn. 1 Chn. 2
Kulite
wires
Power
supply
Output
signal Other
1 22 WHITE
2 21 RED
3 20 GREEN
4 19 BLACK
5 18 Not used
6 17 Not used
7 16 0(4)-20 mA
8 15 Output ground
9 14
0-10 V
Not used
10 13 +24 VDC
11 12 Ground
Table E.6: Connections of the Tesar amplifiers as shown in Figure E.25(b).
Thermocouple # Location
TC1 Upper hosing surface
TC2 Top left bearing slot
TC3 Rotor
TC4 Discharge right side
TC5 Bottom suction pocket
TC6 Side plate surface
Table E.7: Location of the thermocouples on the expander housing as shown in Figure
E.23.
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(a) (b)
Figure E.25: (a) Tesar amplifiers for the Kulite pressure transducers mounted on din-rail;(b) Tesar connections and Kulite sensors channel assignment.
Figure E.26: Channel assignment of thermocouple modules.
are retrieved from CoolProp [13]. The general properties of the working fluid
are listed in Table E.8. When compared to R245fa, R1233zd(E) presents a
higher critical point temperature but lower critical point pressure. The molar
mass is approximately 2.6% lower. A comparison between the thermodynamic
plots is shown in Figure E.27. The equation of state implemented has been
developed by Mondjar et al. [14]. The properties of ACD100FY has been obtained
from Zhelezny et al. [8]. The uncertainty analysis is carried out by using the
methodology described by Figliola and Beasley [15]. As outlined in Section 5.2.3,
the true value of a function, ftrue, over a steady-state interval is given as:
ftrue = f¯ ± uf (E.32)
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where uf is obtained as:
uf =
¿ÁÁÁÀ n∑
i=1
⎛⎝ ∂f∂xi ∣xi=x¯iuxi⎞⎠
2
(E.33)
A confidence band of desired probability of 95% is always considered. Hence,
the propagated uncertainty to calculated result also holds with 95% probability .
The partial derivatives in Equation 5.10 are calculated using a central difference
scheme with a step size equal to the uncertainty of the measured variable. As
stated by Woodland [16], Equation E.33 assumes that systematic uncertainties
are uncorrelated. Such assumption is generally true but does not apply to the
concentration of a binary mixture. In fact, as already discussed in Section 4.3,
the oil-refrigerant mixture is treated as a homogeneous mixture. The liquid mass
fraction is calculated by measuring the mass flow rates of refrigerant and lubricant
oil with the Coriolis flow meters. That is:
xL = m˙L
m˙L + m˙r (E.34)
The uncertainty in the lubricant oil concentration at inlet and outlet of the
expander is considered the same. Thus, this uncertainty is correlated. In such
case, a correction for correlated systematic errors is used according to Figliola
and Beasley [15]. The inlet and outlet thermodynamic states of the expander
are determined by knowing temperature and pressure measurements. The inlet
enthalpy is calculated as:
hsu,exp = f (Texp,su, pexp,su, xL,su) , (E.35)
and the outlet enthalpy can be obtained in the same fashion. The isentropic outlet
enthalpy is given by:
hex,exp,s = f (sexp,su, pexp,ex, xL,su) (E.36)
Therefore the isentropic specific work is calculated as:
wexp,s = hsu,exp − hex,exp,s (E.37)
Due to the fact that the oil concentration is the same and also that the inlet entropy
is also a function of the inlet measurements, the calculation of the isentropic
specific work uncertainty reduces to a function of four measured quantities:
wexp,s = f (Texp,su, pexp,su, xL,su, pexp,su) (E.38)
Equation E.33 is applied to Equation E.38 and not directly to the individual
enthalpies. Therefore, the isentropic work rate and its total uncertainty are
expressed by:
W˙exp,is = (m˙L + m˙r)wexp,s (E.39)
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uW˙exp,is = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩⎛⎝ ∑i=L,r ∂W˙exp,is∂m˙i um˙i⎞⎠
2 + ∑
i=su,ex(∂W˙exp,is∂Ti uTi)
2 + (∂W˙exp,is
∂psu
upsu)2
+(∂W˙exp,is
∂xL
uxL)2 ⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
1
2
(E.40)
The machanical shaft power of the expander is given by:
W˙shaft,exp = τmech 2piNexp
60
(E.41)
and the associated total uncertainty is calculated as:
uW˙shaft,exp =
¿ÁÁÁÀ(∂W˙shaft,exp
∂τmech
uτmech)2 + (∂W˙shaft,exp∂Nexp uNexp)
2
(E.42)
where the total uncertainty of the torque measurement, uτmech , is obtained by
combining the total systematic uncertainty on the calibration and uncertainty due
to thermal shift since the sensor is compensated in the temperature range 21 ○ and
76 ○:
uτmech = √u2sys,calibration + u2thermal (E.43)
The overall energy balance of the expander is given by:
W˙shaft,exp = (m˙L + m˙r) (hsu,exp − hex,exp) − Q˙amb (E.44)
The isentropic efficiency at the shaft and its uncertainty are calculated as:
ηrms,shaft = W˙shaft,exp
W˙exp,s
(E.45)
uηrms,shaft =
¿ÁÁÁÀ(∂ηrms,shaft
∂W˙shaft,exp
uW˙shaft,exp)2 + (∂ηrms,shaft∂W˙exp,s uW˙exp,s)
2
(E.46)
An overall isentropic efficiency is also defined by measuring the electrical power
output of the generator:
ηs,oa = W˙el,exp
W˙exp,s
(E.47)
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The boundary work rate is estimated by using the internal pressure sensors. Each
pressure sensors is aligned with rotation by using the optical encoder of the torque
meter (alternatively the drive of the generator can be used through the PLC). The
average boundary work rate generated by the expander is calculated generally
given as:
W˙ pV = ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
p(θ)dV
dθ
dθ (E.48)
The integration is approximated with a trapezoidal rule and the derivative of the
volume with respect to the rotation angle is obtained from the geometry model.
The mechanical losses of the expander are then computed as:
W˙mech,loss = W˙ pV − W˙shaft,exp (E.49)
Thus, the mechanical efficiency of the expander is calculated as the ratio of the
mechanical shaft power to the boundary work rate:
ηmech = W˙mech
W˙ pV
(E.50)
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Figure E.27: Comparison between R245fa and R1233zd(E) domes.
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Property R245fa R1233zd(E)
Type pure fluid pure fluid
Components pentafluoropropane
trans-1-Chloro-3,3,3-
trifluoropropene
Molar mass [kg/mol] 0.13404 0.13049
Critical point temperature [K] 427.01 435.69
Critical point pressure [kPa] 3651.0 3623.6
GWP100 [-] 1020 1
Table E.8: Fluid properties of R245fa [17] and R1233zd(E) [18].
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